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IN FLAMES — SUBTERRANEAN 
New 5-track Mini-CD! 

Prices: 80 SEK, S12 (overseas $14) 
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EUCHARIST IN FLAMES MISCREANT WAR. compilation 
"A Velvet Creation” ST “Lunar Strain” "Dreaming Ice" 
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The Apastle In Trumph 

In sobtude | wandar. 
Through the vast enchanted forest 
The surrounding skies are one 
Tom apart by the phenomencn of lghtning 
Raun i pounng down myfnow! shivenng shoulders 
In the rain my tears are frever lut 
The darkened caks are my only shalter 
Red leaves are blown by the wind 
An ebony raven now catches my eyes 
Stting in calmness 
Belore spreading its black wings 
Reaching for the skies 
In the brest 
where wolves cry their agormy unto the moon 
My spint is hidden 
In the form of wsdom 
Carved on a black stone 
The only way to fallow Opis 3aar 24 
Redeem, | am immortal 
Blinded by a Ight 
I engulf the skies 
The apastle in tnumph 
Through the etemal flame I travel 
As the rain keeps falling. 
poem by Opeth Iswe) 

Infornal 

Saven are born, therr throne in the earthly deep 
Seven goes down the mountains of the east 
Infornal sons 
Nghtfalls dark 
> hear the slence 

Of your heart 
Seven portend your pains on the mouners day 
Seven - the wrath of gods 
Your body is camed away 
Infornal sons 
Nghtfalk dark 
 hear the slence 
Of your heart 
Soven they are. 
poem by Lt hand Soluten Iswa) 

Rar the Saa 

Wter travels by itself 
Inspires us to far the ssa 
When it affbets our state of mind 
We drown in our make Debeve 
These litle drops that cover bvo thirds 
Brentually there will be nothung left 
But water, This water 
It rules but even o 
1t tears apart around us 
Throws dself hyh up in the sky 
Never will be able to tame 
poem by The Cathenng hal 

When the Storm Comes Down 

Behokl, the sky is falling down 
As bvilght descends 
Shattered rays stll flter through 
As the vel of darkness unilds 
In rapture I sse all grace s gone 

Embraced. all lyht now sleepė 
The fall has come 
This time is my home 
At ths tme of year 
All my angush s gone 
ath the sun_ 
The wind wipes out all grace 
I rejace as the storm comes down 
Behad the man upon the hill 
Lonely har awaiting 
Sorrow s his only frend 

e knows why 
xd has wped out all grace 

Raphured I am as the storm is taking me 

has carned me 

still mirror-refketve water 
face of a child I once knew 

el = ths chid. 
Face agow with the joy of lfis snnocence 

creatan, loving all that exsts. Cancus 

fimwflnhzsflmnmxtbl\e 
As he gazes back in wonder at the hard, calloused 
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Sweden’s GRAVE have had their fair share of changes lately. 
Vocalist/bassist Jorgen Sandstrém has found another 
Stockholm super group to perform four-string duties, namely 
ENTOMBED. Remaining members Ola and Jensa have com- 
menced work of the bands forth and final studio outing titled 
“Hating Life". Talking about Swedish Supergroups, ENTOMBED 
have lost bassist Lars Rosenberg to THERION and 
CARBONIZED respectively. As stated earlier former grave 
bassist is covering the spot. 

Portugal's MOONSPELL 
have expelled  guitarist 
Mantus, only to be replaced 
by newcomer Ricardo. The 
band have issued a limited 
edition digi-pak of “Wolfheart" 
with all new artwork and a 
bonus track. 

While pysch-metallers 
TIAMAT dazzled American 
shores last year, it may come || 
as a surprise to know that for- 
mer guitarist Tomas 
Petersson is back in the line- 
up after being let go for musi- 
cal reasons sometime after 
the release of “Clouds”. 

Germany's MORGOTH will 
finally release their fourth LP, 
which is currently under con- 
struction. As of now no title has has been given, but the LP will 
go through the Century Media Label. 

Poland's HAZAEL appear to be negotiating with Century 
Media. Also on the Negotiating front with Century Media, is 
Norway's folk metallers ULVER. (lets hope that one goes 
through!!l) 

Sweden's OPETH still have not found a U.S. license for their 
acclaimed “Orchid” LP! Will anybody sign this band for the U.S. 
The infamous Chris Barnes of CANNIBAL CORPSE has ac| 

ally left the band to pursue his more original side project SIX 
FEET UNDER. While in all things devote 

MOTORHEAD 

back up by Earache. It's rumored that guitarist Bill Steer has left 
the band to play with SPIRITUAL BEGGARS; former 
CARCASS guitarist Mike Amott must be proud of that! 
Black Mark's EDGE OF SANITY are ready to release their fifth 

full-length LP titled, “Crimson.” Also on the Black Mark roster 
comes the fourth 

A LP from 
CEMETARY 
titled, “Sundown. 
The legendal 
BATHORY  will 
release their 
much anticipated 
“Blood On Ice" LP, 
which was 
described by 
Quorthon as a 
“Theme" album, 
the lyrics form a 
Iong epic tale. 

Black Mark has also signed Sweden’s DIVINE SIN, who have 
already penned thei first studio outing named “Winterland”. 

Metal veterans MOTORHEAD have released a new album on 
CMI International entitled “Sacrifice”, minus long-time guitarist 
Wūrzel. 

The ill-fated black metal act CRADLE OF FILTH have finally 
announced the release of their “Vempire" LP on the 
Cacophonous label. Cacophonous have also signed Norway's 
DIMMU BORGIR, expect more news on the release as it devel- 
ops. While draining the life out of CRADLE OF FILTH, former 
members (who are currently unnamed) are collaborating with 
former ANATHEMA vocalist Darren White on a project called 
BLOOD DIVINE. Reports are coming in saying it's more “heavy 
metal" sounding, but still doomy and aggressive! 

PARADISE LOST have finally inked a deal with Relativity 
?ecords for the release of their highly acclaimed LP “Draconian 
imes." 
Sweden's BEWITCHED have signed to Osmose Productions 

for the release of their "Diabolical Desecration” LP. ALso, 
Osmose has signed Germany’s TSATTHOUGGUA for release 
of their “Hosanna Bizarre" LP. Czech Republic's MASTER'S 
HAMMER return with their most experimental LP to date on 
“Slagry”. 

Black metallers MARDUK have kicked out their former singer 
Joke, and OPHTHLAMIA's vocalist is handling the chore. 
Meanwhile the displaced Joke has re-surfaced with ex- 
DISSECTION guitarist John Zweetsloot and ex-MARDUK vocal- 
ist Devo to form the spectacular CARDINAL SIN; who have 
released their new mini-LP “Spiteful Intents” on the enterprising 

W.A.R. label. Speaking of W.A.R., the label 

brutality, CANNIBAL CORPSE has 
recruited former MONSTROSITY vocalist 

.Corpse to lay down vocal tracks on the 
upcoming “Vile" LP. 

Metal Blade appears to be the latest 
casualty in the black metal craze. Oddly 
enough, the label have signed Norway's 
ANCIENT who caused quite a stir with 
their “Svartalvheim” LP a year back. 

Going back to the countr}/ of Sweden, 
cult act DISSECTION have lost long-time 
drummer Ole Ohman, to Tobias Kellgren 
(ex-SWORDMASTER). Meanwhile, Ole 
will sit in as a session member for |) 
SWORDMASTER. 
Sweden’s DAWN have just completed a 

fantastic mini-LP titled, “Sorgen Flog 
PaSvarta Vingar” to follow their landmark 
debut LP. You have to hear their version 
of INFERNAL MAJESTY's “Night of the Living Dead", it's dev- 
astating. 

On the UK front, doom metalers SOLSTICE have issued an 
EP titled, “Halcyon” to proceed their upcoming full-length titled, 
“New Dark Age.” 

Sticking with the UK, the ever popular act known as 
CARCASS have been dropped by Columbia only to be scooped 

] has signed Canada’s CRYPTOPSY for an 
album or so. 

Poland’s CHRIST AGONY have issued 
their third LP titled “Moonlight.” On the 
Earache Front: CATHEDRAL will have a 
new mini-LP coming out soon entitled 
“Hopkins”, with the “Witchfinder General” 
track off “Carnival..” plus B-sides and cov- 
ers. Earache will also be the first extreme 
metal label to encorperate interactive CD- 
rom’s to the releases of the new MISERY 
LOVES CO. & PITCH SHIFTER. ANAL 
CUNT have a new LP entitled “40 More 
Reasons To Hate Us" also new signee to 
the Earache GORILLA. 

Finland's fab-five AMORPHIS have fin- 
ished their third LP titled “Elegy”. Reports 
have been confirmed that this is much 

M more 70's vein, but still AMORPHIS. 
Avantgarde are set to release the new 

ANCIENT WISDOM LP titled “For Snow Covered The 
Northland”, which featured the talents of NAGLFAR guitarist 
Andreas Nilsson. It's a killer album! Also the Avandgarde sched- 
ule is the debut album from KVIST, who aren't very well known 
in these parts. 
Norway's ENSLAVED have kicked out skinbeater Trym Torson 

for reportedly being lazy. Filling the spot is Harold Helgesson. 
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Have you ever danced with the 
devil? Once asked a spirit in black. 
For guitarist/vocalist Jon Nodtveidt 
and his diabolical band Dissection, 
the answer seems heavily weighed 
on ‘yes” It was a sunny autumn 
evening when I recieved a call from 
Jon in Gothenburg, Sweden. Surely, 
the blithe weather didn't reflect on 
our conversation, but Jon was a 
pleasant fellow to converse with 
about Dissection and the current 
state of metal. Please read on as 
Jon and I gaze from crimson towers, 
to forlorn lands, only to see a lost 
kingdom...With a black horizon set- 
n'n%, Dissection prepare for their first 
U.S. release via Relapse/Nuclear 
Blast. Hail "Storm of the Light's 
Bane” in all it's majestic glory. Night 
has never been so dark. 
What kind of influences do DIS- 
SECTION have as far as playing 
melodic and aggressive music? 
Well, metal in general, because we 
have always been a death metal 
band. But since we have been into 
heavy metal and old thrash metal for 
a very long time, it's natural for us to 
bring influences in from the melodic 

STORM OF THE LIGHT'S BANE 
kind of style as well. We are totally 
into the dark side of things, person- 
ally, and as a band. We want to play 
dark music and | think that playing 
brutal is very interesting, but 
melodies can bring a lot more feeling 
into the music. |f you play more 
depressive melodies and so on, it 
will bring a whole new dimension 
into the music. It's very hard to 
describe because reflecting on what 
we play, we just write from our 
hearts. We don't have a special 
direction to work from, we just play 
the style we play. We like to play 
music which is dark and evil death 
metal 
Wise words spoken from a true 
death metaller. 
Ha! Yeah (slow chuckling)! 
Są you’re influenced by 
DESTRUCTION, SODOM, 
KREATOR, etc...? 
Yeah, of course! Even old METALLI- 
CA (hell, yes-CD) and that kind of 
stuff. We don't think of old METAL- 
LICA as wimp music. Because when 
you think about it, the time it was 
released it was very brutal stuff. it 
was even faster than VENOM! We 
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are into old hard rock, heavy metal 
You know when we started out in the 
end of 1989, we were into playing 
death metal. As always when you 
play for awhile you start to get your 
own identity and more of your own 
style. We just developed and pro- 
gressed a bit. 
The “Somberlain" LP received a 
massive response in the under- 
ground. How do you feel about 
people claiming, “DISSECTION 
are one of the best bands in 
Sweden?" The reviews have been 
spectacular. Are you satisfied 
with the end result on 
“Somberlain?” 
Yeah! We are very, very happy with 
the people have received the album 
It's pretty much an underground 
release, because it was released on 
a small label, It was mainly bought 
by people into the underground 
scene, | think. You know we are very 
honored by the response,which was 
massive according to us. We didn’t 
expect too much of it, because the 
album was delayed, and it was a 
couple of old songs and so on. We 
were very happy when we saw what 



people thought of it. 
What happened to guitarist Jon 
Zwetsloot? 
When we recorded the album, we 
were living in different places in 
Sweden due to different reasons 
Things like; work, school, etc... At 
that point in time we didn’t rehearse 
too much. We actually rehearsed 
two 'times before we recorded the 
album. 
What?!? Only twice? 
Yeah (laughing). That was in 
a period of a couple of 
months. We had all the mate- 
rial written and rehearsed 
before we went into the stu- |I 
dio, except for “Black 
Horizon's.” We had written 
“Black Horizon’s” half a year 
before we recorded the 
album. However, the day 
before we recorded the 
album, we rearranged the 
whole song. We didn't even 
know how it would sound in 
the end. Anyway, as we didn’t 
rehearse that much, we didn’t 
have any problems. We 
couldn't tell foresee how we 
were developing as persons 
when it came to ambitions. 
Maybe half a year after we 
recorded the album, we 
moved in together here in 
Gothenburg, Sweden. It was 
mainly that Jon had lost his 
ambitions for the band; he 
wasn't into rehearsing. He 
never showed up  at 
rehearsals, even though the 
rehearsal place was only one- 
hundred meters from his 
apartment. We just thought 
after another half a year of 
this, he could go and fuck 
himself, because we didn't 
want him in the band any- 
more. He made us cancel a 
gig just because he wouldn't 

doing. Johan is extremely ambitious 
and he ahs the same mentality as 
we do, so he’s a good replacement. 
Well, Johan has definitely proved 
himself on the “Nightsblood.” | 
was wondering if you recorded 
the song “Where Dead Angels 
Lie” at the same time as “The 
Somberlain?’. 
No, it was recorded maybe two 
wekks after we kicked Jon out. It was 
only me on guitar on that one, 

they're very original, and | liked the 
music; so we covered one of their 
songs. Yeah, it was an interesting 
idea to play a song from them, 
because they are relatively 
unknown. They are more like a cult 
band, if anything. 
I know a lot of people were 
shocked when they heard you 
signed to Nuclear Blast. It seems 
that everybody had the weird idea 
that N.B. could only sign 

death/thrash metal, not 
some evil cult band from 
the west coast of 
Sweden. 
Yeah, | know what you're 
saying, but the only reason 
we signed to Nuclear Blast 
is because they offered us 
the best deal. We were 
negotiating with a couple of 
labels at the time, and in 
the end we found out that 
they (Nuclear Blast) could 
do the best work for us. We 
had a lot of problems with 
No Fashion, so we were 
pretty pissed off with all 
labels. We weren’t too keen 
on being treated like shit, 
so... No Fashion didn't do 
any promotion for the band 
until they saw it selling on 
various | distribution ser- 
vices. 
So, Nuclear Blast are 
putting you on tour (actu- 
ally they toured with fel- 
low Swedes DISMEMBER 
during the month of 
december), right? Didn’t 
you do a tour with CRA- 
DLE OF FILTH? 
No, we didn’t. It was an 
offer we got, but we turned 
it down, because we didn't 
want to tour before the 
album was released. We 
made a couple of shows 

carry his guitar case to the 
rehearsal place the say before, so... 
Of course, he is a very good gui- 
tarist. He was very innovative when it 
came to writing interesting riffs, but it 
was more or less like a waste of tal- 
ent when he didn’t give his soul into 
the band anymore. We kicked him 
out, and one day after, we got the 
new guitarist, Johan Norum. We 
called him up the same day as Jon 
was kicked out and we asked him if 
he wanted to try out playing in DIS- 
SECTION. He came the day after 
and it sounded good, so therefore he 
was in the band. He's a very good 
musician and a good friend; he's 
very, very serious about what we are 

because we didn't have time to teach 
Johan the song. We told him to pick 
some songs from the first album and 
learn them; and then come to the 
rehearsal place. The new tracks (on 
the W.A.R. compilation) were then, 
only played by me. 
And what gave you the inspiration 
to do a cover of TORMENTOR’s 
“Elisabeth Bathori.” That's a very 
stran?e song to cover when only a 
handful of people in the under- 
ground are familiar with the band. 
Well, it was mainly because we reck- 
on that demo is one of the best, the 
“Anno Domini.” We were talking 
about that band, and | thought 
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with them in April ‘95, which 
was a great experience for us, 
because we never played outside 
Scandinavia before. We just played 
three shows with them in England. 
There were two in London, and one 
in Bradford. The show a the 
Marguee in London was really great! 
It seems the response is very 
good to the live version of DIS- 
SECTION. We have a live video of 
DISSECTION playing in ‘93 in 
Norrkoping, and the melodies and 
everything sounded great. 
At that time we didn't make very 
many shows, because we were liv- 
ing in completely different places, so 
we only made four or five live shows. 



We played two shows in Morrkoping. 
We ate much better live nowadays, 
because at that point we didn't 
rehearse that much. Now since we 
rehedfse constantly and have seri- 
ous band members, we are naturally 
a mueh better live band. 
Moving on to the album, | was 
wondering where songs like “Son 
of the Mourning” came from? Was 
it an advance track for “Storm of 
the Light’s Bane?” 
Oh, nė. It's not an advance track for 
the album. They were recorded in 
September of last year. It was main- 
ly to check out how the songs would 
sound. “Son of the Mourning” is actu- 
ally an old song re-recorded put as a 
bonus track on the Japanese version 
of “The Somberlain.” So, it won't be 
on the album. , 4 
I noticed on “Nightsblood” that 
before the melodic interplay, there 
seems to be an intensity that only 
a band like SLAYER can bring. 
Was that what you were aiming 
at? 
Yeah, | think. The whole album 
ranges from being very brutal to slow 
and doomy. But as | said we are into 
the old thrash bands, so it's natural 
for something like that to come out. 
How come you didn’t employ any 
other types of singing on the new 
album? I thought for sure some 
good, normal singing would be 
used. 
Oh, no, It had to be death metal 
vocals. Only the brutal style, 
because | can't sing. 
Well, you did a pretty good MER- 
CYFUL FATE-type scream during 
“Black Horizon’s.™ 
Yeah, but it's actually not me. It's 
Dan (Swanė). | just stuck a dagger 
into asshole and he went screaming 
(laughter)! It turned out great, didn't it 
(more laughter)? 
Yeah, pure agony! 
We had Dan do some desperate 
screams on the new one, but it's 
more schreek-like. | tried to vary my 
voice a lot on the new album, but it's 
still done in a very brutal way. | tried 
to capture the feeling of the lyrics. 
What kind of expectations did you 
have when they released the 
album? It seems that the whole of 
Europe shuddered when it finally 
hit the shelves. 
Well, they have been doing good 
promotion for the album. They are 
sending us on tour. we want our 
album to have good distribution in 
America as well, so then we will be 
able to tour there. 
I know this may seem like a typical 
question, but honestly Jon, what 

do you think of the whole black 
metal explosion? The popularity 
of death metal seemed to shift 
with the wind as soon as EMPER- 
OR released their MCD and the 
advances of MAYHEM's “De 
Mysteriis...” LP started circulat- 
ing. S 
Asg_with any trend, | think it's ridicu- 
lous, | don't listen to bands because 
they are cool, or popular, | listen to 
what | think is good. There is, of 
course, some good new bands, but | * 
don’t think about what bands call 
themselves. Just because they call 
themselves black metal doesn't 
mean they are any good. 
Definitely! Do you 

When you start getting into metal, 
you start listening to “more brutal 
bands. For example, when you listen 
to heavy metal, you find out that 
thrash is faster, and then you got to 
hear death metal, so... it's hard to 
really speak about personal develop- 
ments. | didn't consider myself a 
satanist when | was ten years old. 
And do you consider yourself one 
now? 
Yes. | don't like to talk'about this sub- 
ject matter in interviews. People are 
very different from each other. If you 
say you're a satanist, that doesn't 
mean you're exactly like all the other 
satanists. | am very serious about it, 

think that this is 
happening right 
now? 
Um... yes. It's 
always been like 
that, | guess. It 
happened to thrash 
metal, it happened 
to death metal, so 
it was bound to 
happen to black 
metal. There's a lot 
of shit out there. 
There has always 
been shit music 
when a particular 
style is popular, but there’s always 
good bands coming out, which is 
positive, | think. There’s too many 
bands cloning the bigger bands, but 
who cares about them anyway? You 
get tired of all the new black metal 
and people claiming to be evil, and 
not knowing shit about satanism or 
occultism. The black/death scene is 
s0o complex, these kids don’t know 
anything about it. We don’t have any 
contact with them, so we don't think 
too much about them. 
While on the subject of occultism. 
The lyrics on the new album are 
somewhat darker compared to the 
ones composed .for “The 
Somberiain” LP. 
The lyrics are more blasphemic, def- 
initely. We have some more in-your- 
face-type lyrics, it's more obvious 
what we're saying this time. We have 
varied the lyrics as well, but our lyrics 
deal mainly around the subject of 
death and evil. They are very per- 
sonal lyrics, so it is sometimes hard 
to describe them in just a few words. 
So, at what point in time did you 
become interested in the darker 
side of life? 
When you are a kid, you are always 
impressed by the most shocking and 
brutal things. Maybe it was those 
kind of things that got me into metal. 
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but | don't 
go out of my 
way to make a big deal about it. All 
my views are reflected in my lyrics. 
All- people that claim they are 
satanists, at least the ones | talk to, 
have very different views except for 
the fundamentals. 
How was you time with NIFEL- 
HEIM? Their LP is very old sound- 
ing. Hell, if you hadn’t known they 
we’re from Sweden, you'd think 
they were from Germany (around 
the time when DESTRUCTION and 
KREATOR were great). 
Yeah, | know. It was great because 
they are close friends and they are a 
great band. | just stopped by the stu- 
dio to lay down some leads and 
noise (on the first track). It was a 
great time. They are one of the few 
bands | find interesting. 
Any last comments? 
Thanks for the interview. Hail the true 
metal of death & stay morbid. 
For more information on Dissection 
& their merchandise contact: 

DISSECTION 
P.O. Box 8723 

40275 Gothenburg 
Sweden 

{for reply please ad 21.R.C.'s) 
or- 

Relapse Records 



While it seems the U.S. scene is 
stagnating, there exists a few 
bands who dare who dare break 
the current stateside death metal 
mold; California’'s MINDROT are 
definitely one of them. MINDROT 
are most noted for their crust- 
grind innovations, but during the 
last year or so, the band are travel- 
ling new paths. MINDROT, with the 
help of their enterprising label, 
Relapse, have shed new light on 
the mundane roads so many have 
travelled. The release of their 
debut long-player appeared in the 
shape of “Dawning”, a dark, but 
real experience. “Dawning” is an 
impressive release, but the 
impression doesn't hit you until 
you've played the disc a few times 
to let the subtleties set in. I inter- 
viewed vocalist Adrian Leroux on a 

ly with those people that are still 
down with us. | think a lot of them will 
think we are a bunch sellouts, but it's 
really no big thing for us. It's a thing of 
the past; | think its something that's 
not around anymore (the whole crust 

scene). Itis and it isn't, but to me, it's 
not. I'm twenty-five years old and it's 
all old news to me; it's really old news 
to all of us, | think. There’s nothing 
like that out here in southern 
California. People, however, do 
respect us. We've been around for 
some time, because we came in with 
the old crowd and the old crowd is 
gone, so... They're totally down with 
us up north, there’s a huge, dirty 
scene up there. It's amazing. | guess 
in the end, you can't label us a crust 
band. 
So, what led you from those old 

cold winter day, 
while he explain 
where MIN- 
DROT have 
been and where 
they are head- 
ing. Metal has 
dawned a new 
age... 4 
With the release 
of “Dawning", 
do you think 
MINDROT still 
has the capabil- 
ities to appeal 
to the old crust 
audience? 
Um... | believe š 

kEL 
can... In little ways, 

because even though we don't 
really have the image, we fit better 

than before. | think we can, especial- 

AĖ 
attained on “Dawning?" Idon't 
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crust roots to the sound you have 

hear too much crust on there, 
maybe a little grim, but not crust. 
Well, a lot of us still listen to the same 
stuff. You know what's funny, is that 
people think that because there is a 
music change, there has to be a 
change in what you're listening to. 
That's not really the case, but | guess 
that assumption is human instinct; it 
comes naturally. When I think about 
it, we all listen to the same stuff and 
even more so with the new stuff. 
PARADISE LOST, for instance, the 
old stuff is great, but the new stuff to 
me is even better. But a lot of people 
think the old stuff is great, and the 
new stuff is blah. You know, too heavy 
metal, too METALLICA, etc... (mean- 
while Adrian's phone starts to crap 
out, but being the industrious fellow 
he is, he saved the interview) | don't 
sit around thinking that, “now that we 

listen to this, | think we 
should play this.” It just 

i comes out, and we like to 
play what we play. It has 
changed a lot, | can hon- 
estly say that, but think 
we just got tired with the 

old style. We drop songs 
left-and-right, we hardly 
have anything from the 
past. We just dropped 
them all; except for 
“Forlorn.” A lot of the time 
we don't like to play the 
old songs. Well, | hope all 
that made sense? 
Yeah, sure! | was going 
to mention PARADISE 
LOST, because 1 

noticed a 
British sense 
of melody 
within  the 
grinding. 
That's it! We 
try to tap into 
things  like 
that. A lot of 
people com- 
pare us to MY 
DY NG 
BRIDE, and 
the silly thing 
about that, is 
that none of us 
are fans of MY 
DY |I'N G 
BRIDE. Can 

you believe that (well, not 
really, but...-CD)? | have “Turn Loose



the Swans” and | don't like it; it's good, 
but it's still death metal to me. People 
are going to think I'm silly when they 
read this, but to me MY DYING BRIDE 
is no big deal. | heard their new album 
was absolutely fabulous, but | haven't 
really touched it yet; it's not really at 
arms reach. Anyway, | think | went a lit- 
tle out of range from the question. 
Ah, that’s alright. Well, Requiem 

focuses on the European metal 
scene, because of its feeling and 
apparent honesty. 
It's got a lot of atmosphere, it's got a lot 
of gothic roots to it. | think a lot of peo- 
ple don't want to admit that in Europe 
(well, | don't know about that-CD). 
They want to label it as just atmos- 
phere... sort of ambient. It has a lot of 
gothic influences. That's where we all 
came from, to some extent. We listen 
to a lot of European stuff, that's basi- 
cally where we got out style. Bands 
like; AMEBIX, HELLBASTARD, ANTI- 
SECT, and ICONS OF FILTH inspired 
us. It sprouted out from there. We def- 
initely respect the European side of 
things, | can say we get a lot of our 
influences from that. 
I guess it's the injection of those 
sensibilities that gives “Dawning” 
its ultimate appeal. So, what’s it like 
being on one of the more enterpris- 
ing labels in metal? You didn’t have 
any support before... 
Its good. Relapse has Release, so 
yes, they are quite popular now. They 
seem to be really going on the Relapse 
side right now. You see advertise- 
ments, the fliers, etc... We all really 
respect Relapse. They were really 
interested in us when they first started 
out about five years ago. About a year 
after they started, they hit us up. 
Naturally we said no because they 
were so new and not only that, we 
were looking for funds; you know, 
money (laughter). I'm not trying to say 
that we base the whole band around it. 
We needed it, for equipment. We're 
absolutely broke over here. | think this 
is not a new story for bands who strug- 
gle really hard, and we were one of 
them. We definitely respected 
Relapse, because they do a really 
good job. It's funny because here we 
are four years later, and we've signed 
a major contract with them. The 
monies weren't all there, but that does- 
n't really matter; it was enough money 
for us to get by. We finally realized 
that's what we have to do. Relapse is 

doing a great job, and they're sticking 
to their guns-which | totally stress-and 

| think that's cool. Nobody out there is 

really doing that anymore. Look at 
Century Media; they're signing all 
kinds of rap-metal, even punk, 
because that stuff is so big now. | can’t 
believe CHAOS UK signed to Century 
Media. 
But that’s good for a label to branch 
out. | wouldn't like to be cornered 
into one particular thing. 
Right, | think it's good. | won't lie to you 
when | say that | went our and bought 
the CHAOS UK, because | did. | don't 
know. If | were to compare it to 
Relapse, they haven't even gone in 
that direction, | guess they have 
Release. Release handles a world that 
nobody (with the exception of Charnel 
House, etc...-CD) bothers to touch, 
because it doesn't really make money. 
All these labels that are sprouting all 
these newer bands seem to be depart- 
ing from what they started out as. | just 
think it's weird. 
Yeah, it's a touchy subject. Anyway, 
I was wondering where your normal 
singing voice originated from. The 
first time | heard your vocals on the 
track “Dawning”, | immediately 
thought of Peter Murphy (noted for 
his work with goth legends 
BAUHAUS). 
Um... that's definitely a first. | can see 
what you're saying (laughter). | can't 
honestly say | look towards Peter 
Murphy for inspiration. That's definitely 
different, 'm going to have to start 
counting how many people compare 
me to him. A lot of people say we're a 
total FIELDS OF THE NEPHILIIM rip- 
off, so... To me, when | hear that, | 
don't mind because we're all total 
FIELDS-heads. | think a lot of my influ- 
ence might come from that direction, 
not Peter Murphy. But | can respect 
your assessment. 
The lyrics on “Dawning” parallel 
your normal singing in the respect 
to desperation. The titles them- 
selves reflect immense feeling and 
openness. 

It's more personal, if anything. | wrote 
a lot of the lyrics on there, but a few 
weren't written by me. “Forlorn” wasn't 
written by me and “Internal Isolation” 
wasn't written by me. | wrote a lot of 
the lyrics when | was in a pretty 
bummed out state; be it girls, or what- 
ever. It just comes naturally. 
And what are your expectations of 
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“Dawning?” Do you see MINDROT a 
constantly moving picture? 

My expectations for that 
release...hmm... | believe it will take us 
somewhere, | hope it does. | think we 
all think it will go somewhere, because 
we were so dormant. We were the 
AMEBIX of the states. AMEBIX were 
so lost in their own little world, they did- 
n't release a lot, and their material is 
hard to obtain. Following up on that, | 
think there was a time when we 
weren't answering our mail, the whole 
thing made us mysterious in a lot of 
ways. 
Do you hope to tap into the atmos- 
pheric side of death metal? | would 
certainly say “Dawning” is heading 
in that direction. Not that it has to be 
atmospheric, though. 
Well, that kind of stuff is really big in“ 
Europe from what | hear. | don't get too 
much first-hand reading on it, but from 
what I've heard... | hope we can tap 
into that, but | hope we don't tap into it 
the wrong way. Because we have been 
doing it for a long time; | don't want 
people to sit there and say, “these guys 
are just jumping on the bandwagon.” 
That's what | fear, but | don't think it's 
going to hurt us from moving along. | 
think the scene needs to shake it up a 
little bit more. Some bands will do 
something amazing on their first 

release, and when it comes time to 
release the next album, they do the 
same thing. It seems that once they've 
done something semi-original, they 
don't want to take to the next level. I'd 
like to get into the goth scene, though. 
| don't think that will be happening 
though (laughter). 
I don’t know about that either, but 
MINDROT has the capabilities of 
appealing to a wide array of metal 
fans. If you haven't checked out 
“Dawning”, run down to your near- 
est record store and pick up a copy. 
For more information on MINDROT, 

please send a SASE to: 

RELAPSE RECORDS 
ATTN: MINDROT 

P.O. BOX 251 

MILLERSVILLE, PA 

17551 USA 
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-Whlle metal approached its zenith 
In the 80’s, the 90's have been 
looking for a band to carry that 
honor into the next millenia. One 

. band is able to do such a feat; that 
„band is Sweden’s IN FLAMES. 
However, IN FLAMES are no ordi- 
nary metal act. This quartet gave 
metal a breath of fresh air when 
they released their debut long- 
player “Lunar Strain” on the Wrong 
Again label. The infusion of 
Swedish traditional music into a 
metal edifice has made IN FLAMES 
a leader in a field where not many 
have trodden. IN FLAMES rose to 
the next level with their latest five 
tracker 
“Subterranean.” 
This piece of brii- 
liant music 
harkens back to 
the glory days of 

- metal, with taste- 

reą_m etal 
7 dlsnography the ban 

Čfl?lldln n't be long before 
lads will be as 

‘was honored . j 
rurlsflmslarmln lesper 
Stromblad as he finally 

up some 

urself a part 
%gm scene? 

it the Gamar 

choice than callmg 
S Gothenburg band as 

Ė's the town we're lxvmg„ breathing * 
nd drinking in. | don't think that 

ling of comeraderie 

formin 

BT 

N FLAMES. It's more 
ed by coincidence, 

i I 
enburg scene is the reason for 

because by that time IN FLAMES 
was only a hoppy project. | was a 
full-time member of CEREMONIAL 
OATH, who | left in late ‘93 or some- 
thing. | now_concentrate 10096 on IN 
FLAMES. The Gothenburg scene 
isn't as fabulous as people might 
think, and the blame for this is noth- 
ing else than all the bullshit- and 
backstabbing between bands. 
1 know IN FLAMES has had a little 
trouble with keeping a stable line- 
up. I'm wondering what the rea- 
sons are for the shifting line-up? 
Perhaps the musicians couldn’t 
keep up technically with what IN 
FLAMES is doing? 

he ri\ain' reason for changing all 
hese bers during the years is 
because they all had other bands, 
which they priority to. Right 
now we've a -u whlc feels very 
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strong, all five of us concentrate 
100% on IN FLAMES, and there are 
no members that are having any side 
projects/bands besides IN FLAMES. 
So the line-up goes like this: Jesper 
Strémblad (ex-CEREMONIAL 
OATH)-guitar, Glenn Ljungstrém- 
uitar, Johan Larsson-bass, Bjorn 
ellotte-drums and Anders Fridén 

(ex-DARK TRANQUILLITY  and 
CEREMONIAL OATH)-vocals. 
While I’'m drilling the core of the 
band, I'm curious to know where 
the inspiration came from to use 
Swedish folk melodies in the 
music? Your debut album “Lunar 
Strain” used splashes of folk 

melodies, which 
worked incredi- 
bly well. Do you 
plan on keeping 
the folk element 
in INFLAMES', 
music? 
| guess you'll have 
to blame my father 
for that as he 
made me listen to 
it when | was very 
young, so | guess 
the folk roots are 

pretty heavily rooted into me. What 
the future brings is hard to say, but in 
my opinion, it's less folk influences 
than before. Maybe someone else 
will think different than 12711 

Speaking of 
lnfl_usnces. 
“Lunar Strain” 

as well as the 
tracks on the 

“ W.A.R. compila- 
tion hava a wry 

bands like: 
N MAID- 

lnlluef;ceg 
your composing 

at about bands 
ke: HUUVA, LANp- 

s, you are correct. 
much into old thrash/speed like: 
HELLOWEEN, EXODUS (GODSIM), - 
and DESTąUCTIO . IRON M/ 

s%a*very obvious i 
when you listen to the music. The 
other bands you mennoned are all 



|| 

godly, especialy LANDBERK, and 
KEBNEKAJSE. Per at wronG aGain 
records has been recording loads of 
tapes for me, he's a real pro/folk 
monster, ha, ha! 
If you were to trace back where 
the Gothenburg-style of riffing 
came from. What band or bands 
can lay claim to such an important 
aspect in today's music? You 
have to admit that Gothenburg, 
and its surrounding cities, is real- 
ly the only place where that sort of 
riffing takes place. 
If | was to give the honour to anyone 
it must be AT THE GATES and 
EUCHARIST. The “Gardens of Grief" 
mini-Lp by AT THE 
GATES is a mile- 
stone, although AT 
THE GATES them- 
selves were very 
influenced by the 
amazing US act ATHE- 
IST. Yes, you're right, 
these melodic twin guitar 
riffs are originally hailing 
from the Gothenburg area. 
Now there are more and 
more bands starting to play 
those kinds of riffs in other 
parts of Sweden as well as 
in other countries. 
Moving back to IN 
FLAMES. I'm curious to 
know how the response 
has been to your recording 
career? “Lunar Strain” 
seems to have gotten a warm 
response, despite the poor 
promotion. Do you think the \§&& 
fans of “Lunar Strain” will be V 
able to relate to the upcoming 
full-length? 
When you have a look at the stage 
both we and wronG aGain records 
were at back then, | don't think that 
the promotion was poor. The 
response to “Lunar Strain” has been 
overwhelming, I've hardly read any 
bad reviews at all. | think we've 
improved and developed as song- 
writers 10096 since “Lunar Strain”, 
and to the fans/listeners of “Lunar 
Strain”, | can assure you that you 
won't be disappointed. 
Moving to your label, wronG aGain 
records, are you happy with their 
current state? During the last year 
or so, W.AA.R. has went from 
photo-copied fliers to full-page 
glossies in Terrorizer. How does it 
feel to witness the label you're 
signed to grow simultaneously 
with IN FLAMES? What do you see 
in the future for W.A.R.? On the 
same token, what do you think 
W.A.R. sees in your future? 

W.A.R. is probably the best under- 
ground label (good assessment, my 
friend-CD) there is right now, 
because they're totally honest and 
don’t walk around telling a lot of bull- 
shit. In my opinion, they have the 
strongest bands like: NAGLFAR, 
EXCRETION, CRYPTOPSY and 
such acts. For the next IN FLAMES 
album, W.A.R. will most likely license 
the rights for Europe to Nuclear 
Blast, but as W.A.R. has all the 
power, they've signed us for two 
more albums; it 
will more or 
less be 

a wronG 
aGain release. 

For the USA, I've 
heard that we've some 

various options (either to go 
with Century Media or Relapse-CD), 
but they're all good. We'll see who 
gives the best deal. By the way, the 
new IN FLAMES album will be enti- 
tled “The Jester Race.” 
You have just released the 
“Subterranean” mini-Lp, are you 
satisfied with the result? Certainly 
the musicianship, production, and 
packaging is second to none! Will 
you tour for that release, or will 
that have to wait until the next 
album? 
It was said that we should tour, and 
W.AR. had all the places booked 
and stuff, but when we later asked 
the studio when there was any time- 
space to record our new album, the 
only time they had available was dur- 
ing the same time as the tour was 
scheduled. So unfortunately we had 
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to cancel everything, | must say that 
W.A. was very understanding 
when we made that decision; we 
thought that they would go really 
mad, but they didn't, which | think 
shows another good side of W.A.R.... 
Jumping forward a bit. Didn't you 
Jjust demo eight new tracks for the 
new full-length? How did these 
tracks turn out? I"m wondering if 
you will be using female vocals on 
the upcoming release? Jennica 
certainly had an enchanting voice, 
and a personal one for that mat- 
ter! DO you reckon any guest 
musicians will be agpsaring on 
the recording (Oscar from 
CRYSTAL AGE contributed to 
the title track on “Lunar 

Strain")? 
We made some demo 
recordings of the new 
tracks before we went into 
the studio to record the 
whole album. The new 
tracks are in my opinion 

|4 much stronger than any 
of our older material, but 
there are no female 

1A vocals at all. We think 
it's better that way as 
it would be pretty 
hard to do it live. As 
usual, we have 
Ocsar on guest 

į vocals, but other 
than that we've no 
other guest musi- 
cians. 

What studio will 
the band be using? 

Do you think IN FLAMES is 
more of a studio band? 
We once again chose the safe before 
the unsafe; namely Studio Fredman, 
and the result is amazing. Until now 
I've also seen IN FLAMES as a stu- 
dio band, but as we have a full time 
there will be some touring and hap- 
pening, and we're all looking forward 
toit a lot... 
Well, there you have it, and as you 
can see Jesper is a soul devoted 
to the metal cause. IN FLAMES is 
an act to look out for, because 
they've already been causing 
waves with many labels and mag- 
azines. The future for the this 
promising Swedish act is bright and 
definitely metal. Hail IN FLAMES! To 
help Jesper with postage please 
:nclose two IRC's. You can reach 
im at: 

In FLAMES 
c/o JESPER STROMBLAD 

ASPEROG 7A 
41474 GOTEBORG 

SWEDEN 



VADER have kept quite a low pro- 
file in the last couple of years, well 
in the states anyway. In Poland 
VADER have a large following and 
a record deal with CROON 
RECORDS, and have recently 
signed to REPULSE RECORDS 
in Spain. Most of us remember 
“The Ultimate Incantation” 
album a couple years back, 
fast-as-hell riffing and turbo 
powered drums. Well, I've 
heard a lot of people compar- 
ing VADER to DEICIDE, well 
whoever mads that compari- 
son needs to pull there bul- 
bous head out of their ass and 
listen to “DE PROFUNDIS.” 
Hands down the best death 
metal release of 95-96. With a 
revamped line-up (new bassist 
Shambo) and unlimited energy 
VADER have written the next 
chapter in metal. Witness “DE 
PROFUNDIS...” 

So after your tour and album 
on Earache, what's been going 
on with “VADER”? 
After we finished the tour with 
DEICIDE, SUFFOCATION & 
DISMEMBER in North America, 
we started to tour Poland (about 
20 gigs) with a pretty known 
heavy rock combo... 
PROLETARYAT, but those guys 
are unknown outside of Poland. It 
was a big deal for us, because 
we had got the possibility to play 
in venues for 1,500 - 2,500 peo- 
ple. VADER was a guest-band, 
not supported act, so the 
response was big! On this part of 
“THE ULTIMATE WORLD TOUR ‘93" 
we released a live CD "THE 
DARKEST AGE LIVE ‘93", which was 
dedicated to all the death/black 
Maniacs that joined us on this fucking 
amazing tour. In the spring of '94 
we've recorded a mini-CL 
“SOTHIS” and this done 
to be promo stuff before t! 
album, that we planned to release in 
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the last months of ‘94. Problem was 
but to get a good studio in this time, 
so “DE PROFUNDIS (This is the title 
of VADER’s 2nd album)” has being 
recorded in May ‘95 in Modern Sound 

Studios in Poland. It's a really good 
studio and the newer album sounds a 
lot better than “THE ULTIMATE 
INCANTATION". In the meantime we 
played a couple of gigs in Poland, 
Czech Republic and Austria as well. 
Besides that we finally bought new 
equipment like: amps, guitars, new 
drum set and stuff like that. 
I know your going on tour soon, 
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what area will this cover and who 
will be on the tour with you? 
Yeah! We just finished a 25 date tour 
in Europe with MALEVOLENT 
CREATION and OPPRESSOR. 7 

gigs among these 25 were sup- 
ported by CRADLE OF FILTH 
and ANCIENT RITES (the word 
“supported” isn't maybe the right _ 
word here, ‘cause CRADLE OF 
FILTH was a head-liner. Can you 
imagine that??!! What does trend 
mean?) We spent great time with 
our American friends and proba- 
bly will continue this tour (about 
14 gigs in Europe) in December 
this year. That'd be amazing! 
Y'know | know Phill Fasciaue sine 
1989 or something. He was one 
of those guys | was in touch in the 
beginning with. | really like 
MALEVOLENT CREATION and 
their “Eternal” album is just killer!!! 
Back to your question: in October 
we're going to play a lot of gigs in 
Poland (about 30 gigs), a few in 
Germany and Czech Republic, 
Probably we'll %Iay a tour with 
CANNIBAL CORPSE in Europe 
in April next year. That'd be killer 
tour, wouldn't it be? Oh we play in 
Estonia in August as well. 
There has been a bit of a line- 
up change recently, care to 
elaborate’ 
Yeap! We kicked Jackie out! The 
new bass player is SHAMBO and 
| can only say, he's much better 
than Jackie was on his best days. 
What was a problem? Jack start- 
ed to be a big star and was 
spending his time just in local 
pubs. He didn't even touch the 

instrument man! We had got the 
same problem with Jackie in the post, 
so that was enough for me and the 
rest of the guys in VADER. 
How's the scene there in Poland? 
Are there any good bands emerg- 
ing 
Oh yeah! There's a couple of really 
good bands in Poland. A few names | 
can recommend are: CHRIST 
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AGONY(they're dark/black metal with 
a little death metal influences, no 
trendy shit here! Very good and really 
serious horde), ROTTING HEAD 
firind in the vein of TERRORIZER or 
APALM DEATH, very good produc- 

tion! Just noise but with sense), 
DAMNABLE (very fast grind/death), 
BEHEMOTH (black metal horde with 
“Norwegian” kind of playing, but not 
another ones stupid vikings), 
NEOLITHIC (melancholic doom for 
all who like this way of music), VIO- 
LENT DIRGE (technical thrash with 
death metal influences), TRAUMA 
(thrash/death metal is really good 
style). There is much more good 
bands in Poland of course but a lot 
of crap shit too. Trend is trend and 
it's existing over the world, money 
and so called “business” destroy 
the art and that is sad my friend! 
Has there been any luck finding a 
new label? | know you are in 
negotiations with NUCLEAR 
BLAST, CENTURY MEDIA & 
METAL BLADE. 
We are still negotiations with labels 
so | can't tell ya yet, who'll be 
responsible for VADER’s new album 
out in Poland...Y’know we need a 
loyal label, which will believe in the 
band. It's big potential and music that 
VADER creates. That's very impor- 
tant to us! Not necessarily a big label 
but a loyal one. EARACHE 
RECORDS promised us a promotion 
for VADER’s debut “The Ultimate 
Incantation” album and except the 
tour and video clip on MTV they did 
nothing. There was a big problem 
even to contact with ‘em! No phone, 
no fax answers. | know were not the 
only band that have got problems 
with EARACHE. A couple of leg- 
endary ex-Earache said them good- 
bye. We did the same. 

“ Who initially formed VADER? 
VADER was formed in 84-85 by me 
(Peter) and Zbyszek, who's stopped 
to play in the band in ‘86. Now he's 
making very good and professional 
guitar & bass pick-ups, and were still 
good pals. 
VADER have a very unique lead 
guitar sound, which not many 
death metal bands use any more, 
like a SLAYER-DESTRUCTION-ish 
style. Are these influential ele- 
ments of VADER? 
| think SLAYER influences all brutat 
playing death metal hordes with their 
speed and aggression! | had a 
goose-flesh (Boner?-MR) when 
heard their “Show No Mercy” album 
the first time...it was amazing! I'm still 
a big SLAYER fan and think their 
music will live eternal. As a VADER 

I @ A v 
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we 
play pretty often SLAYER 

covers live. It's classic! We're not but 
a SLAYER copy, we're influenced by 
their music but VADER is more brutal 
and of course different in lyrics and 
VADER's sound? We've got a very 
heavy but selective sound. We're 
playing fast and very technical, brutal 
death metal and the music is still 
tight. VADER is a brutally playing 
horde since the beginning of our exis- 
tence! The rest was a natural evolu- 
tion of our imagination and musical 
possibilities. The only problem is 
nobody knew VADER before '92 
when *The Ultimate Incantation" 
album was out, because we lived in 
unknown Poland. A part of songs on 
the album were composed in ‘89 or 
even '87. Yeah we are elite, not 
trendy shit man! 
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Where did the 
VADER come from? 
Do you remember STAR 
WARS™? Darth Vader™ 
was a black knight of Dark 
powers of the universe. The 
same vein are we! We are 
influenced by cosmic dark- 
ness, that dwells on the 
earth. The dreaming 
ancient power that contacts 
with human world by our 
imagination, our music. | 
believe in that my friend. 
| was very impressed by 
the “SOTHIS” EP, will 
the newer material be in 
the same vein? 
Yes and not. “DE PRO- 
FUNDIS” is very brutal 
album in the vein of 
songs like “VISION & 
VOICE" or “ SOTHIS" 
(those two songs are on 
the album too) There's 
no intros , outros or 
musical experiments on 
the new album. Just 
pure aggression and 
heaviness! Listen to it 

and you'll see I'm right. 
What brought about the eire key- 
boards and gothic vocals? Was 
this something than you always 
wanted to do, or has your sound 
evolved into this? 
We never used keyboards or gothic 
vocals in VADER! | suppose you 
mean the BLACK SABBATH song 
talking about key boards and things 
like that, do you? It's a cover-song 
and you right we made it a little differ- 
ent. BLACK SABBATH in it's original 
version is very dark song and it's dif- 
ficult to re-make and not loose the 
feeling and special a!mosęhere. Do 
you know what | mean? The same 
with the vocals. It's impossible to 
replace Ozzy's voice with growling 
kind of singing. I heard some BLACK 
SABBATH covers made by other 
bands with using a growling vocal and 

name



didn't like it...| tried to sing more sick in- 
trance like, but the faster part | sang 
harder. When we play BLACK SAB- 
BATH live i sing a little different and we 
don't use keyboards either. But this live 
version sounds still very sick & brutal. 
The maniacs treat this song not as a 
“cover” but as another VADER cut. 
That's the most sick, but | like it. 
The cover of DEPECHE MODE came 
as a surprise, | myself don’t like the 
band , but your version was amaz- 
ing! Why was this song chosen to 
cover? 
This cover was the most weird thing we 
made...| think. Two years ago I'd say it's 
stugld but times change. We put 

ECHE MODE song on promo EP 
(with An Act Of Darkness) and that was 
a provocation. The EP was made just 
for polish territoi rx: 'Sonlšl 600 copies on 
CD). As a DEPE ODE cover our 

eel You” version is kind of sensa- 
tionism for the mass-media in Poland. | 
changed the Lyrics a little bit and 
nobo; )((does care of the blasphemy in 
our sicl fucklng christian country men! 
This cover is only on the EP and won't 
be on DE PRč 
album), so don't be afraid, we're gunna 
change the style, he, he, he Oh! 
There's another one side of this provo- 
cation... the black metal trend! This 
DEPECHE MODE song is much more 
‘.‘gYark & evil" than hundreds of BATHO- 

offs together! Darker in the soul 
and it's not just an image. 
After the DAN SEAGRAVE cover on 
“The Ultimate Incantation”, who has 
been doing the artwork for the newer 
albums? 
Wes Benscoter painted the cover for 
DE PROFUNDIS and | can only say it's 
amazing! | faxed him all my sugges- 
tions and Wes made, what | wanted to 
get. There is specmed ideas in this trin- 
ity. 
escribe the process that VADER 

uses when sol f? writing. Do you 
come up with riffs and then lyrics?. 
Please explain. 
How could | explain a process of cre- 
ation? There's two wa¥s | compose the 
music and then write lyrics (by myself) 
or comgose a music for lyrics, which 
are written yet (for Lyrics written by 
Pawel WaS\Iewskl who made mosi part 
of them on “The Ultimate..." 
Profundis" album). Did | exį lain l( a m 
tle? Believe me, my friend | don't know 
what | can tell you about that. 
Thanks for you time Peter, any last 
comments? 
I'm_very happ¥] there is a place_for 
VADER in suc ?reat mag as The 
Requiem! thanks for your ‘interview 
and support! All the anti-dimensions 
over the earth unite!!! Art, not trend! Ad 
Meiorum Cthulhi Gloriam! 
If you are interested in VADER mer- 
chandise contact: 

Mariusz KMmioLEK 
T10-687 OLSZTYN 

P.©. Box 991 
PoLanb 

FUNDIS (full length š 

TĖĖ.IEGUIEM issues 2-3 are ihl avi 
e in very i d qual nfites, , s  hurry 

nd get ‘em while they're still here. 
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OF SANITY, NIGHTFAĮĮ, CATHEDRAL, 
SENTENCED, ANATHEMA, AT THE 
GATES, DISMEMBER, NECROPHOBIC, 
DECEASED, AMOKPHIS AND MANY 
MANY MORE, $3.č 
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issue. This great has 
glossy cover with origi- 
nal Axel Hermann art- 
work(Unleashed, Asphyx 

ENTOMBED, 
ANATHEMA, SCORN, 
MY DYING BRIDE & 

COMPACT DISC 
DISSECTION - ~THE SOMBERLAIN", 

This fbum s o 
fhe most heavy & 
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Full color cover, great 
“lay-out, superb inter- 
views and astounding 

great ti 
AT THE GATES, 
THROWER,  ANCIENT, 
SKYCLAD, DAWN, 
EMPEROR, TIAMAT & 
MUCH MORE! so.oa 

MOANING WIND-"DEMO 2.04" 
Tha bast damo release from Sweden in '94. Thit 

is inthe yein SFDARK TRANGUILLTY & IN 
FAMES B ot cofc ity 
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to Mark Rudolph. We at 
cash Tost enroute. To insure your pur- 

S.PS. For a 
complete catalog send a stamp to the address below. 
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Do you think MOON- 
SPELL is one its way to 
achieving the goals that 
were set at the formation 
of the band? 
We really like to think that 
way. Signing with 
CENTURY MEDIA 
was one of the goals set 
when the originally 
band got together, and 
we can't help to fell fut—\ 
filled to reach this far. Yet 
we hope something else is 
yet to come, and we know a 

long way waits for us. Let's 
see then... 
With the release of 
“Wolfheart”, MOONSPELL 
has grown immensely. 
How do you feel when you 
go back and listen to 
“Under The Moonspell?" 
Was “Wolfheart” a logical 
step in the right direction? 
When we listen to “Under..." 
we feel bitter because we 
recognize that we could have 
done better for that mini Lp, 
both musically and produc- 
tion wise. Nevertheless, we 
keep good memories from 
this not too distant past. 
“Wolfheart” was indeed what 
we wanted for a first Lp, 
since we do think it repre- 
sents us better than the 
sound on “Under..." did. It 
was hard for us in thought 
and progression, and we do 
consider it was the right step. 
How was the producer 
Walemar Sorychta to work 
with? “Wolfheart” has the 
immense atmosphere that 
the “Wildhoney” Lp from 
TIAMAT had. Will you be 
working with him again? 
Waldemar did really well producing 
the band, because he got involved in 
the music, and in the spirit of Lp just 
well. He gave ideas, suggestions, 
and “Wolfheart” definitely has the 
mark of Waldemar. Working with 
Waldemar was very fruitful, and we 
would feel comfortable to work with 
him on the second Lp, an idea we are 
very enthusiastic about. 
Century Media wasn’t going to 
Release “Wolfheart” in the states, 
are you happy to move to a poten- 
tially bigger market? Were you 

upset when you found out that 
there was not going to be a state- 
side release? Do you think 
“Woliheart” has the potential to 
cater to a wider audience? 
Definitely, since it is vital for any 
band, big or small, to be known over- 
seas, so we consider this a golden 
chance, and feel happy indeed with 
the release of the Lp in the states. On 
the other hand, we have the con- 
science that we are newcomers in the 
Century Media. so we can not 
demand this or that. We have to 
prove only our value, and that we are 
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dignifying all the won- 
derful work Century is 
doing for us, and, then 
be thankful. And believe 

me, we work hard every 
day in order to achieve this 

purpose. It is 
wonderful that we 

got a  stateside 
release, and it would 
kill if we could go on 

/lour for this first Lp. As 
| explained, we can not 

really demand, yet we are 
very patient and believe 

that we can only profit 
from this attitude. About 
“Wolfheart's” audience, it 
is a difficult picture to pre- 
view, and even if, | am of 
the opinion that it could 
appeal to a different kind 

of scene such as; alterna- 
tive or gothic. | believe it 
is still metal people who 
will get more into the Lp, a 
fact from which, we do not 
complain. 
Certainly, one might 
think so with songs like; 
“An Erotic Alchemy,” 
and “Vampiria.” MOON- 
SPELL might even 
appeal to the “goth” 
audience. Is this an aim 
of MOONSPELL to tran- 
scend genres, and not 
be pigeonholed in just 
metal? 
Yes, we belong to the kind 
of bands that do not like 
labels, and doesn't have 
musical limitations when 
composing. We still do 
music from the heart, and 
sometimes we search 
from some feelings that 

perhaps gothic ambience can better 
provide. All in all, MOONSPELL 
stands in the crossroads of all our 
influences with gothic music such as; 
FIELDS OF THE NEPHILIM, SIS- 
TERS OF MERCY, LOVE LIKE 
BLOOD, and others. We are search- 
ing for an original ground to develop 
our ideas, and in that way we would 
definitely like to broaden some ever- 
tight horizons. 
The song “Trebraruna” has a very 
ethnic feel to it, something that 
seems to be carried over from the 
“Under The Moonspell” days. Will 



you continue to explore the 
melodies of Portuguese folk 
music? Are you still a firm believer 
in your Lusitanian heritage? 
Please explain the origin of the 
Mediterranean Celt? 
I do not believe we will. As noticed in 
“Wolfheart’, we have grown out of the 
ethnic influences a lot, and we do 

prefer to compose tracks like; 
“Vampiria” or “Love Crimes," since 
they are, let's put it this way, more 
MOONSPELL...darker. So, | am 
afraid that ethnic or folk will not be in 
the future for MOONSPELL. About 
the second part of the question, it 
should be Ares to answer it, since he 
is really the “expert.” Personally, | 
highly regard the Lusitanian myth and 
heritage, even if, | feel not as identi- 
fied with it as Ares, for instance. The 
origin of the Mediterranean Celts 
known as the Celtibers goes back to 
the migration of the Celts, and their 
spreading and consequence fixation 
in different places of Europe, such as 

Spain, for instance. The Lusitanians 
can still be considered as a Celtic 
tribe because they are descendants 
of the Celts. 
The sound of MOONSPELL seems 
to have been simplified. This is an 
approach “goth” bands usually 
follow, do you find that this 
straightforward style more appeal- 
ing to perform? 
You are definitely right when you say 
so far this is a result of our growth as 
musicians and as individuals. You 
know when a band is young, they try 
to show they can do this or that. 
Perhaps, we still suffer a bit from this 

dilemma, yet we are growing out of it 
fast. We learned much in the last 
year, and we really know what we 
want now. And it is definitely more 
appealing and powerful to play both 
in the studio and live. 
Is MOONSPELL still interested in 
performing with a full orchestra? 
What do you think the resulting 
sound would be? Maybe black 
metal meets “Phantom of the 
Opera?” 
Always. It is like one of our dreams, 
and it would be definitely interesting. 
Yet we still have to progress a lot to 
even think about it. | do not know 
what would be the result for sure, but 
it should definitely be bizarre, and 
therefore involving, just like; 
“Phantom of the Opera.” 

Would you still classify MOON- 
SPELL as a black metal band? Are 
you still involved in the under- 

ground? Do you think your 
involvement in such a music genre 
will forever have a place in your 
soul? 
We are black metal fans still confused 
by what black metal stands for nowa- 
days. We have listened to this kind of 
music for a long time now, and for us 
it has a special meaning, forever 
engraved in our souls. |f we are, or 
aren't, a black metal band is the hard- 
er question to answer.  One side of 
this label would suit us to a certain 
extent, on the other hand, it would fail 
to suit us musically, lyrically, and we 

definitely do not want to be seen as a 
90's black metal band. So, call us 
what you will, we will always be 
something else for us, ha. 
What does it the mean to you? 
Surely, its characteristics reflect 
MOONSPELL's music; cunning, 
beautiful, and deadly when pro- 
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voked. 
The wolf is a symbol of solitude, and 
it stands for our misanthropy, our 
love, and our hate, our savagery, and 
our clam. We choose the wolf as an 
icon, because it pictures the spirit of 
this Lp well. We like to call a predato- 
ry descent into the crime of love. The 
wolfheart is the center of all emotions, 
all anguish, and all power only a wolf- 
hearted can understand, and call its 
own. 
Do the phases of the moon still 
influence you, or the whole of 
MOONSPELL? You spoke in previ- 
ous interviews of a balance in 
nature. Do believe in such things 

as the powers of the moon/sun, 
day/night, and evil/good? 
Yes, the moon is another symbol we 
highly revere as the mother of all 
influences. we like to be called moon- 
children, and we feel like that for 
sure. The moon symbolizes the light 
and darkness, and we all wander in 
the thin line that separates, or not. 
There is definitely the natural equilib- 
rium you spoke about, and all the 
binomials you refer to influence life 
and death in a very particular and 
welcoming way. 
How do you feel about MOON- 
SPELL live? What sort of things do 
MOONSPELL use to insight atmos- 
phere in the gig? What would be 
the ultimate live experience if you 
could have it? 
We always try to play the best we 
can, and to feel the more extreme 
feelings we can during our perfor- 
mance. Sometimes, it is not possible, 
and we feel bitter when that happens. 
Playing live is always a special 
moment for us. On our stage set we 
use a female dancer who grants a 
sphere of sensuality needed to give a 
better picture of MOONSPELL live. 
She helps people to see what they 
can't hear. The ultimate live show 
would be one where we could per- 

form with all the paraphernalia we 
wanted to; female dancers (dressed 
as nuns), scenery, choir, orchestra, a 
huge stage set, a huge light show, a 
dreamy sound, and a proper scenario 
where we could excite people to the 
edge and pay them a fair last 
homage...(sounds as if it would be a 
grand event-Cd). Anyone can join us 
under the moonspell. For further 
information contact Century Media 
Records. 
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The sun slanted through my bed- 
room window, one sweet summer 

morning. Though not fully awake, 
I placed a CD in to my deck, a CD 
that had appeared only moments 
earlier on my doorstep. Soon | 
was awoken, and bewitched, into 
a alluring world of grandeur and 
gentility, a pure and mesmerizing 
experience. It was a world borne 
from the soul of one Kari 
Rueslatten, once a member of the 
well known Norwegian outfit 3rd 
& The Mortal. Now she has been 
freed of the shakels of that band 
and gathered together her own 
harvest of rich melodies. It is a 
chance for her voice to command 
the music more than ever before. 
Simple arrangements let the 
vocals soar with whispering wind, 
an air of innocence and romance 
prevails. It is a rare experience 
that is hard to resist. 
Though this CD is only filled with 
basic demo recordings of her 
songs, | believe people should be 
forewarned of the coming glory of 
her music, her motivations and 
inspirations, plus the unravelling 
of her recent past. It is here where 
| started with a question that must 
have become tiresome for her by 
now. What were the reasons for 
leaving the 3rd & The Mortal and 
pursuing a personal project? Was 
it a matter of feeling restricted 
within that band? 

| left the 3rd & The Mortal for per- 
sonal reasons. It was a really tough 
decision to make. | felt that | was 
leaving my family. We had done so 
much together, been through so 
much. But, at that moment, it was 
the only right thing to do. Ending up 
on my own, as | have never been 

before, because | have always been 
playing in bands of some kind, | 
found that | just could not quit music. 
So, | started to play instruments that 
| could comprehend, such as the 
piano and synthesizer, and so | 
started to think that maybe | really 
could do this, make music entirely 
on my own. 
After her depar- 
ture 

rounding 
her rea- 
sons for 
leaving. 
There was 
a lot of 
slander and 
allegations 
in the 
Norwegian 
press, con- 
cerning Nazi 
sympathies 
and other 
such ridicu- 

lous suggestions. 
| wondered if Kari thought that 
had helped or hindered her in the 
long run. 
I think, and surely hope, that in the 
long run what counts is if the music 
is good or not. | definitely would not 
say that all promotion is good pro- 
motion. The worst of it is that people 
seem to believe that what the jour- 
nalists say is really true. Only the 

one who in the first place spoke the 
words can say whether the journalist 
twisted them or not. In most cases 
they do, is what | have experienced. 
They make it sound the way they 
want it to. | think they call it freedom 
of speech... 

Now let us 
concentrate 
on the pre- 
sent, the CD 
full of demo 
recordings. 
I's obvious 
that the 
material is 
heavily 
centered 
on her 
voice. The 
music has 
a differ- 
ent feel 

Mortal’s 
materi- 
al. Can 
Kari 

explain what she is 
trying to achieve with this materi- 

al musically? 
The music is definitely, as you say, 
much more based upon the vocal 
line. | build the arrangements 
around the vocal lines. That comes 
very naturally, since | consider my 
voice my main musical instrument. | 
am trying to create music that is 
warm, atmospheric, melodic, but not 
depressive, and bit up-beat some- 
times too. | try to make music that is 
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unique to myself, that comes from 
my heart and soul. 
There is a strong folk influence in 
the sound. Whereabouts did 
those influences come from, has 
folk music been a long time love? 
Yes, folk music has been a part of 
me for as long as | can remember. 
Folk music is both fine and pure, it is 
created by people who cared for the 
beautiful nature that surrounded 
them. It was musically built up on 
tones that people had in them, not 
tones that can be found on the 
piano. The melodies were not writ- 

ten down, they were sung from one 
person to another, who each put 
some of their uniqueness into it 
before they gave it away. When | 
write music, | let myself be inspired 
deeply by those tone. 
| saw from the CD inlay that Kari 
states that she is influenced by 
Norwegian nature when she 
writes her material. Certainly the 
material has a tranquil setting 
that is similar. SO, how does 
Norwegian nature effect her song 
writing? | see that she also lives 
in the city of Trondheim, so does 
she often get out into the country- 
side to breathe in that atmos- 
phere? 
Even though Trondheim, the town in 
which | live, is the third biggest town 
in Norway, it is an incredibly small 
town compared to other towns. So | 
live approximately 5 kilometers 
away from the inner city of trond- 
heim, and still | can take ten steps 
and | will be out in the wilderness! 
People moan about how I handle liv- 
ing so far north, where it is so cold 
all the time. Well, | guess that 
explains it. | very much gather both 
strength and inspiration from walk- 
ing out in the woods. It's so quiet, 
patient and understanding. At the 
same time it is majestic and filled 
with mysticism. Now isn't that most 
of what you need in life? 
Well, you will find no arguments 
from this scribe! Mother nature’s 
babes have strayed into concrete 

wilderness and lost simplicity. 
But nature is not the only force 
that drives this music. | detect a 
heavy scent of romance in the 
lyrics and in the vocal delivery. Is 
that a reflection of her character, 
or is it simply to fit in with the 
style of music? 

I would very much consider myself a 
romantic person. | love folk tales and 
stories about princesses in towers 
and castles, trolls and people who 
live underneath the earth, people of 
the night, and | must must not forget 
the elves who enchant living with 
their charm and beauty, solely in due 
to...well, in the end, kill them. The 
thing in folk tales that very often is 
the reason for people’s unhappiness 
and disgrace, the reason why they 
kill themselves or 
others, is love. 
Now isn't that 
romantic? 
Romantic,  but 
tragic | would also 
say. But what 
about the main 
source of this 
romantic feel in the 
music, Kari’s voice? 

did she first start to 
realize the potential of 
her voice, and how 

does she look after it and keep it 
in shape. 

| have always loved singing, and 
used to sing in a girls choir for many 
years. When | was twelve years old, 
I did vocals in my first band ( We 
used to do Scorpions songs) Two 
years later | attended the local 

school of music for more classical 
training of my voice. | have always 
been like “two-sided”, with rock 
bands on the one side, and more 
classical singing on the other. A cou- 
ple of years ago I finished my musi- 
cal studies at the University of 
Trondheim. That was also the end of 
my regular voice training practicing. 
It is nice to sing things like Mozart 
and Grieg, it is really a challenge. 
Waht | dislike is all the rules in clas- 
sical music. You can sing not it total- 
ly the way you want to. Now | most- 
ly sing music | have made myself, 
and it is completely up to me to sing 
it the way | want. 
The promo CD is a very rough 
example, done on a four track, of 
what can be produced in the 
future. What we need now is an 
explanation of how the material 
will change when Kari enters a 
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proper studio, when the full 
arrangements of backing instru- 
ments have been added. 
I will use more “real” instruments, 
such as grand piano, contrabass, 
flute, more acoustic instruments 
basically. | will also use a mixture 
between sampled drums and 
acoustic drums. | have a thousand 
ideas really. | just hope that some- 
day | will get the opportunity to make 

them come true... 
A | think that day will 
come soon, as 

% | quality can’t 

material will be 
handled. So far 
Kari’s involve- 
ment with the 
music  scene 
has been main- 
ly concentrated 
inside the so 
called under- 

ground/extreme 
music scene (outside Norway 
anyhow) | guess though that that 
will be pretty restrictive and she 
will want to move and reach out to 
as many different genres as pos- 
sible. Would that be correct? 
| think every artist's dream is to 
reach out to a wider audience and 
make a living out of their music. | 
guess the same goes for me. | hope 
the music | make now will appeal to 
a wider audience, but | still think that 
the people who liked what | did with 
The 3rd & The Mortal will not be dis- 
appointed either. 

Well, | certainly wasn’t disap- 
pointed, and | am sure that the 

majority of people out there won’t 
be either. Anyone interested to 
sample the delights of this music 
now can get the demo recording 
CD direst from Kari by sending 
NOK 150822 (includes postage) to 
KARI PRODUCTIONS, P.0. BOX 
1954 Moholt, 7002 Trondheim, 
Norway. Do yourself a favor, open 
up your lives to elegance and 
charm and music from the heart 
and soul.
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over played as a lot of groups are 
when involved in the more main 
stream of music. We don't tour con- 
stantly, make a certain amount of 
records every year, so we don't 
overkill what we do and we remain 
fairly obscure so there’s always an 
element of excitement still. | kind of 
think that if a group is too readily 
available then people tend to get 
bored of it all after a few years unless 
that group can progress quickly and 
keep what they do exciting, (not only 
for the audience of their music , but 
for themselves too) then there's 
always the danger of the group burn- 
ing themselves out. 
Was Disgust an attempt to get the 
E.N.T. sound out there again? 
No, definitely not. 
Who do you draw influences 
besides Discharge, because E.N.T. 
comes acrossed as more aggres- 
sive than just punk. Is there any 
metal influences? 
Yeah, | suppose we do have some 
metal influences, more so now than 
ever as we all listen to certain 
amounts of that particular genre of 
music, but E.N.T. grew up with punk 
& hardcore so those were the obvi- 
ous influences but to us it wasn't just 
about the music it was the attitude 
too. 

NAPALN DEATH 

What do you think of the under- 
ground scene now-a-days? 
I'm not involved with the underground 
scene as | was but | think it's a totally 
valuable element in all styles of music 
not just hardcore, it's where all the 
real, true feelings, emotions, music 
comes from, there's no shitty corpo- 
rate angle to it all so you don't get 
bombarded with images of what's hip 
& cool & how it should be and if you 
not like this or that then you're 
nobodys. 
How was the tour to the states? 
Was this a first? 
Actually we've never toured the 
states before! But our first trip over 
was certainly an “eye opener”, a good 
experience and we learnt a lot, not 
only from a band point of view, but as 
individuals too. 
What do you think of Lee’s label 
Candellight? 
It's cool what he's doing, at least he is 
doing it. I don't like too much of what 
he releases although | think KORPSE 
are excellent. 
Have any other members gone into 
the music business?Other bands? 
As most people know, a lot of E.N.T. 
members have played in other bands 
but not really anymore, | was in OPTI- 
MUM WOUND PROFILE, Dean was 
in RAW NOISE & DISGUST, Pete 

NAapPAalv 

was in RAW NOISE (for a short time) 
& RED FLAG 77, 'ce is still in 
DISGUST & a couple of doom bands 
& waz, our new drummer, played in 
early CRADLE OF FILTH. But for the 
most of us E.N.T. is now our main & 
only band. Other than creating music, 
Lee owns Candle Light Records & | 
work in a record store. 
Will there be anymore tours in the 
near future? 
Of America? Not as far as | know at 
this moment although, yes we would 
certainly like to come back and tour 
again and hopefully next time get to 
play out west as we didn't have 
enough time to get that far last time. 
At the present time we are working on 
a new release and ther's a tour of 
Scandinavia  scheduled for early 
February. 
Thanks for the interview Phil, any 
closing comments? 
Take it easy, watch out for a new 
E.N.T. release early new year & don't 
drink & drive! 
For further information on EXTREME 
NOISE TERROR contact: 

EARACHE RECORDS 
295 Lafayette St. Suite 915, 

New York, N.Y. 10012 
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Dragons, 
mists and sirens 
curcircumnavigate the soul whilst you 
listen to one of the better albums 
in symphonic metal. Open 
yourself to “Lepacca 
Kliffoth”, the fourth 
album from these 
Swedish explorers. 
Oddly enough, it 
was a stormy 
evening when | 
talked to mainman 
Christofer Johnsson 
about the release of 
“Lepacca Kliffoth” and 
all things related to the 
dark side of the imagina- 
tion. Your ride has just arrived, 
and it appears to be a scaled, 
winged creature greater than anything 
you have ever witnessed. Journey on 
Therion formed with the idea of creat- 
ing what? When you started the band , 
wasn't the death metal in its formative 
stages there in Sweden? 
Therion formed out of a previous band 
called Blitzkrieg, actually. That was back 
in 1988, it was about the same members 
as in Blitzkrieg. We broke up for a couple 
of months, because we wanted to do 
something new with metal. With 
Blitzkrieg, we played more metal like 
Metallica and Motorhead. When we got 
back together, we tried this new death 
metal style, which back in 1988 was 
fresh. It was really extreme and unusual, 
at the time. So, yeah death metal was just 
beginning here. 
Do you think the death metal spirit 
inside of you has changed since that 
time? 
| was a lot of years younger back then 
and when you hve the teenage rage, you 
want to get that anger out. The passing of 
the years has made me more calm, and 
I'm thinking more about creating atmos- 
pheric than aggressive music. Yeah, 
maybe I've lost the death metal spirit, | 
don’t know. 
The last two releases had very occult- 
type overtones in them. What led you 
from the more politically driven lyrics 
on “Of Darkness” to the ones on 
“Lepacca Kliffoth?” Have you always 
been into the occult? 
Yeah, but it was 1991 when “Of 
Darkness” was released, and, as you 
said, the lyrics were very different from 
what they are nowadays. Anyway, after its 
release, | started to become heavily 
involved in it. The reason | wasn't 

Y 7 
involved before, was that all the literature 
| checked out was shit. | couldn't find any 
good books on it. 
You're involved in the organization 
called “Dragon Rouge.” Was this 
something you stumbled onto while 
looking for more occult-type material? 
| read one of the members’ magazines. 
The order was really new when | first 
checked them out; they had existed for 
only one year. Before that, the order 
acted more internally, but as soon as they 
started to publish themselves, it became 
an organization. It was becoming an orga- 
nization when | joined 
And how is this compared to the whole 

renaissance sweeping satanic 
Scandinavia at the moment? 
The difference is that we're not religious. 
We're not into black magic, but dark 
magic. Black magic is a concept that peo- 
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ple  misunder- 
stand all the time. So, 

| say dark magic. 
I've  noticed that on 

“Lepacca Kliffoth” that 
there’s a very big 

Celtic Frost influ- 
ence. Is there a 
theme going on 
with the cover 
of “Sorrows of 
the Moon" and 
Claudia’s 
vocals? 

Actually,  Celtic 
Frost was one of the 

first bands to influence 
us when we started to 

play death metal. At that time, 
it was more on the “Morbid Tales” 

side. But, as we started to progress a bit 
with “Beyond Sanctorium”, we took the 
inspiration from “Into the Pandemonium” 
as well. If guess that was the first album 
ever to mix some kind of intense metal 
with classical arrangements and female 
vocals. Maybe we are more in that vein 
because | really like that band, but if you 
take Paradise Lost, Amorphis, or any 
other creative death metal band, it goes 
back to Celtic Frost; even if they admit it 
ot not. The cover on the album is more 
like a tribute to Celtic Frost for all the 
years of inspiration. It's some kind of pay- 
back. Some people said it was a continu- 
ation of “Into the Pandemonium.” if Celtic 
Frost could have made another album in 
that vein, | think that would be more cor- 
rect to describe us as being closer to that 
direction. It's more fair to say that 
because we're not ripping off that album, 
we're getting influenced by it. Maybe even 
taking it a step further. 
What is the origin of the name 
“Lepacca Kliffoth?” Is it Sumerian? 
Well, no. Actually, it' Hebrew. Lepacca is 
some king of calling phrase meaning, 
“open up, or come through.” Kliffoth, if you 
translate it directly into english, means 
cave or cell. It's a symbolic meaning from 
the dark side of the Jewish myth in 
Quabala. | think “Lepacca Kiliffoth” could 
be a key phrase for opening up doorways 
or gateways within the human concious- 
ness. | work with any tradition, may it be: 
Sumerian, Jewish, Egyptian, Ancient 
Greek and Scandinavian 
Christofer is one man in tune with his 
surroundings, and if you wish to check 
out his vision, | advise you to pick up a 
copy of “Lepacca Kiiffoth.” 
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HYBERNOID 
HYBERNOID has one of the most 
unique sounds in underground 
metal. Has it been a goal since the 
band’s formation to create innova- 
tive and provocative music? Was the 
diverse influences of Hybernoid a 
major factor? May I ask of such influ- 
ences? 
Yes, since HYBERNOID began we've 
always set out to be different. | think we 
don’t want to be seen as copyist, but to 
forge our own sound. As for influences 
it's hard to say. Because we all like dif- 
ferent stuff-from CARCASS to 
CHAMELEONS. We all agree on SHIP 
OF FOOLS, and that's the only band 
we can all agree on. 
To describe HYBERNOID's music is 
a difficult task. Sure, it's metal, but 
the way the guitars intertwine and 
the keyboard Ėl that is what I'm hear- 
ing?) gives off a subtle atmosphere 
makes the music an alternative to 
the norms of the genre. Displeased 
(the label the band is currently 
signed to) also had some trouble in 
describing your sound. So what 
words describe the sound of 
HYBERNOID? 
Well, firstly there are no keyboards on 
“The Last Day (apart from ‘Akledama’s’ 
mid-section).” The rest is done on gui- 
tar-the ambience and subtlety of one 
guitar is contrasted by the heavy riffing 
of the other. It's hard to describe accu- 
rately even for us. It's sort of hypnotic, 
crusty, grind, but who can tell? It's up to 
the listener to draw their own conclu- 
sions because there are many depths 
to our songs. 
While the band’s sound gives off 

TE T o EI 

mysterious melodies, so does the 
name HYBERNOID and band photo 
(the photo of the CD shows the 
members with white cloth obscuring 
their faces). Was there any intention 
of making the listener search out the 
music, and the identities of the 
band? Will HYBERNOID continue its 
phenomenon in the future? 
Of course if the listener searches the 
levels of the music, it's a bit like creat- 
ing mystery both with the art and the 
music. | hope it makes for more interest 
if there is mystery associated with the 
band, like I've tried to explain before 
that with more listens things maybe 
heard that initially didn’t stand out. This 
phenomenon has just come about in 
our music - it's us - so, | guess it will 
carry on, we don't intentionally do it. 
That's just the way we seem to gel 
together. 
Seeing as we are talking about the 
future. How many compositions 
have the band penned since the 
release of “The Last Day Begins?” 
Are there any new elements being 
infused into the complex frame- 
work? Will you be working with the 
Pisgleasad label for the next record- 
ng? 
We are recording material for our sec- 
ond CD, which will be a compilation of 
three new tracks, plus both our 7" sin- 

les, which were released by 
ispleased. Along with these tracks we 

have included some tracks in a dance 
vein. We got let loose in a friend’s stu- 
dio to do these, sort of our own remixes 
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releasing this. The new songs are in out 
sglle, but with plenty of groove includ- 
e 
It appears the Dutch label has done a 
lot for the band. Not only did they 
release your amazing debut, but they 
also put you on a promo tour in the 
Netherlands. Does it seem that 
HYBERNOID have the “right” label? 
What kind of cooperation do you 
have with them? 
Displeased are a brilliant label for us to 
be on. They sorted a hell of a lot out for 
us and released and promoted us very 
well. We seem to work well together, 
they trust us with the music and art and 
they do the rest. It's not as good as 
could have hoped for the In U.K. 
because we have magazines that don’t 
appreciate the music, but just want 
money. It's very difficult to get any pro- 
motion on a big%er scale In the UK. 
without spending loads of money first. 
Moving back to the musical side of 
things. Another taboo (at least in metal) 
that the band have dispelled is the 
presence of an female member (i.e., 
not just for sessioning purposes) who 
can be very savage or quite alluring. | 
think her performance gives the band 
an edge that wouldn't be otherwise 
happen if Paula wasn't handling part of 
the vocal chores. | think we would be 
the same band, but without one aspect 
- the overall sound. Since 1991, we've 
always had a female member, on the 
first demo we had a different female 
vocalist. Paula has been in HYBER- 
NOID since our second demo in 1992. 
They do cause problems, don't get me 
wrong, but we seem to manage. 



band use for visual stimuli? What | 
this is just an obser- would be the ultimate performance a 
vation. We are not for HYBERNOID (?rovldlng every- th 
trying to make any thing was in place)? St 
radical statement in Live, we usually have the stage pretty 
the lyrics. We just dark and smoke\{ with with two brightly 
took one step side- colored twisting aser-t?(pe lights, giving 
wards and observed the hypnotizing effect [ hope. We dont 
what is going on in play live that much, this year we've onl! 
the world! Not all the done half a dozen or so gigs, but eacl 
lyrics are about that, one was a big success. We would soon- 
“Mind/Liberty”, for er play good gigs instead of playing 
example, is' loosely loads of small crapp;lgg;s. Our Iastš_ig 
based on halluceni- was supporting ADISE LOST, 

ą j genic, or out of body which was totally sold-out, so maybe a 

/ 

hands of man, but 

experiences. We masswe'fiece or promotion for us. r. 
have no interest in HYBERNOID must be guite interest- 

- religion, or things like ing live with appearance of two vocal- F 
On the same boat here, am | right that that in our lyrics. Maybe an interest in ists, two guitarists, etc... How was the 
more and more females are becom- the Celts in our feelings and art, but festival you recently performed? An ;j 
ing permanent in extreme metal? For nothing such as an actual statement, or plans to hit the European mainland? M 
instance, CELESTIAL SEASON, structure. We hit Holland last year, which was 
THIRD AND THE MORTAL, BOLT Are you looking forward to seeing the greai, very successful, and a big laugh. b 
THROWER, and LEFT HAND SOLU- video for “Permafrost” on national But obviously it's very expensive for the W 
TION are prime examples of the t.v. (in the U.K.)? Did you try to pro- label to set us up with a tour because of 
movement. Do you think this sur- ject the lyrical imagery into visual they have to fly us all to Holland first, — s 
ence is a much needed element in with this one? What other types of which for six people is obviously a lot of 1o 

the metal world tree? You have to media will HYBERNOID explore? money. The festival we did in London w 
admit, theš do have a strange influ- Yeah, the video will be great, we did a was a good, it was along way for us to i 
ence on the way the music comes video for our second demo and that FU (about five hours drive), but we met a 
across. That is good of course. helped get us a deal. We did this video lot of people, and played to a different $ 
The reason, or what inspired us in the on a normal VHS camera, and it took audience, which is obviously a worth- s 
first place was a track called aboutsix months to complete. Ithad sort while experience. fc 
“Uncontrolled” by CONFESSOR on a of quick moving, and surreal images - What exactg is (a) HYBERNOID? m 
Vile Vibes (Feacevills? compilation in this video couldn't get us any airplay HYBERNOID is a made up word, a W 
1990. It was so radically different at the because it's on the wrong format (VHS). HYBERNOID is a person who with- a 
time - we liked the style. Of course it's and didn't have good enough quality. It's draws into seclusion, or a hibernating m 
not a female vocal, but it was pretty also not playable on U.S. video sys- person. Its the singular or hibernate ri 
damn original at the time. yes, the tems, so it's a bit limited. The video for relating to a person. Make sense? Well, B 
female role is more firesem in bands “Permafrost” will be on top quality for- it's not a dictionary word, so we can say 
nowadays - it shows that this is not just mat, so we might hopefully end up on what the hell we want for this. Ho! Ho! m 
a male dominated genre anymore. something like; MTV Europe. Well, Andy | hope I haven't bored you b 
You recorded “Last Day..” at The response to “Last Day..” was with these questions. Any last wishes h 
Academy Studios where bands like pretty massive. At least massive before we go? Ė 3 
ANATHEMA, SHIP OF FOOLS (rip), enough to land you a licensing deals Thanks very much for the interview, cool b 
and MY DYING BRIDE have attained in both Germany, and the U.S.A. Juestions which | hope might give you W 
complementing sounds. Are you sat- (however, due to financial problems 3;)"""%‘ i; Iar:}aoxlz}b\: f\'lgg’r maoat i ‘eriiross R 
isfied with the way “Last Day..." has with Massacre Records this part of ;9/ 516. and we have full-color long sleeve, and d 
turned out? Is Mags a good person to the deal fell through). What are tshirts available for $25 and $20 respectively. it 
ąc'z_'rkl_walltthš o dadi | gYBI?EchIOID expecting '(;‘tzmI this Thanks for your time and take good care. :N 

e Last Day?" was recorded on a low deal ill we see a stateside release 
budget and is pretty raw. Of course with (hear that all you licensing compa- HYBERNOID a 
more time and money we could polish it nies?)? c/o ANDY BENNETT fi 
up loads, but on the whole it's a debut We never really expected much, RILEY STREET H 
that we can be proud of. Mags is a great because after all, it's our debut CD. The R ROADctouoH d 
guywhonasworked with allthe big UK. response was brilliant though! For oL13 8PG, ENGLAND T 
ands. This is obviously beneficial to us Massacre to release - s 

in that his mass of experience hopefully it also was a big 
rubs off on the production. He knows us bonus. Hopefully we 6 
now and has a picture of what we want will carry on, and - 
to come across as. possibly get a state- . 5 
The lyrics on “Last Day..” have a side licensing deal. 4 c 
very apocalyptic feel to them. Is there lt's a shame about W 
a theme that permeates the entirety Massacre USA > ti 
ofthe LP? Some examples I've drawn because its doing so g 
out are the earth is dying, humanity well for is Europe, j b 
contributing to that, and the Christian and we hoped to do 4 s - | 
plague. Am | correct with this con- as well in statewide. % 
nection? If so, I'm wond g if you Maybe soon!! š | 8 
are Pagan in the sense of wors| l?- | was wonderin j s o e 
plngD(ha earth. Are you interested iIn how HYBERNOI * jj Ų 1 
the Druids, and Celts? feel about live per- ; - % | m 
The feeling behind “The Last Day?" formances? hat ol i 
could be seen as earth's demise at the kind of props do the ą 
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Sweden’s MOANING WIND have only been around for a few short years, but they have proved themselves as 
a band to be reckoned with. The release of their “IN MY FOREST’ demo showed the creativit and emotion 
this band possess, the style they’'ve come up with is a fusion of the heavy metal roots with modern-day 
swedish technical doom/death. 

After a 
and but them 

RECORDS. 

For what 
reasons was 
MOANING WIND formed? i 
MOANING WIND — was  formed 
because we wanted to play metal. 
We where the only ones with this kind 
of musical taste in our neighborhood, 
so we thought it would be interesting 
to start a band. In the beginning it 
wasn't very serious but when it began 
to sound a bit better we took it more 
serious. 
So after the demos, you've signed 
for a 7”, have any other offers been 
made? 
We have only released two demos 
and we are not signed for a 7" any- 
more because the guy at EXHUMED 
ripped us off. 
But that doesn't |t 
matter anymore [ 
because we 
have signed for 
3 fullength CD's 
by a sub-label to 
WE BITEL 
RECORDS. The 
deal is OK and 
it's the best offer 
we got so we 
are very satis- 
fied. 
How have the 
demos sold? šš 
The first one 
sold about 250 
copies and the 
second about 4- 
500 and just 
continue to sell. 
What inspires 
the dark 
gloominess that MOANING WIND 
brings forth in your music? 
| don't really know. We just play and it 
sounds like it does. We are influ- 
enced by the most things we listen 
too. Our goal is to mix all kinds of 
metal, play it our way and not sound 
like any other band. The new stuff 

faulg/ venture with EXHUMED, MOANING WIND are picking up the pieces 
ack together in the form of a 3 album deal with a sub-label of BITE 

well aniy the future will tell the results of their success, but until then read on as 
Tomas (guitarist) enlightens you on the wind torn realm of... 

that 
will hopefully be released on CD is 
quite close to that goal. It will sound 
different from the demo’s but it will 
still sound like MOANING WIND. 
The first demo had a very raw, but 
death metal feel to it, the second 
kind of adopted the “DARK TRAN- 
QUILLITY, IN FLAMES” style, was 
this a natural progression, or did 
you feel you had to head in that 
direction to compete? 
We would never do music to com- 
pete, we just play music that we like 

and don't care if no one else like the 
stuff we play, but it's of course fun if 
people like us. So it also was a natur- 
al progression even if | don't think 
that we sound (or want to sound) like 
DARK TRANQUILLITY or IN 
FLAMES. A band that do music to 
compete is false and follow trends, 
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sick. 
Describe the creative process 
MOANING WIND goes  through 
when song writing? 
First we write the music, often me 
and Magnus together, when the 
music is finished we rehearse and try 
to make it fit with the vocals and also 
experiment with different drum beats. 
Then Johan or Martin writes the 
lyrics. 

What kind of 
ideas are being 
expressed in 
your lyrics? 
I don't know so 
good what the 
lyrics are about, 
but | know they 
are dark. | think 
we will spend 
more time on the 
lyrics in the 
future. 
Has there been 
a steady line-up 
since the begin- 
ning? 
No. First it was 
just myself 
(Tomas), Magnus 
and Martin. Then 
Johan joined the 
band to play the 

bass and do the vocals. After awhile 
we decided to get a new bass player 
so Johan could concentrate on the 
vocals. That bass player was Anders 
and is no longer in the band, so now 
Johan plays the bass again and that 
works fine. 
Do you get a chance to play live 
much? If so what kind of response 



do you get? 
We don't play live often nut when we 
do it's quite good response. It will 
maybe be more live gigs when we 
have released a record. It's not much 
gigs here in Karlstad but | hope we 
will get more gigs outside Karlstad in 
the future. 
What kind of goals do you have as 
a band? 
To do good music and hopefully 
make some records. But the most 
important thing is that we enjoy to 
play and make music otherwise 
there's no meaning to continue. Right 
now it seems like we have reached 
our goal because of the record deal 
and that makes it more fun than ever. 
Something else | see as a goal is to 
do a tour, that would be great. 
From what | know, in Sweden the 
government makes musical instru- 
ments readily available to the pub- 
lic, do you think this has some- 
thing to do with the huge amount 
of bands emerging from Sweden? 
Has it helped you? 
Yes it's good in the beginning when 
you start a band. You can use 
rehearsal places and equipment 
owned by the government. It have 
helped us in the past because it's 
quite expensive to buy all equipment 

in the beginning. Even if the equip- 
ment you can borrow isn't the best, 
it's always something. | don't know if 
it has something to do with the huge 
amount of bands emerging in 
Sweden, but it could have something 
to do with it. It may be easier to start 
a band in Sweden than in many other 
countries but | think that if you really 
want to play you do it anyway. 
In your opinion what are some of 
the better up-and-coming bands? 
That's a hard question because | 
think that there is very few good up 
coming bands, but | can name a few 
bands that deserve attention: 
SOLSTICE (doom metal from U.K.), 
GEHENNAH ( Sweden, black metal 
in the vein of Venom and Sodom), 
VOMITORY (Sweden, Very brutal 
death metal), MOBILE MOB 
FREAKSHOW (Sweden, Some kind 
of horror punk metal), DEAD INFEC- 
TION (Poland, Extremely brutal death 
metal). 
How long has each member been 
playing their respective instru- 
ment? 
| have played guitar for about seven 
years and so has Magnus. Johan has 
played the bass for five or six years, 
and Martin on drums for five years. 
Do you think the death metal scene 

is dying or prospering? 
The death metal scene is maybe not 
dying but | think it will get smaller in a 
few years. | really hope that metal will 
live on to the day of armageddon and 
| know that | will do my best to keep 
the scene alive. 
Thanks for your time Tomas, any 
last comments? 
A big thanks goes out to you Mark for 
supporting MOANING WIND. | wish 
you the best with the zine. Everybody 
must buy our record when it's 
released. OK that's all folks, Cheers! 

For more information on 
MOANING WIND contact: 

Martin Bjéérn 
Spiksmedcv. 10 
653 46 Karlstad 

| SWEDEN 
or 

Tomas Bergstrand 
Mattsmassv. 8 
635 46 Karlstad 

SWEDEN 
Send 2 1R.C's to help with postage. 
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With 3 full length albums under 

their belt and a handful of EP’s, 
CATHEDRAL continue to amaze us 
with the follow up to “Ethereal 

Mirror” ... “The Carnival Bizarre”. A 

very different sound for these 

british blokes, a very focused, in- 

depth, and energy filled album. 

Read on as Lee Dorian enlightens 

us on the current state of British 

doom revolutionaries 

...CATHEDRAL. 

What happened with the line-up 

change? 

Unfortunately, the worst thing above 

losing our deal with Columbia was 

that 
we were forced 

into a situation 

where we could 
no longer afford to 
have American * 
members in the X 
band. Because obvi- 
ously being back on 

Earache, Earache ia a 
much smaller indepen- ||“ 

dent label; where as 
Columbia is like a big pie || 
in the sky. They're multi- 
national, so they've got 
money to spend on that 

kind of thing, They were |% 
determined to keep our 
band together, so they 

would happily finance us 

having American mem- 
bers in the band. So, when we lost 

that deal, we were forced back into 

the situation where we had to go back 

to the drawing board. Scott and Dave 

had the chance to live in England, But 

it would have been on no money what 

so ever; it would have been like a 

$1,000 to last them a year. We didn't 

know if anything positive was going 

to come out of the situation we were 

in, we didn't know where the band 

was going to record the next album. 

There was so much political argu- 

ments going down outside the band 
with our management and record 

companys. It was sheer turmoil. For 

them to sacrifice everything they had 

at home for something that was very 

much uncertain, (at the time) would 

probably have been a big mistake for 

them to take. So, we had to find new 
english people, really to get an all 

English line-up so we could at least 
be in the same country, and commu- 

nicate with each other much easier. 
So, there wasn’t any real personal 

conflicts between any of you? 
Oh, noway. Scott had been 

playing with us for two and a half 

years, he's a very great friend. He 

had worked himself very well. | feel 

kind of sad, ‘cause he was with us for 

two and a half years, he had been 

through all the crap. There was loads 

of shit we went through during that 

period of time. and he never got to 

record on the album. ) feel a bit 

pissed about that really, but we've 

recorded an album and the musicians 

on there are great; they more than 
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made up for it./ We're happy to be sit- 

ting here now, talking about an album 

we've recorded and that we're 

pleased with. Thinking back, at the 

start of the year we couldn't see the 

wood for the trees. 

Didn’t Adam have a health problem 

which forced him to leave? 
That was maybe part of the reason. 

He had a really bad ear infection and 

a bad stomach. He lost a part inside 

his ear, which meant any frequency 

above a certain level would totally 

destroy his brain. It would frazzle his 
brain, and make him feel eternal 

agony. That 

Al son. We kind of 
i} /] drifted apart, he 

Ywas more into 
blues rock. His 

favorite band is DEEP 
PURPLE with DAVIS 

COVERDALE, BAD 
COMPANY, GRATEFUL 

DEAD, and stuff like that. 
He wasn’t so much into 
heavy music anymore 
and he said he didn’t 
really enjoy playing the 

heavier stuff. He wanted 
to do something more 

mellow. We're still great 

friends, though. 
That's good. On to 
another subject, | 

noticed on the new album, the 

disco feel doesn’t come through 
quite as much as the previous 

albums. What brought this about? 

Well SABBATH is a 70's band, the 

original line-up, so that's going to 

influence us in someway. Plus, | like a 

lot of funk music, and a lot of 70's 

disco. I'll be honest, | do like this kind 

of music, it makes me happy. I'm 

depressed and when | play some of 

that music. | feel happy. If thats going 



to be part of our life, then we inject 
everything into our music; we're not 

ashamed to admlt 

lk around like 

people be !h?mselves ą lot of the 

metal ban 0 be brutal & bl Rl 
phemic all thę time, but there's no * 
way you'gan be a fynchomn hui an 
being with this attitude. — 
Yeąh exactly you woi 
Jumpmg arou d ag 
you manage to get Toni lommi for 
the guest I eads. ‘on “Carnival 
Bizarre”, did he cąnig torward with 
that, or did yoq 
for fųą ? , 
Basically SABBATH  have 3I 
aware of us for a long time. Weu ed 

to rehearse in the same place in 
Birmingham since the band started. 

We got to know them prefly well, and 

everyday we'd sit and talk to them. 

We'd have a cup of tea and ask them 
loads of questions, interrogate them 
basically. So they were aware of who 

we were, and when ‘The Ethereal 

Mirror” album came out, Geezer‘ 

Butler got ahold of it and 

it. He phoned us up, §nd saying “do 

a tour? “ of course we said yes. We 
went out on the road with Sabbath for 
like ten weeks around Europe, so we 
watched them play like sixty-five 

times or something like that. "We 

kinda stayed in touch with Toni, ‘and 
Hey, Toni do you wanna come down: 
and do a guest appearance on our 

album?” with his Birmingham accent. 

He came down, plugged his guitar in, 

ripped out some solos, and said, 
“Take your pick” and went home, We 

just sat there in total awe. 

So are you into their new material? 
| like it but 'm not that much into it. | 
think they've lost a lot of the energy 
and vibe that it once had. 
So, are you still running Rise 

Above Records? 

t we like. - Godhead. 

ave to go to him 

you guys want to come uppor!,ųson į 

Oh, Yeah! 
I just got the Mourn LP from Not so 

" §h0W§ 
I'm curious about what you had 10 say- 

ands. They 'should. just let the an album by this 70's folk\ band . People to fį 
Mellow Candle o 

* band. Howd you get that man? . -Į i 
lack  We' have ] (r nd ham „\gfho man- “we Hg 

into jazz and 70's folkish stuff. He. 
told me to check it out. It's pretty 
slick. 

Mellow Candleis one of my. top l|ve 
favorite bands ever. 

Did they just release one album 

‘Yeah. They put out a couple of 7, u 

they're totally rare. 

I was looking at an interview you 
did in Metal Hammer. I noticed 
you're into Ultraman and old 

japanese cult shows. 
I love it. In England it's impossible to 

get that kind of stuff, so | just trade a 

lot of toys and videos with people in 
Japan. 

Have you gotten into the whole 
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Japanamation kick? 

h. Its mainly the old TV 

25much, the_animation; 
' mad he'action. 

e had an audition 
wur bčęke 

f ear, and šinče we' 
p, back tog 

Oh thanks man thats nice to khow. | 
think over all we' rę much happier with 

this. one. Prior to this one the best 
thing we've done was the “Soul 

Sacrifice” EP. 'Cause like the vibe 
« and the sound on that one was like 

the thing then, and with this new 
|bum we 've like surpassed that. 

I really Jiked how the vocals fluctu- 

j 8'93,?!' the new album with the 

traight forward singing and the 
leeper stuff as well. 

Yeah we | tried 10 get a good combina- 
ti of vocals, use all our trademarks 
ya' know. Makmg it not so one dimen- 

sional Try’fig to like all of my charac- 
tersiinto one sort of album. B 

_when can we hope to see 

Cathedral in'the states? 
ell the way its looking maybe late 

January. / 
Well Lee, thanks alot for your time 

any. closlng remarks? 
Well readers keep an opened mind 

about music, and in general don't be 
fogled by the media telling you what 

s cool, just follow your own instincts. 
Just have your own opinions about 

things, and don't be ruled by the 

media. 
For further information on Cathedral 
contact Earache Records.







the sorrowful dirge: 
““ of Sweden’s LEFT HANI 
SOLUTION, | wasn't quite sure 

‘to ‘make of them. This quar- 
city 

„ Sweden play doom 
most unique fashion. 

band 

time when a 
certain 

Stockholm 
was bristiing 
with would- 
be  super- 
groups 
While grbaps * 
1 ik 
E NTOMBED, 

groups 
LEFT HAND SOLbUsQ 
their appeal to obscuri " 
Their first studio endeavor 
appeared in the shape of R&e?é, 
a demo that was rough on the 
edges, but hinted at the putential 2 
greatness we have come to know 
them by. While the band are 
female-fronted, LEFT HAND 
SOLUTION display a phenomenal 
sense of melody, accompani 
a sense of foreboding that 
only a female can 
bring. | 

“Falling," esti 
lished 'the bai 

within the under- 

- SOLUTION 

" listeners,the: x 
female witl 

Sundsvall-based 
Massproductions (also known for 
the release of the Swedish 
UNHOLY) in the LEFTHAMD.‘W;‘!"%Q 

icture. The result, a 
fantastic full-length of triste dir 
like compositions and hauni 

h band's ‘95 de 
of Bitterne: 
The demo : 

tense fashi 
;@‘ Ą Marian 

female vocals courtesy of bellow- 
ing sounds of Kicki Héijertz. 

hadowdance (see review 
ion)” further established the | 
band’s unique blend of doom. 

rhaps — 
op!ed to replace T 
female. Kicki's « 

placement, Mariana Holmberg, 
seems to be the answer to Kicki’s 
exiremely unique, yet angelic 

FLAMES, 
SECTION, etc.. „). Will 
LEFT HAND SOLU- 
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etc...). Will LEFT HAND SOLUTION 
continue to experiment with slow- 
er tempos? 
We will continue to play a slower kind 
of music and experiment with it as 
well. | don't know if Sundsvall has 
inspired our music that much. If it 
has, then it's without us knowing it. 
The main inspiration source is our 
own feelings. The moods they create 
are meant to be portrayed in the 
music. 
Your “Shadowdance" Lp was 
released several months ago. How 
has the response been to the Lp? 
From the material I've read, the Lp 
seems to have met a favorable 
response in doom metal circles. 
Do you think LEFT HAND SOLU- 
TION has the capabilities to reach 
an audience other than that of 
doom metal? 
The response to it has been very 
good, actually. We've received great 
reviews in fanzines, and magz from 
all over the world. | don't think that we 
play just ordinary doom metal (neither 
do I-Cd). | think our new songs are 
not just for people into metal. 
Some things have changed since 
the release of “Shadowdance.” 
The most notable aspect has to be 
the change in vocalists. Why was 
Kicki removed from LEFT HAND 
SOLUTION? Do you think you've 
made the right choice in her 
replacement? 
Kicki moved down to Stockholm 
(about 400km south) to continue her 
education. Due to the distance, it did- 
n't work out with rehearsals and so 
on, that's why we replaced her. There 
are no regrets about that. 
Her replacement, Mariana, seems 
to be working well with LEFT 
HAND SOLUTION. Could please 
describe her voice or at least com- 
pare it to Kicki's? 
It works out very well between us. It's 
very hard to describe a voice. The 
best thing is, of course to hear it. But 
| can say that there are a lot more 
emotion in the vocals than before. 
You've  recently  completed 
“Wounds...” How is the sound in 
comparison to that of 
“Shadowdance?” Exactly what is 
meant by gothic horror metal? I'm 
not too sure if | agree with that 
term. Gothic, yes. Horror, no. 
It's heavier and more mysterious than 
before. Our sound has improved 
since “Shadowdance.” We didn't P.O. Box 377 
know what genre to place us under, S-851 06 Sundsvall 
so we decided to call the music goth- Sweden 

Moving on to your label, 
Massproductions. They are small, 
yet professional. Are they handling 
LEFT HAND SOLUTION in an 
appropriated manner? 
Although they are a small label, 
they've been great so far. They are 
supporting us in a way they can. At 
the time we're not planning to leave 
them. We'll probably release a full- 
length album on Massproductions in 
the beginning of ‘96. 
Sweden has a reputation for a lack 
of live gigs. Has LEFT HAND 
SOLUTION ever encountered such 
difficulties ? If not, then what would 
we expect from your debut gig? 
Jasa? (apparently they play lots-Cd) 
We've done a lot of live gigs in our 
surroundings. When we play live, 
we're giving us and the audience a 
great time. To do that, we don’t need 
to hide behind corpse paint or some- 
thing like that. It's just us and our 
music! Rai-rai! 
Moving back to “Shadowdance.” | 
was wondering why the lyrics 
weren’t printed? | realize some 
bands (like MY DYING BRIDE on 
their “Thrash the Naked Limbs” 
Ep) aren’t especially happy with 
their lyrics. Was this the case for 
LEFT HAND SOLUTION? 
We are satisfied with the lyrics. At the 
time, we didn't think if it as necessary 
to print them. 
There seems to be a growth in 
female-fronted metal outfits. Your 
band is a good example, along 
with Third And The Mortal, The 
Gathering, and Mourn. Do you 
think this is an exciting addition to 
the usually male-fronted genre? 
No, it doesn’t matter if a band has 
male or female vocals, as the voice is 
used in a proper way. I'm satisfied. 
But | think it's cool when a band like 
Disrupt has a female vocalist (what 
about DOUGHNUTS from Umeé, 
Sweden?). 
Well, Peter, it has been nice talking 
to you, but are there any last 
words? 
Well, Chris, | wish to thank you very 
much for letting us appear in your 
mag! If anyone wishes to contact us, 
it can be done at the following 
address: 

LEFT HAND SOLUTION 

REBELLION 

ic horror metal. The atmosphere in 
our music is similar to gothic horror 
literature. 
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For more info or free catalog write: 
Century Media Records 
1453A 14th St., Suite 324 @ 

Al Santa Monica, CA. 90404 USA 



G s a e bla 
de ęŽŽ 

W was m tars: Izar 

t last one blazmg br{gmé 
more furious than it's 

sthren. With that in mi 
erd, a talented man on || i ? 

-4 Well, our “My Angel” EP is synth, bore the sė 
of a musical entity gfiaf’ . now almost 5 years old 
would be:’ome*g;qfl&g— e . ; and | have obviously 

been ihmugq some 

hnically 
then. Minimistically you say, well 

Jo i we had only been gbmg.for 
best musctąnsm„W ] į š j Pef'Od of time you kr 
Was ARCTURUS invmilon of & | 

- one mind . š st 

| Bęu:un"mmex as 

ly other o 
< frame work? Or are 

‘Z i hapt with the Hceoifi 
'90 was 

Ršžy ita M was . 
| only meant to be for our ears, a kind “The 5"‘"}?,. ,„MM nical for 

of pre-studio thing, you know. Justto the gothic approach has beei 
h:a! how we would sound. It was the Imos: 
cheapest studio in Norway, they 
Athought it was very special so we Mming being simį .l:musz say that 

greed to give it out as a promotional Your drumming compliments the 
y ‘source at 500 copies only. | dont Sound in a particular 1 

Hiems. Symfona are Me know if we will se-release like each individ 
(Sverd), Helihai rm — "Constellation", but there may be a 

Augus light possxbmty in the future as noth- 
on guitars and Skoll o ing has been decided yet. 
Since Garm is in - ow How has the response been, both 

S fan and label wise? There where 
n negotiations with CENTUR) 

upcomm? !uH- gth? BLACK, what happened there? 
Garm si even if | in  The response has been mostly g 

jail now, he = but | also have heard some bad criti- correct, is the person 
is staying there for one more year. cism about is. What happened with responsible for the vocal patterns. 
But we as | we CENTURY BLACK was that the con- It iš the way his normal singing 
have found ourselves another gui- tracts were too confusing. Since Intertwines with the more biack 
tarist...| think he really fits into this Century Media is a big label, the deal Metal style type of vocals that cre- 
band music wise. - was not that good. Not for us anyway ates such a brilliant journey for the 
“Constellation” is the name of the as ARCTURUS is not well known listener, Is the Norwegian land- 
MCD that was released on these days. We tried for reveisments, Scapes 'and nature a prfme source 
NOCTURNAL ART PRODUCTIONS but waited and waited and heard Of inspiration here? 

- (Samoth’s very own label) with a nothing back. Label wise there has Yes, Norwegian nature gives us a lot 
limited pressing of 500 copies. been some interest, but for the full f inspiration both to ou; rics and 
Was this more for promotional pur- length it has been decided to go with OUr music. 
poses = towards ARCTURUS? a completely unknown small label, | am not clear if I detect any 
Surely, if a lucky individual ANCIENT LORE CREATIONS Satanic overtones in the music of 
received this MCD they'd have (Norway). Arcturus. As the only English dis- 
something to cherish! The music of ARCTURUS is quite Played displayed on the MCD is the 
Our MCD you talk about was never sinister. The only instruments Piece “Ice Bound Streams & 
really meant to be released at all. lt used on the MCD were keyboards, Vapors Gray”. It all seems like cold 

* ; drums & vocals. poetry more than anything. Is it 
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better to say there are pagan over- MAYHEM will always be a priority 
tones being expressed? band for me. | will not drop MAYHEM 
ARCTURUS was not meant to for any others... and | am participating 
be a black metal band, as in others as well If 
they are Garm's own ARCTURUS were to 
thoughts. become as pop- 
Moving back to your ular as 
recently recorded full PARADISE 
length debut, can you LOST, well that 
give to our readers j& would be good, but 
more information | don’t think that will 
regarding titles or 5 be happening. 
themes? When will As both 
this be made avail- 
able t? Ir?lel;es!ed 
parties in the United &3 
States (distro 4”’" 

Hellhammer and 
Y you, Sverd, will be 

doing some session- 
¥/ ing in other bands, do 

deal?) you enjoy working 
The title of our outside of 
new master- ARCTURUS? What 
piece is again . . neighboring bands are 
called “Aspera k you both helping out with? 
H. t e m.s Hellhammer is playing with 
Symfonia” to be “ IMMORTAL on their European 
released at the tour for September & October. 
end of this year. , || have played  with 
Some titles are ENSLAVED basically to help 
“To thou who i out with gigs. | also per- 
dwellest in the formed on SATYRICON'S 
night”, Fall of man”, “Shadow Throne”... a big 
& “Bodkin and the %= D mistake by me, those mis- 
guietus". Garm's -, s\IER fits ripped me off... 
themes vary from # There seems to be a sense 
song to song, but | do of unity amongst some of the 
know that he is very r2 Norwegian bands 
concerned with transcen- mu.„ \Y nowadays. Is this 
dental and religious mat- a trait you like to 
ters in this universe. | £ blossom further? 
can't say that Garm and Well, | think the 
| have too much in com- Norwegian scene is 
mon regarding these worse than ever real- 
things. He is ly. As | do not care 
Satanist, | am not. | am about the Norwegian 
only into it to create scene any more. | am 
moody music, nothing doing my own things, 
else. The cooperation . and don't care about 
between us works all anything else. To me, | 
right even though really don't care if bands 
there are these dif- are against each other or 
ferences between whatever... 
us. |  believe When people speak of 
MISANTHROPY Norway, what visions or 
(who distributes pictures come to your 
on a world-wide mind? 
basis) should have z Norway is a very beautiful 
contacts in the U.S., but | actually do country with very strong cul- 
not know much about this. ture and national heritage. Therefore 
Hellhammer, I know that MAYHEM many people, including myself, are 
is now alive and well continuing fascinated and get inspiration from 
through 1996. Which is your main  our majestic nature. 
priority? Do you see conflicting Any last words? 
schedules between the two? Give “Aspera Hiems Symfonia” a fair 
If ARCTURUS became as success- chance. It is, as you said, a very 
ful as, lets say PARADISE LOSt, brooding and darkly consecrated 
would you drop Mayhem? album, Thank you for your interest. 
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Ohrough Black Storms and Holocaust Winds March 
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he Sons Of (\įorthern ( arkne%s... 
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In the last few years, IMMORTAL 
have risen to the top in the under- 
ground metal scene. Their rising 
popularity has gotten them a tour 
with Black/Death masters MORBID 
ANGEL, and up and coming 
Portuguese blasphemers 
MOONSPELL. 

They have really been in the 
media’s eye this last year. The duo 
have created their own style of 
northern black metal, that no one 
has rivaled. They are probably 
undisputedly the overall fastest 
band in the scene today. 

The guys at Grinder Magazine in 
Chile were kind enough to pass 
this interview along to be translat- 
ed into english and published in 
The Requiem magazine for all of 
us english speaking fans to read. 

This interview was done in 
London by Stephen Orozco. Part 
of the interview was done with 
Abbath & Demonaz before the 
show. Then after the show the 
interview was completed with 
Hellhammer putting in his two 
cents worth. 
Well Abbath tell me a little 
about 
“Battles In 
The North”. 

“Battles  In 
The North"?, 
let me see... 
W er ol 
Demonaz & 
Ididitin a 
couple of 

strange cuz 
| recorded 
not only the 
bass 
voice, 
the drums 
as well. It 
was funny 
because in 
the previous 
rehearsals before the recording, we 
were rehearsing with a pillow (?-MR). 
How much time did it take in the stu- 
dio? (Abbath asking Demonaz) 
Demonaz: In the last album? Not 
much. | did all the guitars & you did 
all the rest in a very short time. 
Where did you take the pictures 
for the album cover? 

ABBATH DOOM 

Occurta 

Abbath: We are in the Norwegian 
mountains under -15 degrees. 
Demonaz: The wind was blowing 
very heavy that day. That arctic wind 
is really cold, so as you can imagine 
it was a very freezing experience. 
Abbath: Yeah, there was a freezing 
temperature the whole day. | remem- 
ber that we couldn’t stand being more 
than 5 minutes outside the car. It was, 
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very funny, we took a couple of pic- 
tures and then back in the car again 
We got ourselves warm again and’ 
went out of the car once again. | think 
we took like 4 or 5 films. We were in 
the area for about 4 hours. 
What is the sense in the lyrics in 
Battles...? 
Abbath: Sense? It makes none! It's 
just about lost demons in the Nebilo’s 
World, and its more an adventure 
than a lyrical story. 
Is there something real in your 
lyrics then? 
Abbath: No, there’s nothing real for 
people. The only real thing in our 
lyrics is understood by Demonaz and 
me. All the inspiration comes from 
our hearts, it doesn't exist for anyone 
else, at least that's what | think. 
The drums are simply amazing. 
What is the secret of playing so 
fast? 
Abbath: The secret? There is no 
secret, the only explanation is that | 
have a lot of talent in what | do, and 
all that is inside of me. | have the 
power in my arms and legs, and 
that's all. | make deadly music! 
How do you reach that speed 

physically? | 
mean do 
you prac- 

alot 

don't practice 
in any way. | 
play the 
music  the 
strength 

(), and feel- 
ing that 
a r ę 
always in 
my head.; 

| n 
Battles... | 
just went 
to the stu- 
dio  and 
receded it. 
The reason 
for playing 
with pillows 

in the 
ety rehearsals was 

just because Erik (ex-drummer) left 
the band taking all the drum pieces 
with him, then we were left without 
any drums, you know. 
What record should every black 
metal fan have in their collection? 
Abbath: Ummmm “Battles...” It's the 
greatest black metal album nowa- 
days, without taking down the last 



EMPEROR record. You must have it! 
Personally | love it, | only have a 
copy, it's not original, but I still think 
it's great! 
How did you manage to get on the 
bill with MORBID ANGEL and 
MOONSPELL? 

and we rehearsed just a couple of 
weeks before going out in this tour. 
We have only 9 songs for our show, 
S0 as you may see, we're kind of lim- 
ited. But Hellhammer improves 
everyday! We had some problems in 
the beginning, but now everything it's 

old stuff. 
Since Hellhammer was here | 
decided to ask him a coupie of 
questions. 
Hellhammer: | can only talk about 
MAYHEM. The line-up has changed 
and now it's much better. When 

Abbath: They asked us to! We 
had our tour arranged, but 
David Vincent (MORBID 
ANGEL frontman) made this 
offer to us. He called Herve 
(head of Osmose Prod.) and 
he explained everything to 
him that would be involved in 
the tour. He said that the 
whole thing was going to be 
very good to us, and since 
MORBID ANGEL has it's own 
roadies and technicians, we 
told him we accepted. 
What happened with your 
tour with KRABATHOUR 
then? 
Abbath: They had a couple of 
problems with important peo- 
ple, so we cancelled it and 
here we are! This tour is with 
no doubt the best and biggest 
we've ever made! The 
MORBID ANGEL guys are great and 
they are very kind to us. We've leamnt * 
a lot from them, things related with 
tours and the business world. Our 
previous 2 tours were ngįhing like. 
this. Now everythlng is‘more profes- 
sional and I'm sure that our-old tours, 
could have been a lot better. Anyway, 
we're not getting ‘what we were 
promised, since we'te earning the 
same amount of | Qney we would be 
getting if we were in our owniour i 
We're not doing it for free, and we 

- there is not much difference. never will, you can be sure of that. 
What do you lhmk of the black 
metal scene? 
Abbath: | see a OOLlple of good 
bands that are gonna make:it, and 
some others who will definitely not. 
I think the same thing, A lot of 
bands are coping the Norwegian 
bands using the same excuse all 
the time: We're influenced by the 
Northern Sound. 
Abbath: Yeah, that's typical. Look at 
ENTOMBED, when they. released 
their first LP, hundreds of Swedish 
bands appeared using the same 
sound and that's common with black 
metal. Usually, the first bands that 
appear with a new style are the ones 
that last long and not the bands who 
rip them off. 
How did Hellhammer join the 
band? 
Abbath:He joined a few months ago 

rngm. What 
"amazes me is the 
fact that ‘we 
rehearsed just a 
week with * him 
and now he 
"plays as well as 
Pete: from 
MORBID 
ANGEL. They. 
have  been 
touring or 
two months = and 

So Hellhammer is doing a great job. 

"him., It's impossible, | guess you've 
list 
you know what I mean. 
How was the tour with Marduk 
Abbath: They're great! The only 
problem was that the places'to play 
were shit, with very small stages and 
even some of them didn’t have a 
backstage. 
Where do your influénces for writ- 
ing come from? 
Demonaz: In the beginning we were 
influenced by all black metal, but in 
this last record we were influenced 
just by ourselves. We always try to 
improve and develop our sound. We 
got inspired by the things we've 
always wanted to do, and the most 
important thing is that we don't 
sound like any other band, unlike our 
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Dead died, people said that 
MAYHEM was dead, even 
some fanzines said that, but 
were alive rehearsing and 
stuff. | think our band has 
improved a lot during the 
years, and | think people 
notice this. 
How is your new stuff. 
Hellhammer:. We have this 
new guitar player who is 
great and were working better 
as a unity. When 
Euronymous was alive, we 
never had 100% of time to 
work, since he had his record 
label Deathlike Silence and a 
music store, so he couldn't 
concentrate on the band. But 

now that we have Maniac 
a n d 

he guitar, we are 

‘Doom- Ocoulta 
. | send my best 

regards to the chilean people and we 
« hope to 800n be towué{; in \ha% coun- 

if there are thgs„ 
perfect sense, ple 
account tha 
Spanish to English and someti 
things are lost through lrąnsla'ūon 
A big thanks goes out to Grinder 
Magazine“in Chile, thanks fbr your 
help. 
For more information on: Immortal 
contact:Osmose, Productions. 



THE GATHERING are one of those 
bands who issued an amazing 
debut Lp, but when it came time to 
issue the second Lp, their second 
impression waned into the dismal 
piece of music known as “Almost A 
Dance.” Well, it wasn't really the 

poor vocals of 
Neil Duffhues. 
The band, how- 
ever, realized 
this  problem 
and opted for a 
new vocalist in 
the shape of|š 
Anneke van 
Geirsberg. 
Anneke  has 
propelled the 
band back into superstardom with 
her beautiful vocals and unique 
stylings. Her performance can be 
heard on the band'’s third full-length 
“Mandylion (see review section for 
further details).” Since she has 
made the band what they are in its 
present form, she was the person to 
interview. Actually, it was quite 
humorous the day | was supposed 
to call her; | was about two hours 
late for the interview and the first 
words that came out of her mouth 

were, “you’re late.” Well, from then 
on I knew I was talking to a woman. 
Not that that's a bad thing... 
Since you've been the central 
focusing point of THE GATHERING 
lately, what do you think of what 
you got yourself into? When did 
you step into the ranks? 

m Well, it was about a year ago, in April. 
| was singing in a duo, and we were 
performing near where the band lives, 
and | had heard from a friend of mine 
who knew THE GATHERING that 
they were looking for a new singer. | 
knew THE GATHERING had a male 
vocalist and a background female 
vocalist, so | just assumed they 
wanteda new background vocalist. | 
didn't like the idea too much, but we 
went and played the gig, because the 
guys were coming to see the show. 
After the gig, they asked me to audi- 
tion, and when | finally did the audi- 
tion, they asked me to join. 
Was it kind of exhilarating to know 
that you would be singing in one of 
Holland’s best metal acts (well, that 
was before Duffhues, anyway-CD)? 

They are Holland’s starlings in the 
metal genre. 
It's interesting being in this band, 
because they make nice music. The 
second part of it is, they are becoming 
very well known in Holland and 
Germany. | don't feel I'm in a big band 
right now. Those guys are all normal, 
school going people, so it's really a fun 
band. If's challenging that it's becom- 
ing bigger and bigger, but | don't want 
to think about that; it's not our goal 
anyway. 
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The music revolves around your 
vocals. Did you write the vocal 
lines, and then the band wrote the 
music to cater to them? The way 
the music is arranged on 
“Mandylion” isn't very typical for 
extreme metal. 
The music was written first, and the | 
joined the band. | had to write the 
lyrics and vocal lines over the music. It 
was all done in a very short period of 
time. Less than a year, | think 
So who are your vocal inspira- 
tions? | was thinking TORI AMOS 
might be one of them. 

| listen to TORI AMOS, but not regu- 
larly. Actually, the big three vocalists 
that | like are; lah Fitzgerald, 
Barbara Streisand, and Prince. | listen 
to them a lot now and when | was 
younger. 
How did you come into metal then? 
Obviously, Barbara Streisand has 
nothing to do with metal. 
| don't think about it like that. | think 
you have to be open about every kind 
of music. | also listen to opera music. | 
listen to what I like, and if | like metal, 
and | have a chance to sing in a metal 
band, | will. It's just like if | had the 
chance to sing in a big jazz band. I'd 

do that too. 
I noticed there’s 
a large uprising 
in females in 
metal. Are you 
happy that metal 
has finally 
accepted women 
into its largely 
male-dominated 
structure? 
Actually, | never 
thought about that 
before. | think it's 
rather a coinci- 
dence. It's kind of 
a man-thing with 
the scene and all 
the bands, but | 
don't see why 
women shouldn’t 
be a part of it 
Maybe times are 
changing and all 
the old stuff is get- 

ting old, and we just added to the list. | 
think next year more changes will hap- 
pen to metal. 
Do you think there are any limits to 
music? 
No, no way! 
Moving back to “Mandylion”, you 
composed all of the lyrics for the 
album. The ones that stand out are 
“Strange Machines” and “Fear the 
Sea.” It's not often that people write 
about time travel in such an inno- 
cent way.



Well, that's just the way | write. 
Actually, “Strange Machines” was 
already written and so was the title, 
but the music was inspired by the film- 
of course | can't remember the name- 
that has a time machine in it. | had to 
write the lyrics from the theme of time 
travel. Everybody wants to travel 
through time, so why not write about it. 
It's strange, because everybody is 
relating to that song, | like that. 
How has Century Media been? | 
know THE GATHERING'’s former 
label, Foundation 2000, was very 
amateurish in handling their bands. 
Foundation 2000 is a shitty, shitty 
label. | wasn't in the band while they 

Constantinople, Turkey. The shroud 
gave strength to kings, warriors, and 
armies. Now it is in Turin, Italy some- 
where in a church, and after all these 
years people still look at the shroud to 
see if his blood and sweat is real. It's 
an old blanket and everybody is wor- 
ried about it. Well, about the title, the 
Americans have been calling it 
“Mandy-Lion", but I think it's “Man-dil- 
ee-on.” 
“Mandylion” has a sort of tribal ref- 
erence with the artwork, and the 
title track speaks of that as well. 
Well, | don’t know too much about that, 
but it's kind of combining the old with 
the new. The world has gone through 

enced in that situation, so they sup- 
plied tapes on how to do it better. The 
time we spent in there was very relax- 
ing, despite our time problem. Siggi 
plays everything, too! He plays drums, 
guitar, everything. He knows what he's 
hearing if you're not doing it right. | 
think 5096 of the album is thanks to 
them. 
So, what do you do outside THE 
GATHERING? You mentioned the 
duo you were in... 
Obviously THE GATHERING is the 
biggest thing I'm doing right now; it 
eats almost all of the time I have. | still 
have the duo, and I'm in a metal band 
called SEVENTH EPISODE. 

worked with them, but they had 
to make two CD's just to leave 
the label (which explains the 
mediocre effort on “Almost A 
Dance"-CD). They would screw 
you even if you were standing 
in front of them! | don’t know 
what happened, but they didn't 
get all the money they 
deserved. The label owner 
would do fun trips to America, 
leaving us with studio debts, 
which we're still paying. It's not 
funny. He still signs bands, and 

| can't understand why. On the 
other hand, Century Media is a 
very, very good label. They 
have an office, people who 
work for them, it's great. | was 
there doing interviews and 
everybody is just very serious, 
if you didn't know what to do, 
people would come and put you 
on the right track. They are very 
good. | know in the U.S. they 
are a small label, so we're 
going to have to conquer 
America now. 
Do you think there’s a 
chance of THE GATHERING | 
hitting U.S. shores? - 
| don't know. | asked Century 
Media this afternoon, but of 
course there's so many people 
in the USA, it's going to be diffi- 
cult to conguer. | think you have to 
make a big, big hit to make it over 
there. | think we have very listenable 
music, so | think we have a slight 
chance, but you never know. 
Jumping around a bit, the word 
“Mandylion” is a strange title. | was 
wondering where the word came 
from? Is it pronounced “Mandy- 
Lion” or “Man-Dil-ee-on?” 
There's a meaning, yeah. The shroud 
of Turin is also called Mandylion. It's 
the shroud Jesus was supposedly 
wrapped in after he fell off the cross. 
We're not a religious band, bul it has a 
funny story. It was lost, then it popped 
up in the Middle-Ages in 

many changes, and so has THE 
GATHERING, so | think there's a 
reflection in the artwork. It's always 
good to combine the old with the new. 
“Mandylion” certainly does that. Those 
very sounds we speak of was the 
product of Waldemar Sorychta. I 
know a lot of bands speak great 
things about Waldemar. How was 
he to work with? 
He was very good. Actually, Siggi Bem 
was the real producer. He works at 
Woodhouse, but Waldemar came and 
helped us out, because we were in a 
time problem. Those two are very nice 
and very professional; they know 
exactly what to do. We aren't experi- 
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However, those two aren't 
working right now, but | think 
its very important to keep 
something going besides 
THE GATHERING. | have 
my own music, | record my 
own stuff once in a while. 
THE GATHERING isn't 
something | want to do till 
I'm eighty. It's nice music, 
but you have to do other 
things as well. 
How has the live response 
been? I know in Holland 
the response has been 
great. THE GATHERING 
now have a beautiful 
female voice filling the air, 
instead of a grunting man 
fronting the band. 
(lau%hin%) Thank you. The 
old GATHERING fans come 
out with j 
shirts, | with 
crossed, and wait to see 
what I'm going to do (defi- 
nitely not another Corine 
from ACROSTICHON-CD). 
Most of them say, “ok, we 
like Bart, but you're nice, 
too." The fans are very faith- 
ful and very open to what 
THE GATHERING are doing 
now. They've changed 
vocalists three times, so the 

fans are curious to see what THE 
GATHERING are getting into. 
As you can see, Anneke is a very 
nice woman with a great voice and 
personality. It's no wonder the boys 
in the band decided on her! Well, 
“Mandylion”-the great release that 
it is-should be on the shelves at 
your local record store, if it isn't 
please send a SASE (or IRC for 
world) to: 

Century Media 
1453-A 14th St. #324 
Santa Monica, CA 

90404 
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Persian tapestries blow gently 
in the evening wind, streams of 
incense billow from their ori 
and the sun sets a blazing red; 
such is the atmosphere for į 
tening to Australian-based Trial 
Of The Bow. This duo from | 
down under display a stellar 
ability to take the listener to 
ancient kingdoms lost in time 
and sand, and for a spiritual 
wade in celestial rivers. While 
their latest feat of prodigus 
ambient-raga titled, 
“Ornamentation”, hit the || 
shelves some months back, the 
music of Trial Of The Bow is as 
timeless as the ancient temples 
being excavated in the Near 
Middle East. | interviewed 
Trial-member Matt Skarajew, || 
who turned out to be very nice 
and didn't shy away from the 

isembowelment 
questians. Breath deep, smell 
the mcense and ught the can- 
dles... 
Where did the inspiration come 
from to make ambient music? 
Obviously Disembowelment || 
had ambient sections, but Trial . 

The Bow is the complete 
opposite. 
| think you know a little about 
Disembowelment, and | think any- 
body who's fairly familiar with 
Disembowelment would possibly 
see a logical step in towards the 
direction we've done. We were 
always pretty interested in the tex- 
tural ideas of ambient music and 
the both of us have always been 
into that sort of music. It was kind 
of a logical progression. As you 
get older, your tastes change and 
for me especially, since 1 was 
starting college; We wanted it to 
be a project we could take our 
time with. It just starfed as an 
experimental type-thing and as 
time went by, we really got into the 
idea and started putting the songs 
together. | see it as an extension 
from Disembowelment: we've 
dropped the drums, guitars, and 
vocals. We realize that things like 
melody and harmony is much the 
tool and vehicle for creating emo- 
tion and interest, as just as the 
ultra-heavy or ultra-intense stuff. 
The great old death metal bands 
always had a keen sense of 
melody. If you think about early 

Venom releases, there's actually a 
fair amount of melody in there. | t 

.all depends on h ou look at i 

\\/-\\ 

| 

There definitely is an ethnic 
atmosphere to Trail. Sure, it sits 
nice and comfy next to the 
4A.D. releases like Dead Can 
Dance and This Mortal Coil, but 
there's definitely more to it. 
| think the way we achieved that is 
purely and simply because we 
haven't used any electronic medi- 
um vyet; that being keyboards, 
sampling, etc... We've kind of 
restricted ourselves in that sense, 
but we're not against using any 
electronic instrumentation, but we 
like to make a little harder for our- 
selves by using all acoustic instru- 
ments. You have to work a little 
harder with your imagination and 
you generally come up with a dif- 
ferent sound. My favorite Dead 
Can Dange album is “Within The 
Realm Of The Dying Sun” and that 
album itself has a lot of acoustic 
instruments that the rest. | don't 
personally like the sound of elec- 
tronic processing very much, 
unless it's done really well. | think 
a lot of ambient composers and 
groups tend to make the mistake 
at the beginning by relying too 
much on electronics and synthe- 
sized sound. It makes life a heck- 
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ava lot easier, but at the same 
time by struggling a little bit with 
acoustic sounds, you. come up 

with a more interesting arrange- 
ment. Both Renat and | enjoy 
North Indian Classical Music, 
which is all acoustic. the ele- 
ments of that musnc being 
melody and texture is amazing. 
The 'same goes for the 
Moroccan music of North Africa 
(Gnawa music iš quite good- 
CD). That' s _inc ble and it's 

amazmgly 3 
acoustic and lts all live. It's got a 
real human element to it, and | 
think that's another important 
aspect too. | couldn’t imagine 
sampling a chunk of something, 
only to trigger it over and over 

again. 
So where did the idea come 
from to use a sitar and the 
medieval harp together Was it 
from listening to tha 
Yeah, it was a little bi s 
it was mainly pure as well. 
We're both really into collecting 
exotic instruments from different 
parts of the world. I'm certainly 
no sitar player he level of 
some, if at all. Iwouldnt lare say 

you wouldn't have.the sam e feel 
It's a great way toget yo 
that frame of mind, when your at 
home or in the ¢ udlo Bęcause 
you've got that instrument, you've 
got the authenticity of the ound 
You can really put your mind into 
that sort frame, it really takes you 
away. If you, for example, take the 
sitar, the reason | thil ą lot of 
people can relate to it is that we 
are playing it from a very western 
point of view; Especially if you 
take out the melody. But, since we 
are doing it on a very eastern 
instrument, you get a blend of the 
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effects. | don't know many people 
who can really sit down and listen 
to a North Indian sitar player , and 
really play through his 25-minute 
raga (and be comfortable with it). 
We look at that from a western 
oint of view with our influences 
rom western music, it comes out 

just a little different. That's why | 
think geople can relate to Trial Of 
The Bow, instead of the native 
musician. 
While we're talking about 
authenticity, | was curious to 
know what that deep sound is in 
the background of the music. | 
honestly thought it was a key- 
board of some sort. 
It's interesting, actually. A lot of 
people are wondering what's 
going on under there. That's actu- 
ally a fretless acoustic guitar, that | 
play with an e-bow, which is a sus- 
taining effect on the strings. | just 
play one string and that string will 
sustain for a long as it takes. I also 
tune the guitar in a funny way, so | 
get this bizarre, almost flute 
sound. It doesn’t stand out, which 
is really important because there's 
a lot of little important things going 
on elsewhere. However, it's all 
vital to the music. 
How did you jump into playing 
exotic instruments? By acci- 
dent? The knowledge of the 
instruments is decent enough. 
Have you had ny training with 
the instruments you used on 
“Ornamentation?” 
Well, Renato has no musical train- 
ing at all; he would be the first to 
admit that. He just has, in my opin- 
ion, an incredible ear and he 
always has had that. He's also got | 
a great imagination, so if you com- 
bine those two things, some 
incredible concepts pour out. For 
me, by trade, I'm a classical gui- 
tarist, and I'm just finishing up my 
final year at college at the 
moment. | study composition in 
the classical tradition, so we tend 
to work really well together. 
Renato comes up with some real- 
ly good ideas and I'm able to sit 
down with him and we can really 
work out the compositional side of 
things. Orchestration is an impor- 
tant factor: Orchestration is one 

really careful with how you place 
your instruments. | mean that from 
the start of the CD to the end of 
the CD, not just song to song. 
We're very careful with how we 
put things together and we consid- 
er every option before we do that, 
it's not just trial and error. As far as 
training goes, that's trial and error 
in most parts. With things like the 
sitar, | did a lot of reading on it, but 
it's really just the matter of listen- 
ing to it. The Eastern and North 
African music is something we've 
been listening to for a long time, 
even before Disembowelment, so 
it was bound to come out of us. It's 
actually starting to find its way into 
my guitar playing. 
I remember  with the 
Disembowelment CD, you guys 
had a lot of trouble getting the 
right tones. Did Trial Of The 
Bow experience the same trou- 
ble? 
No, not really. We were really 
lucky, we found a guy in 
Melbourne who built his own stu- 
dio. A lot of his gear was from the 
70's, jus stuff he found and fixed 
up. There was a lot of similar 
equipment that you would find 
groups using in the 70's, like the 
tape machine. Those machines 
from that time had a big fat analog 

N sound; the depth that sound is 
really great. 
Do you think you’d be able to 
perform Trial Of The Bow live? | 
think a show like that would 
need lots of atmosphere setting 
material. 
well, | don't know. It would be nice, 
but over periods of time we keep 
setting higher and higher stan- 
dards for ourselves. If we were to 
play live, | would really want to do 
the best possible job that we could 
ever do. Having said that, that 
means you might need a fair bit of 
finance there to set it up. We'd 
have to have quite a few people to 
play because some of the songs 
have eight or nine different parts 
going on at once. That's a lot of 
people to get together. 
As you can tell, Matt was an 

* interesting man to talk to. He 
informed me that the band will 

point in music, where a lot of SVILLE. :PA explore Renaissance/medieval 
roups in this type of field tend to L S1iUSA a music on their upcoming full- 

all apart because you have to be 15 & . length. 
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The country of Italy has recently 
been exploding with new acts and 
labels. It's no wonder that Rome 
based NOVEMBRE is consid- 
ered one Italy's best, 
when you hear 
their 
recent 
full- 

?uy who knows the transparent 
limitations of death metal, which is 

why NOVEMBRE create 
the music they do. So, if 
you haven't checked out 
the bands debut 
release, | can strongly 
recommend it. 
Well, the most notable 
change for NOVEM- 
BRE occurred at 
what period in time? 
I mean when did the 
band move away 
from the conven- 
tional death metal 
sound? 
Well, since | got 

them as rid of the three 
CATACOMB, 2 guys, which were 
NOVEMBRE g\ in the band 
have shed 1 three years 
their former * ago, we tried to 

walk new 
gressed paths. So, 
one of since 1991 
world’s S with our 
upcoming acts 2 demo tape 
with their unigue Č “Unreal", 
blend of metal and &2 we were 
avantgarde. It was \§ experimenting 
the release of with something new. Of 
“Wish | Could...” course we _still 
that immediately were CATACOMB 
sparked my interest, at that 
so | naturally thought I'd probe time.Then it 
deeper into the thoughts of mas- began a 
termind Carmelo Orlando. Carmelo musical 

is a great 

you might 
remember 
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A 2« 
tion to a goint where we couldn't go 
on with the CATACOMB name. It's 
not a matter of feeling comfortable, 
the music just came out that way and 
we can't do anything to change this. 
Its us who make the music, it just 
came out by itself. 
So your original moniker was CAT- 
ACOMB. Were there any reasons 
other than being confused with the 
French and Finnish bands for the 
name change? What picture forms 
in your head when you hear the 
word NOVEMBRE? Perhaps, this 
is closely related to the music you 
create? 
When | hear NOVEMBRE I'm under a 
siege of a thousand pictures, 
thoughts, and recollections. Yes, 
there must be a linking chain 
between this and our music, of 
course | don't know which way! | don't 
know this the most evocative month, | 
feel fertile in this period (as | write it's 
still NOVEMBER,). | think there must 
be something regarding my infancy or 
even my DNA, since | remember just 
only the rainy days of my infancy! 
Many people have told me about a 
band called CATACOMB in Finland, 
but I've never heard them. | know the 
French band. They play sort of tech- 

nical death metal, and | think 
CATACOMB 

fits  their 
ižš, music bet- 
W ter. Once 

we agreed 
with them 
the first 



of the two bands who would get a deal 
would keep the name with, and the 
band with no deal should have to 
change their name. But even if we got 
a deal first, we changed the same ‘cos 
we wanted a more original name; 
something better fitting with the 
autumn we create. 
Do you feel NOVEMBRE is a solid 
band as far as relationships and 
songwriting goes? How are the new 
recruits Thomas (keyboards) and 
Fabio (bass) working out? The key- 
board talents of Thomas give 
NOVEMBRE a whole new dimen- 
sion. 
Well, well man! Fabio is working 
great, he's part of us. 
He has done 
one new excel- 
lent song. We're 
so fucking proud 
of him. Regarding D 
Thomas, he left V 
the band to move to 
Denmark to study 
(he's Danish). | 
Antonio decided to 
leave the band as 
well, 'cos he wanted to 
get into political stuff 
and fights. This is not a 
problem anyway, 'cos 
since there's me and my 
brother Giuseppe, there 
will be NOVEMBRE. As | 
said before, Fabio is a |d 
multi-faceted guy, he plays 
the keys ten-times better 
than Thomas; he's also a great guitar 
player. So we'll stay as a trio at least for 
now. We're complete even in three. We 
work faster and better now. 
So how does NOVEMBRE work in a 
live situation? Are you satisfied with 
your live/rehearsal sound? 
We don't play live for there's no time to 
do it. We have to make our second CD 
within February ‘96, so we're in a hurry. 
The rehearsal sound is quite good, so 
there's no problem. 
Moving back to your last album, 
“Wish | Could Dream It Again”, this 
was a gigantic leap over your 
“Return of the Ark” 7". What other 
influences besides the hate and 
aggression led to the progression? 
Thanks for the nice words mate. Well, | 
can only write some names of bands 
we love: METALLICA, VOIVOD, IRON 
MAIDEN, KATATONIA, NIGHTIN- 
GALE, OPETH, BURZUM, BATHORY, 
PARADISE LOST, CELESTIAL SEA- 
SON, ANATHEMA, IMMORTAL, PINK 
FLOYD, BEYOND DAWN, GOD- 
SEND, THE 3RD AND THE MORTAL, 
THE CURE, DEPECHE MODE, MY 
DYING BRIDE, SUZANNE VEGA, 

TORI AMOS, ARCADIA, and many 
more... 

I would have to say you mentioned 
some of the best bands in the under- 
ground, while Tori Amos is a vocal 
legend in the mainstream. | was par- 
ticularly thinking of “Swim Seagulls 
in the Sky" with its atmosphere that 
reminds me of Norway’s BEYOND 
DAWN (and even PINK FLOYD’s 
“Darkside of the Moon” during the 
ending solo). Exactly what klnd 
of metal do NOVEMBRE 
create?  The 
music - 

so aggressive, 
yet so somber with the 

strumming acoustic and desper- 
ate vocal stylings. Any plans to 
change this? 
No way! Our style is even more 
defined, more personal. The new 
songs are more intense. | think they 
leave the listener with an anxiety and 
will of cry, that's the effect they leave 
on me. The clean vocals are much 
more improved, you'll see guys. | can 
call our music “Autumnal music”, ‘cos | 
can't find any fitting definitions to what 
we play. Death/doom/gothic/black is 
too restrictive for us. That's why we 
forged a new definition. It's great that 
you thought of PINK FLOYD and 
BEYOND DAWN, they're faves on our 
list. 
Your lyrics are quite strange, 
Carmelo. | can't tell if you're hating 
in general or in specifics. There are 
undertones of relationships, reli- 
gion, etc... 
It's hard to talk about my lyrics, ‘cos 
they hide whole worlds. They exactly 
represent my innermost feelings, my 
memories. So, | just don't talk about 
them. None would understand 100%, 
‘cos none could come inside me. 
Your deal with Polyphemus seems 
to have allowed NOVEMBRE to 
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become better known in the interna- 
tional underground. Are you satis- 
fied with the way Polyphemus is 
handling NOVEMBRE? Will they 
issue your second Lp? 
Perhaps, it's not sure yet, we'll see. | 
think so anyway. We're pretty satisfied 
with the job they made. They payed all 
the costs, they sent advance CD's and 
tapes to the whole metal media. 

Have you penned any new 
g\ material since the release of 

) “Wish | Could...?” | know 
with a lot of bands, it takes a 
lot of time to issue new 
albums, because of studio 
time and everything. Are 
you taking NOVEMBRE 
into new realms? 
That's exact man. We'll 
continue from where we 
left off. It's useless for me 
to try to describe the 
new stuff, just wait and 
listen. This time there 
will be no place to 
shelter from such dev- 
astating notes; a 
downpour of dia- 
mond rain. The new 
act will be called 

“Arte Novecento”, which 
can be translated as the 

“Twentieth Century Art.” It will be pro- 
duced at Unisound once again in 
February ‘96. 
Why did you decide to record all the 
way up in Sweden? Wasn't there a 
suitable studio (or producer) in Italy 
that could handle NOVEMBRE? 
Actually, we decided to go there, there 
were no suitable studios over here, and 
no good producers. Then Swand is 
cheap, and the result is what | crave 
for. Now there is a great studio right 
near my house, it is as good as 
Morrisound in the U.S. But now we're 
used to it up there in Sweden, and 
there’s no problem for the label, so 
we'll go up there again. 
I was wondering where the cover 
photograph for “Wish | Could...” 
was taken? It's such a scenic con- 
cept with the music. 
| took that picture from a magazine. 
When | saw it, | was blown away. It 
represents the same feelings our 
music does, so it was perfect. 
As you can see Carmelo is a great 
guy who knows how to express him- 
self through his music. If anyone wish- 
es to contact him, please write to this 
address. 

NOVEMBRE 
ATTN: CARMELO ORLANDO 

Via C. CaAsANA 195 
00121 RowE (OsTiA) 

ITALY 
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California’s LOVE SPIRALS 
DOWNWARDS is an enchanting 
outfit indeed! For those of you who 
aren't familiar with LSD, please 
allow the words of vocalist 
Suzanne Perry and guitarist Ryan 
Lum to soak into your soul; just as 
their music does much of the 
same. LSD were formed out of two 
minds swirling towards one goal: 
to make ethereal music. And this 
Los Angeles-based duet have 
done nothing but make ethereal, 
transcending music on their two 
LP's for the Projekt label (who 
have since relocated to Chicago). 
While the band are in the mid-way 

stages for 
their as-yet- 
to-be Hed 
third LP, | 
urge anyone 
into billowing 
vocals and 
celestial gui- 
tarwork  to 
check  out 
their latest 
release titled, 
“Ardor.” 
Ascending 
with  LSD... 
You're cur- 
rently pursu- 
ing degrees 
at the univer- 
sity there, but 
what led you 
to start the 
on musical 
side of 
things? 
Suzanne-l'll 
answer that 
one. That's a 
neat  ques- 
35 e (et 
Ryan-Well, it 
was kind of 
something | 
had always 
been doing... 
It was never 
like, “I'm going 
to quit school 
to pursue 
music.” I never 

| looked at 
music - that 
something | 
wanted to pur- 

& sue seriously. | 
enjoy doing it, 
and it doesn’t 
take up that 
much time. So 
I'm going to 
school - and 

when ever the time struck me to 
make music, | go off on my own way. 
S-So what was the guestion again? 
Sometimes he changes it when he 
answers it (laughter). 
Well, I heard on the “Echoes" radio 
show that you were pursuing 
degrees . amidst your musical 
career. I... 
S-Well, that was a mistake (the 
“Echoes” feature). He didn't tell me it 
was a New Age show, and I'm quite 
perky. It was ten ‘o clock in the morn- 
ing and | just woke up, and | had 
some coffee; | had to have some cof- 
fee in order to do this interview. But 
little did | know, they were going to 
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overdub this really mellow voice over: 
this guy who was asking us the ques- 
tions. ] 
R-The person who you heard on the 
asking us on the show, was not the. 
person. The person that came over 
was a male, and the person who 
asked the questions on the show was 
a female. o T 
S-He was more lively. Actually they 
dubbed both of their voices, none of it 
was him sitting there with us. If he 
was that mellow when | was inter-- 
viewing with him, | would have pi 
up on that, and then | would have 
backed off a bit. But instead, you got 
perky Suzanne; it didn't fit the inter- 
view. 

“Echoes” kind of made it sound 
like you were going to school, and 
then out of the blue, LOVE SPI- 
RALS DOWNWARDS has two 
albums... Was LSD that sponta- 
neous? 
S-Yeah, it really was! I've always 
sang ever since | was little, so | think 
it's something that's natural in me. 
That was how | always expressed 
myself creatively, was by singing. | 
often say to people, | wish | was given 
an instrument of some sort, because 
I think | could have played an instru- 
ment really well. | suppose | could 
start now, but I've always wanted to 
play the violin... | do think I have a 
natural inclination for music. Anyway, 
the idea of doing LSD more profes- 
sionally, as opposed to taking it more 
seriously, was spontaneous. There 
has always been that natural drive. 
‘We were even going out as a couple 
before it even dawned on us, that 
maybe we should do some music. 
R-I never really had heard you sing 
before, so | never thought about it. 
S-Yeah, my singing was always 
something that | did leisurely and pri- 
vately; It was never something | tried 
to get people’s attention by. 
You both have captivated quite a 
few people. Your latest release, 
“Ardor”, is a ‘94 release. Are you 
working on new material? Can we 
expect the progresslon from you 
first Lp, “Idylis”, to “Ardor?" 
R-I've started stuff, but you (referring 
to Suzanne) haven't even recorded 
your voice. | guess you've done a lit- 
tle bit. 'm working on the music more 
now. 

S-As far as singing goes, it's really 
hard to tell what kind of direction 
you're going in. Our directions are 
very unintentional, so until you're 
doing it, you can't really tell where 
you've gone. | couldn't say at all how 
different it's going to sound compared 
to “ldylls” and “Ardor." | didn't even 



realize “Ardor" was that much of a 
departure until it was a product. Then 
| could listen and reflect on it. | could- 
n't tell you, because my singing is so 
unintentional. Maybe Ryan can? 
R-Musically | always try to change the 
direction. We don't sit down and plot 
it all out, but | just try to get new 
instruments and sound involved. 
Time passes, years go on by, so you 
always start to think differently about 
things... | usually have a vague idea 
where | wanna go, but it's not until the 
album is near completion that you 
really see that direction. If you're ask- 
ing us if we're working on some new 
songs, yes, and when it's done, will it 
be different than the previous stuff, 
yes. 
S-I gotta say that one thing that is 
intentional is that if we are doing 
music, and we start catching our- 
selves sounding the same, then we 
usually cut that part out. That is inten- 
tional, but for the most part it's very 
natural. 
This question is directed towards 
Suzanne. | know that you create 
your won sounds to compliment 
the music. Is it easier to come up 
with sounds that fit the mood of 

*the song rather than finding the 
right “real” word to make the 
sound? 
S-I'm not really sure what prompted 
me to do that. | have a couple of the- 
ories about it, though. The first theory 
is that | don't know how to write lyrics, 
so that's the only thing I think | could 
come up with-the only thing | could 
produce. The other theory is that | like 
doing it. | like doing things that don't 
have to be understood; something 
that doesn’t have to have an attach- 
ment to language. | think that's limit- 
ing in a way, too! | think it's nice to 
use a universal language that doesn’t 
%el bogged down in meanings. 

-I'd have to say were more into the 
sounds, feeling, and texture of the 
music. 
S-Even if | have lyrics, | don't stress 

pronunciation at all. In vocal training, 
they stress that; To speak clearly, to 
sound out every word, and make sure 
you end each word you're singing. I 
don't like that. 
R-We use what ever sounds best. 
That's the rule: to not follow the rules. 
Now Ryan, | was wondering what 
effects you use on you guitar to get 
that ethereal, dreamy sound. I've 
messed around with some effects, 
and | just couldn't get that LSD sound 
that's on “Ardor.” 
R-Well, do you want a boring run 
down on the effects | use? It's differ- 
ent for each song. In fact, | don't even 
save the setting it's on. I'll just have 
all my effects together, and when I'm 
recording, I'll just start plugging differ- 
ent ones in to make different sounds. 
I'll just record it right then and there, 
so | won't have sounds | will come 
back to over and over again. A lot of 
times | make songs just from messing 
around with sound, as opposed to sit- 
ting down and songwriting. | don't 
even intend to write a song, | just 
mess around with new effects trying 
to make some sounds, and the sound 
of all of it will inspire me. The main 
effects that are on there are: chorus, 
delay, reverb, phasing, etc... Since 
we've done “Ardor”, | got a sampler 
that | can do a lot of guitar looping 
and processing. Maybe the guitars 
will sound weirder on the next one, | 
guess. 
Do you think you rely too heavily 
on electronic percussion and 
atmospheres in LSD? A lot of 
bands will shy away from using 
acoustic instruments, simply 
because they lack the skills to use 
them. 
R-First of all, if we were to use a 
human drummer, there would be no 
LOVE SPIRALS DOWNWARDS; it's 
just the way we do music. We don't 
write the music first, in fact, after all 
the music is done, is when we get all 
the drums set up. It would be impos- 
sible to do that first. It's essential for 
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the way | write music, that | can do 
the drums last-1 guess there are ways 
around that. The electronic technolo- 
gy is essential for the way we do 
music. 
S-I don't like that answer at all. | think 
we use it because those things are at 
our disposal, and it's practical 
because we don't have somebody 
around. Actually, both of us have a 
pretty good sense of rythym, and | 
think if it was practical, we could get 
by as far as percussion goes. For a 
long time | felt that we hid behind all 
the effects. We get that a lot too! 
LSD is the acronym for LOVE SPI- 
RALS DOWNWARDS. Do you have 
a lot of people asking you about 
that reference? Does it ever get tir- 
ing? 
R-No, I think it's interesting. There's a 
lot of bands that | wonder what that 
name means. | ask people that too, 
so no, | don't think | get tired of it. The 
whole drug connection to our name, | 
don't know what to think. We were 
aware of it when we made the name, 
but we didn’t want it to be an 
endorsement for the drug. 
Do you think LSD transcends gen- 
res? LSD is by no means stuck in the 
goth corner. 
I hope so. If there’s anything inten- 
tional about LSD, | hope that it tran- 
scends genre's, definitely. That's so 
limiting, and it's such a shame that 
some bands that appeal to a larger 
audience get stuck in that rut. They 
often get attached to yo and they tend 
to make it very personal, like “LSD is 
our kind of band". The worst thing 
about that is, that's not what music is 
about. WHen you start bogging down 
music with Elitist views about your 
music... | don't know. | hope our 
music transcends genres. 

For further information on LSD contact:: 

PROJEKT 
BOX 1591 GARDEN GROVE 

CA 92642-1591 
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CaTHEDRAL - CARNIVAL BizzARE 
‘95 Earacus 10 - 62:52 
Well Cathedral are back with their third fulHlength 
album and it is exceptional. They have fused e 
“classic” Cathedral sound (circa Forest...) along with 
their increasing 70's influence, and have made a real 
milestone record. This is the quinticensstial Cathedral 
record, and for those of you who were turned off by 
“Ethereal Mirror” album give them another listen, and 
you might be surprised. A little bonus on this record is 
the guest lead from doom master Toni lommi on the 
track “Utopian Bloster”. There has been a little line- 
up change Bore, but ifhose't hancorad the scund n the 
least, actually the drums are much more dynamic than 
previous drummer Mark Wharton. Some really out- 
standing tracks on fhis opus are: “Hopkins", “Electric 
Grave”, “Utopian Blaster” and “Night Of The 
Seagulls”. Overall one of the best releases of 95. Put 
all doubts aside... Cathedral will conguer! Contact 
Earache Records for more information on Cathedral. 

R 

Evysian Fiewos - ApnzkLai 
‘95 Unisouno 8 - 41:40 
One of the most impressive Greek bands to hit the 
scene since Nighfall; Elysion Fields have a very dis- 
tinct sound oll lgeir own. It's almost a combint of 
Anathema and Rotting Christ, like Anathema in the 
vocals as far as the spoken wordish stuff, and the ton- 
ing of the Greek gods Roting Christ. This description 
doesn't even give them justice, | would highly suggest 
anyone who enjoys doom to pick this upl This would 
have to be the best doom release I've heard in a lon; 

highly original and the one thing Ihat siands 
out the most is the double bass work of drummer Jim. 
This is “the” fastest & most presice double bass I've 
ever heard. It's unbelievable! If inferested in Elysian 
Fields contact: Elysian Fields, c/o Bill, Olymbou 3, 142 
33 N. lonia, A‘Lm, Greece. Also CD is available 
through Horizons Edge Distribution for $15 MR 

MOTORHEAD - SACRIFICE 
“95 CMC InternaTionaL 11 36:45 
After some label trouble, a line-up change, and lots of 
holdups, Motérhead graces us with another 
release..."Sacrifice.” At first listen, | can say | didn't 
really know what to say. What happened io the 
Motérhead of yesteryear? But after a good hard is- 
ten, I'll have 1o say | changed my mind. The new 
Motdrhead has been left as a three piece(since recent 
departure of long fime guitarist Wurzel) and seems to 
be able to handle themselves just fine. The big change 
| noticed was the real heavy distorfion on the guitars 
andbos. N asintlelokacai S e T o don: 
like they hod to compete to stay in the metal scene. 
Which is totally ridiculous, this wos the bond that 
inspired the legendary Metallica and countless other 
bands. | will always hove a great deal of respect for 
Motsrhead, especially Lemmy [who just turned 50, 
This band hussmn his whole life unš brought life to 
many, many bands in many genres, but enough of that 
back to the review. The most impressive Motorhead 
malerial in my opinion has always been the 50-sh 
style rock "n“ roll sound mixed with that “biker bar" 
image and attitude, with pianos and the horn sections. 
Wučlhsy didn't let me down, the track "Don'i Waste 
Your Time“ utilizes all the elements of the classic 
Motdrhead sound. Other tracks that slood out were 
“Sacrifice”, “Dog-face Boy” and “Out Of The Sun” 
Any fan of Motrhead should check out this album. If 
you would like fo contact them wrile: 
Motorheadbangers World, P.O. Box 660101, Arcadia, 
CA 910060101 MR 

Vaper - Dr PrOFUNDIS 
“95 Croon Recorps 9 - 34:03 
I's been quite a įourney for Vader so far. After the 
shaky ride with Earache, Voder seemed to disappear 
for a whilelto us in the states), but they were keeping 
themselves quite busy. They had an EP out on Massive 
Records, a Poland only release of “An Act Of 
Darkness” & o Depeche Mode cover of “| Feel You", 
‘and now the release of “De Profundis”, so o pretty full 
3 years. Well the new album is nothing less than excel- 
lent. They have pursued a direction that most bands 
couldn’t take any further, but they found a way. On 
“De Profundis” Vader toke o foster more 1ecčmcal 
rproo:h than 1992's “The Ultimate Incantation.” An 
Imost Morbid Angel (circa "Altars...") style, yet more 

creaiive in song structure, They've had a lineup 
change; new Bassist Shambo (2). He seems to add 
something 1o the band that was lacking before. The 
music is more full of energy ihan most other bands 
suvkl e dvaam ol Th oo I nossioja, e way 
it should be “Death Metal”, and not afraid 1o be 
lobeled that. If anyone thought Vader sounded like 
Deicide, listen to “Once Opon A Cross” (or Glen 
Benfon's meal & rent ficket] and then listen fo “De 
Profundis”, Vader will speak for themselves. For infor- 
mation about Vader contact: Mariusz Kmiolek, 10-687 
Olsztyn 10, P.O. Box 991, Poland. MR 

o 
al 
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VARATHRON - WALPUI 
795 Unisounn 9 42:24 
Wow! The last time | heard Varathron | wasn't real 
impressed, but with “Wolpurgisnacht | was blown 
away. They've really become a force fo be reckoned 
with in the black metal scane of today. The new album 
is a huge progression in every area; fhey've explored 
the doomish side 0f black mefal o, some var 
afions in vocal styles, and very emofional and intense. 
solos. “Walpurgisnocht” is o very impressive release, 
which sold 1,000 copies the first day of i's release, 
and continues to fly off the racks. Vartathron have 
lasted through the huge amoun! of rendy black metal 
bands and proved themselves 1o be a Iruly great 
band. Contoct Unisound Records for further informo- 
tion. mr 

M. Dyso - Dapr 

The Angd ad te Dt Raer 

My DvinG Bripe - THE ANceL AND Tur 
Dark River 
Peacsviiie/MFN 6 52:19 
How can | begin? At first | missed the death vocals, 
but after a second listen | was hooked. This is a mon- 
umental effort 1o say the least, The emofion and talent 

ut forth in this effort is simply amazing. My Dying 
Biide have surpassed ‘all hmts put on the genrs: 
Starfing from primitive roofs, no one would have ever 
expected MDB would have morphed into such a 
melodic and emotional band. Some of these tracks 
give you chills just listening to them, for example “Two 
Winters Only”, which is probably the best rack off the 
CD. Well if anyone has heard bad reviews of this 
album, please give it another chance. This release is 
one of the best doom releases ever! For more info 
write to: Music For Nations. MR 

Crawt - EarTH 
“95 PavEMENT 9- 38:04 
Originally called Bleed, they released their debut 
demo in 1992, which was nothing more than 
Obituary inspired doo-da. The following year, the 
reloased a selfinonced MCD fled "Womb", which 
now showcased a sound not unlike Pitch SI 
Fear Factory jamming with aforementioned O) 
Now we are bles: 
but wait... they ai 
care? Well no, not really. | mean they are not a ferri- 
ble band, but they are terribly boring. Lack of melody 
leaves the songs very one fimensional and virtually 
undistinquishable from each other. | would avoid this, 
unless mediocrity is something you enjoy. Crawl, P.O. 
Box 22036, Green Bay, WI ?4305—2 36 DZ 

isencARD - HOSTMORKE 
‘€5 Moonroc 7 - 32:15 
The mighty Fenriz has returned in one of his many 
musical alieregos. The majority of the work on this sec- 
ond Isengard €D is very similor Io Chapter one from 
Ihe "Vinierskugge“ CD Irom last year. The first Irock, 
"Neslepaks" is simply magnificent, it's in the same 
vein as the fitle track on “Vinterskugge (for those of 
You who ore e B i a 
acapella piece which shows growth in his singing 
voice. While seeming very out of place are the last 
two tracks; “Thornspawn Chalice” is similar to Fenriz's 



other project Dadheimsgard. The last trock, “Total 
Death is from a forthcoming Darkthrone release. 
Fenrizis a very talented indvidual, but | believe he is 
spreading himself a bit thin. Recommended for die 
hard fans only. Moonfog Produciions, P.O. Box 289, 

iangen, Norway. Dž 1450 Nesoc 

e, but rather a very solid 
debut, | expect greai Ihings for this band in the future. 
Mourn, 5 Lordship Prak, Stoke Newington, London 
N16 SUE England. DZ 
Ras ALGETHI - ONEIRICON-THE WHITE HYP- 
Notic 
“95 Wounpep Love 8 - 57:28 
In 1995 we saw a number of amazing Itolian bands produce quality CDs. We had Opera IX, 
Monumentum, Cultus Sanguine, Nihili Locus, and, 
who | fell are the best lialian exprof, Ras Algethi. This 
CD follows their 1994 demo tape “Oblita Divinitas, 
which is good but simply pales compared io their new 
material. To those of you who have not been fortunate 
enough fo hear Ras Ilg.m;, Vlltry my best o describe 
them. They are very somber, obscure dark doom. Imagine a rose standing alone in the dead of winter. 
majestic keyboards wash over their songs like o beau- 
{#ol spring toin. The meloche vocels of oorm Meia are very sod yet evocative. Huldas, the second gui. 
tarist handles the dark/lower vocals. Th track “The 
Bride Eternal” best shows Ras Algethi; dark and beau- tiful. | personally prefer the almost mellow track 
“When Fire is Father.” A good number of the songs 
are fen minutes long, so they fend to drag in spots but 
that is my only complaint. If this sounds good o you, | 
can't recommend this enough. Ras Algethi, Mauro 
Berchi, Via Folli 5, 20134 Milano, Italy. DZ 

AuchEmist - LUNASPHERE 
795 TurusT 9 - 45:03 
| was never t00 fomiliar with Alchemist until | heard 
“Lunasphere”, which is their second CD. Their first was 
un!i'lJ'Jur Of Kingdom“, which I have a dub of, but 
never really got into. And then | was told | should get 
this CD, wul?l thonk that kind soul wholeheartedly 
(Pellet at Relapse). At best, Alchemist are difficult io 
describe; they mix many different styles and genres Io 
roduce a off kilier deaih/grind extravaganzo. 
urprisingly, they incorporate many ambient parts 

very similar fo countrymates Disembowelment [RIP] 
The vocals of Adam sound a bit like Max from 
Sepulturo, maybe o little heavier; so | dig ihal much 

than you standard death metal warble. Their 
musicianship is stellar, shifting from furious grind to 
beaufiful passages many fimes within one song. Every 
track is killer, but my personal favorites are “Garden 
of Eroficism”, “Clot”, “Yoni Kunda”, and, the best, “Unfocused. If more of today’s death metal scene 
were a quarter as original as Alchemist ore, | could 
Snioy U il ool mekd] ot o e Tn 
Buy of all costs! Alchemist. P.O. Box 1037, Dickson 
ACT, 2602 Australia. DZ 

music is amazing. One more 
negative point is the whole packaging. The label's 
name is accurote because the whole CD is black and 
white. It features a cover |'ve seen a few limes before 
else. On the positive side, Dimmu Borgir ore ver 
much in the same league as Gehenna [huh?.CD 
poltic/medieval black metal wih wide usoge of key. 

rds. The first track "Deinye Riket" is a key. 

board/spoken word piece not unlike Mortiis' solo work. The Iwo strongest trocks are “Under Korper Vinger“ and “Over Blekende Bloner Til Dome 
While the title track and “Raabjern Speiler Draugheimens Skodde“ are fairly breathtaking. They 
also have a 7" EP on Necromantic Goaller: Productions hal contains a song not on this CD, which iš worth gefing, Cocophonous Records have signed them, 5o Ihe next CD should be o masterpiece. Dimmu Borgir, Stian Thoresen, Klosterheimveten 9, 0666, Oslo Norway. Dž 
Turarar Or TraGEDY - THEATRE Or 
TaaoroY 
‘95 Massacar 9 - 44:31 
Stunning, majestic, glorious, magnificent are all Ierms 
| would use to describe Theatre Of Tragedy. This Skokespearsan nipied golhic doom decih 7 sece 
from Norway have created a near perfect master. 
piece. Excellent production handled by the most tak 
ented individual in the underground; Dan Swanė. Theatre Of Tragedy feature two vocalists: o death 
metal fone is supplied by their lyricist Raymond J. Rahonyi, while a sweet, angelic voice is provided by 

Liv Kn/ ine hEsp.nnus Also noted are lh" skills of 
pianist/synth artist Lorentz Aspen. To generalize, th 
sound a bil like a cross between Poęodlse Lost Jé 
The Third And The Mortal. Standout trocks are “A 
Homlet For a Slothful Vassal”, “Hollow-hearted, 
Heartdeparted“ and the beauiiful soliloguy “...A 
Distance There is..." Massocre Records could not have done a belter job with the pockoging and layout; exquisite cover art. So please do yourself a favor, and purchose this CD from one of the mast promising 
ands lo emerge this yeor. Theatre Of Tragedy, 

Raymond Rohonyi, Presteyv. 24, 4052 Rayncšer%, 
Norway. D 

OPHTHALAMIA - Via DoLorosa 
*95 Avantcamok 10 - 68:33 
The masiers of melodious blackened doom return to plogue this wretched earth with their second CD “Via Dolorosa.” Ophthlamia sound unlike any band | have ever heard. They. interweave almost 70'sinspired 
goo/du n"įhwh the ca‘lg hatred 'hfi: most black metal 
ands wish they could convey. are a pro 

bond of sorts: gsiaiaiti i o n.ge:'fiury AbrČpn'.'md, 
drummer Winter (Benny) drums for Edge Of Sanity: 
and vocalist Legion has faken over the vocals for the mighly Marduk. Ophthlamia have a veyr unique form of songwriting. All songs ore written in two paris, and most of the songs reach the fen minule mark. As a bonus to CD buyers, they also include a cover of 
Mayhem's “Deathcrush’, which they do well but 
sounds out of place next to their original, progressive 
black art. Another bonus would be the exquisite pack- oging. This has one of the best covers I've seen in o 

ile (that's because it's taken from TSR-CD), plus it is 
laid out beautifully. Definitely one fo check outl Write 
to Relapse for meing info. 

MonumenTum - IN Assentia Curisti 
“95 Misanturopy 10 - 50:51 
This was supposed o be released two years ago on 
Deathlike Silence Productions, but we all know what 
happened there... So, lialy’s Monumentum confinved 
fo work on this maslerpiece unfil England’s 
Misanthropy wisely put it out. For those of you who 
are unaware, Monumentum is Roberto Mammarella’s 
(Avanigarde mainman) band. Monumentum really do not fit among the mefal genre, huvin? elements of 
goth, and darkwove mixed up with a lo of Middle- 
ostern elements. Vocalist Andrea Zanetfi has a very depressing, somber voice; almosi os if he's weeping. 

1t sends chills through my spine, especially on the frac} “Consuming Jerusalem”, which is one of the best 
songs ever written. Guest vocalist Fancesca Nicoli of 
Ataraxio sings on o few Iracks; most inferesfing is the 
cover of Visage's “Fade to Grey.” The production is 
nothing less than stellar and it's quite obvious that a. lot of time was spent writing this magnum opus. This is 
one of my favorite CDs of ?9?5 on:Fal all time. Those 
of you interesied in darker, more atmospheric laments, 
I do urge you to purchase Ihis. 

Brrvowo Dawn + Pirv Love 
*95 CanpLiuGHT 9 - 53:44 
Alter their stunning MCD on Adipocere Records in 
1994, Beyond Dawn chose 1o sign Io Candlelight 
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Records for their debut fulllength release. Fortuneatly, it wos not delayed numerous fimes like many of Candlelight's releases. Beyond Dawn are growing 
into one of the most origi ull' and promising bands out of Norway. Their songwriting skillš are mere delined, s0 they're not all over the place like some of their 
older material. For some reason | hear a lot of 80's 
new wove influence in their melodies; maybe if's just 
me. Vocalist Espen Ingrierd is developing quite on 
interesting vocal style, alternating between a tortured 
scream and a lower gothic singing style, Their contin- 
ved use of a Irombone gives Ihem a unigue, mojestic 
edge, which not Ioo many bands are willing o Iry. 
Drummer Einar Sjursa's rythmic and almost tribal 
drum patterns accentuate fhe dark and somber fones, 1f Beyond Dawn continue to make their own brand al depressive meial, | can only see them becoming bel- ter and bigger. Definitely recommended! Beyond Dawn, H. H. vei 30A, 1412 Sofiemyr, Norway. DZ 
SAMAEL - ELLION 
‘95 Century Mepia 6 - 34:51 
Block | has been under the watchful eye of the 
media ever since the alleged burning of Christofer 
Johnsson’s Therion) house back in 1992. Well, this is 
‘96 and the genre has seen its fair share of deterrir 
incidents. One band, however, has managed to avoic the stereotypes and media sensationalism with amaz- ing success (both stylistically and commercially); that 
band is Switzerland's Samael. The former dark tri- umvirate has journeyed a long way with the accep- = tance of keyboardist Rodolphe. This man has not onl added o new insirument to the ranks, bul propelled 
the band fo stellar heights. While it's still the brother- 
hood of drummer Xytras and Vorphalack who handle 
the homs of Samael, it's bassist and, of course, 
Rodolphe who concencrate it entirety. Opening 1 
“Rebellion” showcases the band in all their sinister 
glory, where “I Love the Dead (originally done by 
Alice Cooper)” comes across as snan;;ly romantic. 
Samael have also experimented with cyber-electronic 
music as evidenced on “Static Journey”, which serves 
as an odd compliment to their ofherwise mefal di: 
sifion. Monstrous things are abound for this quartet, 
s0 do yourself a favor and pick up “Rebellion.” It's o 
jaunt with darkness! cD 

MoowsPtu - WoLFHEART 
‘95 Cenrury :.l-"l .m-e 43:55 j 
Portugal's Moonspell gave the underground quite a. 
stir with ihe releose of their MCB. -Under she 
Moonspell” on the Adipocere label. While this MCD 
witnessed sirong musicianship and a love for 
Portuguese tradifionals, it's the release of "Wolfheart" 
that will have this 7-piece running with the rest of the 
pack. The band have manoged to shed their primitive 
mange that was evident on “Under the Moonspell", 
for a more focused, shiny coat. Influences ranging 
from Sisters Of Mercy to Danzig, give Moonspell a 
canvas fo paint their own savage picture of dark, 
jothic metal. However, Moonspell are by no means 
kaknų e tooki SJO heritoge, as evidenced 
on “Alma Mater” and “Trebraruna" As usual in this 
style of music one can't expect fretboard calculus, but 
rather simplified and enamoured melody that elfec- 
tively lifts the listeners anima. Adding itself to the lav- 
ish texture, is the romantically black vocals and the 
celestial usage of the keyboord. “Wolfheart” is a 
memorable journey from the exoic land of Portugal o 
the bleak countryside of Romania. If you need a 
gvide, Moonspell will successfully lead the way. 

# 
g;p ULšTON 

ExpuLsioN - OvERFLOW 
‘95 Goomao 10 - 53:02 
The Swedish metal scene hos always been five-siar lis- 
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tening, and Expulsion are no different. Expulsion 
troces their history back fo o band once heralded as 
River's Edge. As silent as that name may be, the mem. 
bers that eventually filtered out, were none other than 
Johan Eldund (Tiamat), Stefan Logergren, and Calle 
Fransson; of which, the latter three formed Expulsion, 
only 1o end up with on amazing Lp and a deal on 
Godhead. “Overflow” captures some downright 
diverse atmospheres, from Ihe slow brooding melis- 
mas of “Fallen” and “Don't Leave Me Behind” o the 
expeditious presence of “The Other Side” and “As 
The Last One Leaves.” We are also freated 1o a kind 
of reunion with “At the Modness End”, os Johon him 
self pariokes in the vocal duties. While Expulsion 
aren't anything like the dreamy metal of Tiamat, they 
are o competent and diverse doom/death metal band 
with a few tricks under their hammers. The range and 
magnitude of “Overflow” will toke the band into the 
light of the media; Sweden begins its assaull 
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HysraNom - TuE Last Day Becins? 
‘94 DispLeasip 9 - 42:08 

EXPERIENCE 
DEATH 

FIRSTHAND 
.l-b,]ourney Into Darkness isupon us. 

Experience the dark synthestra (synthesized orchestra| 

of Journey Into Darkness. No guitars, no vocals, just 
ominous, eerie synths and super heavy percussion. NOT 
AMBIENT OR MINIMALISTIC! Truly uncharted territory. If 

you like the intros and breaks on death/black metal 
albums, this will blow your mind! 

Features ex-member of Sorrow (Roadrunner). 

Centereach, NY 11720 U.S.A. 

Fax 516 737-9372 email nota@cerfnet.com 

For those of you who are familiar with Hybernoid’s 7" 
career, it should be no surprise that “The Last Day 
Begins?” is not an ordinary accomplishment in the 
exireme melal genre; il's quite the opposite. These six 
individual's from Bacup, England have an aura obout 
thei songwriting thal iš boih memorable and hount 
ing, which makes describing their music an even hard. 
er faskl Hybernoid fuses the indie-metal sensibi 
Fields Of The Nephilim and Sisters Of Mercy, with the 
anger and negativity 0f death melal o create their 
own exireme melal expression. Hybernoid's vocals 
aren't your usval cookiemonster fare, but rather 
something much more fierce. Vocalists Dunk and 
Paula offer a variety of rasps and spokenword pars 
to compliment the Hybernoid phenomena further 
Guitorists Andy and are masters of shi 
moods; from the surreal ambience of “Permafrost”, 1o 
the outright animosity of “Akeldama”, Hybernoid 
soar though mediocrity. |f you're longing for a 
change, and there's plenty here, then look up “The 
Lost Šay Begins?” It's amazing! See interview for con- 
tact. cD 

Y SPACE TiME M.E.S.T. - MATTER ENI 
*95 DweL 10 -62:26 
MEST is the name of a trance/ambient project who 
happen to be more mood music than anything else. 
Besides, since when do you bang you head io ambi. 
ent? | don't reckon that just am could put MEST 
into their CD player and find it instanily enjoyable. 
But, | have noticed that the more | listen to it, vE:ymom 
| hear subtle, almost space-like synth lines betwixt the 
botiomheavy bass. The more you put yourself 
lhrough the MEST experience, it becomes 
g\ym these lods from Hdlulll'g ore d')‘::AV}lV influ 

the more perception swirling drugs of Irgot, Pe Yofi, 
and Teonanact (these are „a.f'ony ) 
MEST surely do not base their whole album on these 
drugs, i's those songs | just mentioned that offer slow. 
er, iranscending soundscapes. “People Are Power”, 

ver, is ū more up lempo and groove oriented 
excursion. As | said, MEST aren't instant, but with a 
careful ear and maybe some other inflences (if 
you're drugfree, try Mouniain Dew..ha), they are 

‘mindblowing cD 

DisMEMBER + 
Massive KiLunc 
APACITY 

‘95 Nuciear Biast 
11/37:58 
The world of Swedish 
death metal has magically 
transformed into o com- 
rlex, welloiled machine. 
I's amazing how many 
cult acts have risen fo the 
ronks of supergroup: 
Dismember are one of 
them. While the band has 
had plenty of fime fo com- 
ose between albums, 
Massive Killin; 

Capocity” reflecis an 
coptures the lost fime. | 
must admit | was a skeplic 
of their previous EP 
“Casket Garden”, but this 
release reaffirms their sto- 
tus as one of the retainers 
of the old Stockholm death 
metal sound. “Massive...” 
is a fullon assault that can 
annihilate one moment, 
and calmly lay to rest the 
next. This album features o 
melodic side that is best 
known to the NWOBHM, 
which is a trait I'd fo 
see Dismember explore 
further. The biggest eye- 
opener is the instrumental 
track  “Nenia”, which 
Dismember have penned 
the death metal version of 
Metallica’ Orion.” 
“Massive...” is a full pa 
load of metal that kills 
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indiseriminontly. cD 

CrwrRAL NErvOus System - Reaury 
CHeck 
‘95 We Bire 8 - 35:15 
England's Central Nervous System have taken the 
Pitch Shifter work ethic wholeheartedly; oddl; 
enough, this quartet hail from the same area as Pt 
Shifter. | reckon “Reality Check” is CNS' first studio 
outing, as | detect there’s a fair amount of learning Io 
do in the songwriting and originality department. I do, 
however, grant these lads a thumbs up for crealing a 
mechanized urban aimosphere. Anyway, opening 
track "Zealot", which is remixed into a last lechno. 
song, hits hard as the drum machine and boftom- 
heavy guitars accompany the death.like roar. 
“Zealot” is their way of saying “submit.” While the lat- 
ter half of the album is foll cf despondent guitars, hip- 
hop rythyms and turntable scratching, | prefer the 
Intensity and Iempo of “Zaolot Maybe 'n desenst. 
tized? ‘Reality Check” is a good start for CNS and | 
reckon their next outing will offer o more focused 
direction. CNS, P.O. Box 224, Nottinghom, NG3 

cD 
Causs For ALARM, 
“95 Vicrory 8 - 
While | realized that Victory Records is on the fore- 
front of hardcore/crossover, | just don't understand 
why they decided 1o release this mediocre bullshit 
Ok, | don't know how many times I've heard that hard- 
core chord progression and vocal patternl It's as if 
this closeknit scene is too close. Cause For Alarm 
sound as if they just picked up their instruments, and, 
from their elders, learned a few chords. If I'm not mis- 
taken | heard the same material on a punk rock demo 
I had back in ‘87. Warzone are better, but that's not 
saying foo much. They're fast, redundant and infinite- 
B Dol a bond ik Disrupi or any of the satly SST 
coialog (that includes the amazing Firehosel). If I 
were you, I'd pass this up. Victory Records, P.O. Box 
10172, Chicago, IL 606100172, USA. D 

Six Frer UnpEr - HaunTeD 
“95 MeraL Braoe 11 - 38:39 
I've clways been a critic of side projects (yes, even 
Isengard] who do nothing different other than churn 
out mundane music; besides, when have the plethora 
of side projects carried a banner different than their 
fullime bands. The list is endless, but newly formed 
Six Feet Under is an intense, if not completely original, 
outfit who blow away many fulltime acts. The band is, 
predictably, the creation of Chris Barnes (ex-Cannibal 
Corpse), Allen West (Obituary), Terry Butler (ex- 
Death), and newcomer Greg Gall. So, what makes 
the music of Six Feet Under better than, say, 
Obituary? Well, Six Feet Under is intense. | 
thought I'd say this, but Chris Barnes’ vocal style is 
impressive, being what a good death mefal vocalist 
should be. The music on “Haunted” tries fo capture 
the glory days of death metal and does just tha, but 
the jawnr numbres still manage to fall into the heard- 
itbefore category. Opener “Enemy Inside” is by far 
the best track on the album, and it may as well be 
odded os one of the belter songs Io the American 
death metal repertoire. Fans of American death metal 
will love this. cD 

*95 DaramriME 8 - 68:44 
To some, techno is a way of life; fo others, it is a bolh- 
ersome barroge of obnoxious beats and annoying 
bleeps. However, England's Drug Free Americo are 
living Ihe techno life to the fullest. "Narcotica" focuses 
all their thoughts, addictions, and experiences into 
one massive soundscape of cybersonic rythyms. Drug 
Free America aren'! one of those bands who 
pompously speed by at 1000 BPM's, but rather some- 
thing slower and more calculated. “Narcolica” suc- 
cesshully fuses old-school techno with the ambience of 
today, Io create a spectrum of chest pounding beats, 
singing guilars, and seductive vocals. While this CD 
may nol be on everyone’s playlisi, il's a good solid 
releass of intense techno. cD 

KinG DIAMOND - THE SPiDErs LuLLABYE 
‘95 MsraL Buaoe 10 - 47:18 
| was expecting great things from this new album 



before it even came out. From “The Eye" o “The Fatal 
Portrait”, King Diomond has really impressed me, but 
this album is not very good at all. The music seems fo 
be stuff that wos left over from the last two Mercyful 
Fate albums. Gone are the Gothic melodies and intri- 
cate harmonies, in favor of chugging, grungy power 
chords; this is more primitive than Mercyful Fate even. 
The lyrics and vocals is just gelting 100 old for this 
stuff. He should probably just progress like all the 
other musicians who have been in the business as 
long as he has. Maybe then he could become the 
Brian Eno of metal. L 

Wraths of Time 

SworomastEr - WraATHS or Time 
95 FuumooN 4 - 15:13 
Swordmaster happen o be o very young and promis 
ing block metal act from the froskipped hills of 
Sweden. | know you're thinking that Ihis quartet is 
another band who fit all the stereotypes, but I'm 
happy fo conclude that Swordmaster aren't typical; 
these lods hove managed fo throw in a power metal 
arrangement or Iwo, fo make the chaos even more 
enjoyable. Guitarist Night orchestrates much of the 
some in the fitle track, and does so in a murderously 
convincing way. Night's guitar work isn't too far 
vt the popular Gothenburg riffing pat- 
terns, but he does manage to hold his own. *Upon 
Blood and Ashes” is fumultous composition that 
allows drummer Inferno (who has left for Dissection) 
to shine through, as it erupls into a frenzy of fime 
changes. Swordmaster is  band that have the proper 
fundamentals to moke waves in the crowded black 
metal scene; providing Fullmoon promotes them much 
like Hades. Note: this is a demo repressed on CD. 
They are currently ensconced in the writing of their 
debut CD. cD 

EvoL - THE Saca or THE HoRNED Kine 
“95 Apipocere 10 - 38:12 
When | first looked at this disc, | thought “oh no, not 
another shitty black metal band.” But, | played it any- 
way. Now first impressions are usually quite important 
anšEvol did not achieve a favorable impression from 
me ai first, but sometimes o band comes along and is 
an exception to the rule. Needless to say, | was thor- 
oughly impressed by ihe music of this Italian black 
metal trio. The haunting horror movie soundiracktype 
keyboards played by Prince of Agony is the basic 
idea for the conceptual album, while the drums, bass, 
and guilar played by Lord of Sorrow arise occasion- 
ally for mood and driving rythyms. Apparently Prince 
of Agony is inspired by Italian Dario Argento and 
dark medieval music; the atmospheres invoke the for 
enshrouded forests and castles of medieval times an 
the dark ages. My favorite songs on this great album 
are “The Present Age” and “Prologue (waiting for his 
coming)” - a very emotional gothic rocker. This is high- 
ly recommended. Prince cl Agony, Via Lemene 8, 
35135 Padovo, loly. H 

rTY 
9 + 64:17 

"Trinity" is a collection of all the My Dying Bride EPs 
on one album. Included is the entire "Symphonaire 
Infernus Et Spero Empyrium“ EP recorded in 1991 
“The Thrash Of Naked Limbs” in 1992, and “I Am The 

Bloody Earth” from 1993. Also, included is one unre- 
leased irack, which was recorded in 1993 and colled 
“Sexuality Of Bereavement.” All the lyrics are includ- 
ed in the sleeve (except for “Sexuality..), which 
mokes this o voluable collectors item for fans, and 
showcases the evolvement of MDB from their earliest 
sessions fo "Turn Loose The Swans.” Except for the 
unreleased Irock, there is no reason Io buy Ihis if you 
already have the EPs; unless you're a collector of 
MDB discs. MDB are currently slated for a summer 
tour, s0 check it oull ] 

Hypocmisy 
“96 Nucizar Biast 13 - 47:20 
1 have never really been o fan of Sweden's Hypocrisy 
but their new album, “Abducted” really mol me b; 
surprise. They have shed their “straightass“ death 
metal skins Io reveal a serpent in disguise. This album 
never loses it's intensity; it starts out blindingly fast, 
filled with dozens of catchy riffs and chorus sections 
and slows down in the end with two very Pink Floyd- 
ish tracks. Very unlike the Hypocrisy we all know. They 
hove really opened themselves up on this release, 
showing their artistic side without losing their intensit, 
and energy they started with. Definetly a CD worll 
checking out. This release will make you a fan. For fur- 
ther information contact Relapse Records. 

Ikow MaiEn - Tur X Factor 
‘95 CMC InTernNaTIONAL 11 - 70:54 
These British veterans of heavy metal suffered a great 
loss; Bruce Dickenson. Probably the best heavy metal 
vocalist of all time. But, ogainst oll odds, Maiden 
out another album with the praciically unknown Ex- 
Wolfsbane vocalist Blaze Bayley, who is much bel 
than most of us expected. The whole album has a very 
full sound to it, very well produced, even a key- 
boardist was recruited for this outing. The album is as 
no where os energelic as say “Power Slave” or 
“Number Of The Beast”, but still holds it's weight 
il W ctback Thass yalė wers Inb oo by 
their performance on “Fear Of The Dark” give this 
one a try. This is a real long player clocking in at over 
70 minutes, with only a few duds in The lineup. A ral 
epic..This is true Maiden! Confact them at: Iron 
Nęmden, P.O. Box 1, London SW 19 3 TW, England. 

MR 

Barnory - Ocracon 
“95 Brack Marx 11 - 39:51 
After the last Bathory album “Requiem”(good name- 
MR), I pretty much lost all hope for these black metal 
veterans. Even this album is not the Bathory | once 
knew; although the vocals and guitars are much bet- 
ter, the drum machine absolutely sucks. The best way 
1o listen to this album is very, very loud. That way you 
can hear how raw paris of it really are. But as far as 
sound, it hasn't changed much from “Reguiem.” After 
a recent interview with Quorthon, he kind of enlighted 
me on reason for the new sound, and | can kind of 
understand where he's coming from; almost fed up 
with the current state of metal, For true Bathory fans 
I'm sure you'll pick this up, but for the rest of you Il let 
you make up your minds for yourselves. For further 
information on Bathory contoct Black Mark 
Productions, MR 
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io s AS 
NapaLm Drath - Diatrises 
‘96 Earacur 12 - 44:13 

| don't really know what to think about this one. It's 
kind of like the Benediction syndrome. They put out a 
great EP then the follow-up album just doesn't float it. 
Diatribes” is a for cry from the “Greed Killing” EP. 

The good nnl; g00d songs off the fulHength were the 
ones off the EP. Quite a let down really, they try fo 'fi«ll 
off all this Godflesh sounding :mle).y the way, they 
do a real lousy job of i) and Iry 1o be all atmospher- 
ic. It just doesn’t work for Napalm, their not the kind of 
0 band to do a ballad, they should stick to what there 
100d ot...grindcorel Leave Ihis at the store and get the 

EP instead. Contoct Napalm Death at: P.O. Box 905 
London SEI 6LF UK. Send 2 I.R.C.'s for sure reply. mr 

Ererne - StiL. DREAMING 
‘95 CaNoDLELIGHT 12 - 58:41 
When | received this | was real s«hrfiufl, but affer a 
listen | knew | was wrong. A real full production, with 
lots of keyboards and programmed drums (they actu- 
ally sound good), along with some ’“"yng oth- 
ish style vocals; not really comparable wit uy ing 
that I'm familiar with, just over all good sound. They 
used drowning gvitar durges throughout the opus, 
with a real, almost a “Forest Of Equilibrium” feel to it 
I can hear a real Sisters of Mercy influence in the 
vocal lines and toning. I think this will appeal to lovers 
of both metal and goth-helping to build a bridge 
between the two genres. For more information on 
Eterne, contact Candlelight records. MR 

Paut CHAIN - ALKaHEST 
“95 Goouean 9 - 67:34 
Here's a real underated band. One of the few bands 
that can viilize the Sabbath sound with out ripping it 
ot As-lor ca e i shicartet they Ta 6 
Sabbath-esque toning on the guitars, but the solos are 
totally progressive. They totally separate this band 
from the run of the mill doom bands. Another plus to 
this release is the guest vocals of doom mainman 
extrodinare Lee Dorian on tracks 6-9. Also, he writes 
a few tracks on this opus more in the vein of 
Cathedral’s older material. But, this is definitely music 
1o burn to, just play at a level that will drown out the 
neighbors pounds, and let them do the rest. For more 
information contact Godhead Records. 

TORMCROWFLEET 

e N e Finland's surreal purveyors. ing are 
here in the form of “Stormcrowfleel”: an epic assault 
on Ihe senses. The album is a epic poem in it's struc- 
ture. All four songs create the hypnofic state of 
Skepticism. ically, they are very slow, the key- 
boards really stand out in a good way, the vocals are 
like o s down version of Amorphis’ Tomi. The 
guitars almost act as a siring secfion in an orchestra, 
while the drums linger ever-pounding in the distance. 
At fimes they almost remind me of Pink Floyd; the real 
full orcastrated sound. A real fresh sounding release, 
I can say this doesn’t really sound like anything | have 
ever heard before. That's very good to hear. Contact 
Skeplisiem at Redstream, P.Q. pox 342, Camp Hill, 
PA 17001-0342, USA. MR 

NicurraLL - AtHENIAN EcHors 
“95 Howr Recorns 8 - 48:15 
The ever progressing Nightfall are at it again on the 
new wonder album *Athenian Echoes.” This album is 
o finetuned version of the past few albums, with a 
real heavy hand on the keyboards this fime. They 
make it info a lead instrument at fimes[their not even 
afraid to use orchestra hits), mm& contradicting the 
sound of the gutteral vocals and blistering drums. This 
whole album is full of catchy rythyms and melodies. A 
very memorable album that changes from beginning 
to the end. This is a step in the right direction for 
Greece’s masters of progressive doom. Contact 
Nightfall at: Nightfall c/o Efthimis 
16310 Ilioupolis Greece. Ad 2 11 

God...what a piece of total shitl How many m- 
care to hear songs that have been done to a 
thousand times over. Check out these real original 
titles “Despoilment Of Rotting Flesh" & Gutted Human 
Sacrifice”: boy these guys are really tough. Especially 
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Vocalist/Rocket Scientist Frank Rini, he's got such a 
vocal range. He goes from low grunts fo uncompre- 
hendable grunts; It sounds like he needs Io take a well 
deserved dump. Well if you like boring, mindless 
wastes of fime...then this should be right up your alley. 
# you want more information on Internal Bleeding 
contact Pavement Records.[trust me its nof worth wast- 
ing a stamp). MR 

Arcrurus - Aspera HiEMS SYmFONIA 
*96 Awncient Lore 9 - 41:29 
Whal can | say besides this is absolutely amozing! 
Tha bond is 10 Huid and tight they sound like they've 
been playing for eternity. The very recognizable spo- 
rodic style of the infamous Hellhammer, with the mag 
nificent synth playing of Sverd, and the dark haunting 
voice 0f the Ulver's Garm is Arcturus. Joining the line- 
up this fime is Ulver/Ved Buens Ende’s Bassist Skoll 
and new commer August (formerly of Tritonus). The 
Ultro-progressive guitar stylings of August really raise 
Arclurus up o nolch from their last release, which is 
basically sololess. This band is gathering quite a bit 
of attention lotely..even coverage in Spin 
Magazine(?Huh&-MR) This is  real gem in the ever 
rowing sea of dime-o-dozen death and black mefal 

Bands, Contoct Ancient Lore Creations at: Markalleen 
39, 1320 Stabekk, Norway. MR 

AcrimonY - THe Acip ELepnanT EP 
‘95 Gopneap 4 - 25:19 
Prepare 1o get trippy! Acrimony is back with an even 
more hippied out opus; almosi 100 70's for me guys. | 
think they went o litile overboard on this one. The last 
album was quite good, but this one is downright 
goofy. The vocals are a little too whiny, and the music 
not as heavy, but now more Psychadelic than any- 
thing. Contoci Godhead Records for further informo- 
fion. MR 

Ar Tur Gares 
*95 EaracHE 9 - 34:16 
Earache are a real lucky bunch of lods this year, they 
signed At The Gates and re-signed Carcass; not bod. 
This is the best, most catchy Al The Gates album ever 
recorded! This album has got nothing but rave reviews 
and we're not any different. This is easily one of the 

best albums of the year. At The Gales started as an 
innovator in Swedish death metal and they prove fo 
be a force Io be reckoned with. Songs like “Under A 
Serpent Sun” and “Suicide Nalion” are some of their 
crown ing achievements. Be sure 0 look for their US 
tour with Dissection & Morbid Angel later this year. 
Conlact Earache Records for further defails. MR 

Burzum - Fiosorzm AbvANCE CAsSETTE 
‘96 MisantiroPY 6 - 22:22 
I'm sad fo say thot the new Burzum is actually worth a 
listen. Personally | don't agree with the Count on a lot 
of things, but | have 1o odmit this album does have 

redeeming qualities. II starts off with a epicish 
ng and the second track brecks into Dark 

Under A Funeral...) electric razor 
onsiant very high lead through out 
lbum tends 1o kind of be the some re- 

hashed Burzum thot we've heard for years. But worth 
o listen. Coniact Misanthropy at P.O. Box 9, 
Hadleigh, Suffolk 1P7 SAU, England. MR 
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95 Listanasis/Osmose 10 - 39:18 
Luciferion is what death metal should be: intense, 
dark, and falented. | can't remember when | heard an 
album that pummeled by senses like “Demonication 
(the manifesi)” does. While comparisons can be made 
1o siateside death metal ocis like Morbid Angel and 
Deicide, Luciferion are easily a Swedish act. It doesn't 
take o genius to know thel Šwedish oets usuolly have 
o for keener sense of melody that us Americans, and 
what mokes “Demonication” so elfeciive is its ability 
to incorporate both brulality and melody. Unlike 
Deicide, where every single note sounds as if i's 
forced out, Luciferion pour out the brutality from their 
bloodstained chalice with amazing ease. Luciferion 
are no sirangers o their instruments, as guitarists 
Michoel Nicklasson and Wojlek lisicki belt oot some 
of the most harmonious solos since Malmstein. As 
odded incentive fo partake in Luciferion’s blasphe- 
mous ritual, they provide a hellish version of Sodom's 
“Blosphemer.” Luciferion have foken extreme death 
metol io the next platform. Wojtek Lisicki, 
Brillianigotan 44, Lag 857, 4214 V. Frolunda, 
Sweden. cD 

NaciraR - ViTTRA 
‘95 WroNG AGAIN 9 - 46:19 
The lost four years have been very productive for this 
romising Swedish outfit. Formed in 1992, this quartet 
rom Umed, Sweden have already released a great 
demo filled “Stellae Trajectio (reviewed in issue 5" 
and a stellar album filed "Vittra." Noglfar is a band 
who, like many of their countrymen, are familiar with 
whal it tokes fo create a guality listening experience 
“Vittra” is, of course, one hell of a listen as “Twilight 
Gave Birth fo the Night“ and “Enslave the Asiral 
Fortress” soar in the troditional Swedish fashion. 
While Noglfar is actually in their primitive stages, their 
usage of melodic guitar interplay, keyboards, and all 
out Gggression give them an advantage over many 
velerans. "Vittra" is without  doubt one of the best 
release fo come out of Sweden thus far. The nordic 
winds are blowing, and Naglfor have set saill 
Experience the tradifion by wrifing fo: Naglfar, P.O. 
Box 3523, 5903 10 Umed, Sweden. cD 

tour and release info call 
tai Blade Hotine 

Send E-Mail te: 
MaiBidkedsiaol com 
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fwo Lost Souls 

v Stidio LP from 

UK. Masicis of Doom! 

Bewmicuep - DiaBoLicAL DEsEcRATION 
*96 Osmos: 13 - 46:45 
Bewitched are, in my opinion, one of Osmose's wisest 
decisions. Formed by members of Katalonia ond 
Ancient Wisdom, Bewilched fake the ancient block 
metal flame of Bathory, Venom, and Mercyful Fate fo 
one abyssic gate further. By infusing the musicianship 
of the 90's, with the spirit of the 80's, “Diabolical 
Desecration“ is a journey through the unknown realms 
of Tartarus. 'm almost Iransporied back to ‘85 with 
tiles like "Hard As Steel (hot os hell)” and “Blade of 
the Ripper”, but il's the music of “Holy Whore" and 
“Burning’ Paradise” Ihat harken back to the old fimes 
Bewitched have the musicianship Io 1o back up the 
claim, as the guitars rip through your patch-aden jean 
jocker, and tha vocals burn the loces off your highiops 
Diabolical Desecration” is the perfect way to start 

out the whits, New Yeor. Bewilched play hellmetal 
exclusively! Bewitched, P.O. Box 6076, 129 07 
Hagersten, Sweden. cD 

LAxe or Tears - HEADSTONES 
‘95 Biack Mark 9 - 48:25 
| reviewed this Swedish band's debut, “Greater Art" 
back in issue 4. And, if | remember correcily, “Greater 
Art“ was an album full 0f doomy melodies and dulcet 
tones. Well, “Headsiones" is the band's sophomore 
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release that, naturally, picks up where the last one left 
off. Lake Of Tears still sound extremely similar to 
Cemetary, and "Clouds'-era Tiamat, but 
“Headstones” is o unique excursion in the dark mind 
cf mainman Daniel Brennare. Actually, my only com- 
plaint of "Headsiones" is the vocals of the man him- 
self i's as if he's frying too hord not o sound death 
melal. Well, Lake Of Tears have never used brutality 
65 a crufch, nor hove they been 0 band o use gothic 
overtones melodramatically, so... I'm not foo. sure 
where Mr. Brennare is going wrong. Lake Of Tears 
continue fo progress, 'm just not sure whers il's goin; 
1o take Ihem. Lake OF Tears, P.O. Box 248, 501 50 
Bords, Sweden čD 

BrokeN HorE - RePutsivs CONCEPTION 
‘95 Merai Braoe 15 - 46:40 
This Illnoisbased quintet are still slicing the velveeta 
by the pound on their third studio ouling. Why this 
dung continues o sell is beyond me, as there is lile, 
it m\rlhing, Ihat constitutes merit. | couldn't even listen 
o all fifteen tracks, so you can imagine how good 
“Repulsive Conceplion” is. One read through the 
yrics of brainiac Jeremy Wagner will either have you 
km%hmg or heading for the wastecan; in my case it's 
both. Say cheesel cD 

Lycia - Tur BurNing CIRCLE AND THEN 
ust 

“95 Prosxr 16 - 60:08 
“The Burning Circle and then Dust“ is actually a 2CD 
sel, put out by the manic depressive folks at Porjekt. 
“The Burning Circle...” may os well be the soundirack 
for the end of the world. Lycia aren't about senseless 
destruction and reckless abandon (save that for the 
death metal bands), but rather something much more 
f\”"""‘ The music of Lycia comes across as if your 
olding onto your loved one with all your strength; but 

that strength isn't enough os she slowly slips out of 
vout kandd ey grey whirling mist. Lycia use 
instruments in a unique way: when you delve furiher 
into lycio, you quickly notice that everything is 
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extremely simplistic. Is pain and sorrow that simple? 
Nai which s oy | s Wi e E Ly s s0 
well. Projekt, P.O. Box 1591, Garden Grove, CA 
92642159 cD 

Scorn - GYRAL 
‘95 Paviment 9 - 61:48 
Scom used to be a band that | could count on to pro- 
vide a litile memorable transcendence. Scom used io 
be exciing. Scorn used to be interesting. Nik Bullen is 
now gone. Scom is boring. Scor is redundan, &DB\ 
is cI 

BEYOND - REASSEMBLE 
‘95 PAvEMENT 9 - 40:02 
Who the hell is Beyond? Oh yeah, | remember. 
Beyond used io be Demented Ted, who used fo play 
technical deaih/thrash. While 1 thought “Promises 
Impure“ was an OK stab at fechnical death metal, 
“Reassemble” is not only a miss, but one that doesn't 
even come close. Beyond are now frying their foes in 
industrial/metal, but a few bleeps and vocal distor- 
fions does not on industrial album make. Apparently, 
Beyond (or the other name they choose fo go under 
for the next album) are in a constant identity crisis; 
which reflects the mediocrity of the music. cD 

NraR Dearn EXPERIENCE - 
DARKNESS 
“96 Nous or The Asove 12 - 43:14 
Near Death Experience is the project of Brett Clarin 
(ex-Sorrow). Near Death Experience has no guitars, 
vocals, bass guitars, efc... Brett was apparently s0 
starstruck by the countless death metal intros and out- 
ros that he had to create an album full of them. While 
the ideo is a good one (I've actually compiled a 
bunch of them 1o go o sleep fol, I'm not I00 sure if 
Brelt was aware that he was basically creating death 
metal on keyboards. While keyboard explorers such 
os Mortiis and Shinjuku Thief creale dark, swirling 
compositions without sounding too “casio”, Near 
Death Experience are a casualty of casio-syndrome. 
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Every song on “Journey Into Darkness” has the same 
fone fo it, making every song virtually interchanable. | 
would advise Brett 1o take some keyboard lessons and 
invest in some adequale equipment. Maybe then we 
will ruly have a journey into darkness. cD 

Taiai or THE Bow - ORNAMENTATION 
*95 Reuasi LAPSE 4 - 27:48 
Trial of the Bow formed out of the ashes of the great 
Disembowelment. However, what formed out of those 
ashes, was nothing compared fo its ancestor. Trial of 
the Bow are ambient music to the fullest! While | can't 
tell if | like one over the other, Trial of the Bow is defi- 
sitely on a superior level io Disembowelment. Why? 
UEU s much easior o put n 1he akd CD ployer, as | 
al ok muchi more 0han Ihan wan I diek 
m't have the disc. Ambient music is a real sensitive 
genre, as most musicians tend to rely too heavily on 
electronics; Trial Of the Bow, however, do not use any 
form of seguencing, tape looping, or keyboards for 
that matter. This Australion duo have a good idea of 

at ambient is; the first ambient artists were, and stil 
are, the tribal cultures who have perfected their m. 
through generations and generations, Perfection is 
ambience. While Trial of the Bow aren't perfect, they 
do hove their hearts and instruments in the right ploce. 
Just check out the song “From the Mounlains of 
Tangier” on this CD, and you'll know what | mean by 
this Aussie duo using their instruments 1o the fullest. |f 
you're longing for something atmospheric, then Trial 
Of The Bow are offering it aplenty. This is truly amaz- 
ingl See interview for further details. cD 

ImmoLATIoN - HEas In Arven 
*96 Merai BLanr 8 - 37:20 
Immolation have always been an underground 
fovorite. But are they capable of ascending past those 
ates? Probably not. While Metal Blade poses fo give 

these scensiers 0 new lease 0n life, their late 80's 
death metal offers nothing really new 1o the scene. 
With more and more bands finding different wisys 15 
express brutality, Immolation stil find Ihemselves cok 
oringitby-number. cD 

Exrr-13 - Jusr A Few Mors Hirs 

‘95 ReLaPst 6 - 38:41 
Well, Exit-13 have returned. While | wasn't too thrilled 
with Iheir “Ethos Musick", | con't possibly be excited 
about this release. Or can 12 Well, it appears nol, as 
Exit13 and co. are still running through Ihe numbers: 
thin production, terrible drum sound, weak guitars, 
elc... Maybe Exit13 were bound fo stay a “ acié 
Their new material isn't going anywhere, so why not 
reveri 10, on “only“ vinyl releasa. Relopse, P.O. Box 
251, Millersvile, PA 17551 USA cD 

Excarrionw - Voics Or Harmony 
‘95 Waonc AGAIN 49:47 

Again Records seems 1o be an enterprising 
se days. Sweden's Excretion are another one 

ing glories. Based in Stockholm, this 
ave earned themselves a comfortable seat in 

the city's supergroup repertoire. While a lot of bands 
e sxpresing Dainistin s oot on mysiterious 
ways, Excrefion are nothing bul gutlevel death metal 
with an emphasis on musicionship and creative song- 
smithing. The lyrics on “Voice Of Harmony” hithome 
ust as Ihe music sets poised fo pull the last string 
xcretion are real, and reality is something missing 

that is missing in todays metal scene. Wrong Again 
records, P.O. Box 120 26 5245 02 Higrup Sweden. 

cD 
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|f some of you remember, we reviewed Ihis band's 
“As Autumn Dies” demo in issue 4. To my amazement, 
Paradigma have surfaced with belter organized song- 
smithing and an album on the Head Nof Found label 
(fronted by Metalian). I've always had a soft spot for 
sombre doom metal, and Paradigma have composed 
0n album full of depressive melismas and enchanling 
atmospheres. Norway’s winter season is surely an 
influence on this quartel, as opening track “Come 
Winter“ chills your spine with its winter references and 
alluring melodies. Early Parodise Lost seems 1 be a 
big influence on this Norwegian oulfit, as there's a lot 
of Gragor Macinioshiype lead soloing gaing on. 
However, I'm not complaining as | really like what 
Paradigma are doing with the melodies. What | real- 
ly like is how the three vocalists trade on and off, 
while the guitar interplay does the same fo create a 
spiraling effect in an ulterly doomy fashion. The band 
have recently released a MCD filled *Skadi” on the 
Head Not Found label, so if you're interested you can 
contoct Relapse for further ordering info. We've also 
published the band's lyric for “When the Storm 
Comes Down“ in Poeįry For Thou. Paradima, B.O, Box 
538 Senirum, 6001 Alesund, Norway. cD 
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Operh - ORcHID 
“95 CanpLILIGHT 7 - 65:31 
| wonder how many fimes a release has been consid: 
ered classic on the day of is release. So, it seems with 
things of grandeur that they are noficed and 
acclaimed when fime and orlist have possedd. 
“Orchid", the debut masterpiece by Sweden's Opeth 
is by far a classic release for the metal genre. Never 
has a release been swathed in honesty on devotion, 
never has a release been loden with melody and 
intensity, never has a release touched my soul as 
“Orchid” has. Opeth, a quartet from Stockholm, are 
what Camel and Wishbone Ash were to the early and 
mid70's: excellent songsmiths, great lyricisis, and 
known for innovation. Opeth can't be compared fo 
any metal band from the 80's, as Opeth traverse 
higher emofions and atmospheres. “Orchid” is so 
melodic and diverse in its opproach, that it actually 

becomes devoid of any classfication; Opeth are 
great musicans creaing gregt music. As slated earlį 
er, “Orchid” offers much on the side of musicianship. 
Instrumentals “Silhouette (where drummer Anders 

plays the piano)” and “Requiem (a fantastic acousfic 
o) ot that Opalh st au 1o dazrzia Wik 
their abilities, but to rather section off the album with 
a colmer, mood setiing envelopment. |f | were to pick 
to favorile, composiion, I woukd have io ba "The 
Aposile In Triumph" with its magnificent arrangements 
and ferocious vocals. “Orchid" is a beaulijul Hawer 
0dOpeth is the spring ra bringing. vilality -and 
color to the petals. This release is HIGHLY regom- 

mended! Find at all costs! Opeth, c/o Mikael Aker- 
feldi, Vedevėgslingon 34, 12474 Bandhogen, 
Sweden. ŽD 

Lerr HAND SOLUTION - SHADOWDANCE 
“95 MassPRobucrioN 6 - 23:04 
Left Hand Solution are what The Gathering are fo 
Holland: female fronted, doomy metal, and great 
musicians. Sundsvall based Left Hand Solufion, have 
composed an album (os short as it is) full of depres- 
sive, emolive metal that can only be compared Io the 
glory (or should I say doomy) days of Paradise Lost 
and Cathedral. However, "Slodowdunu" obviously 
displays one major difference; a female singer. While 
Kicki Haijertz, the vocalist for this release, has left the 
solution, she has left c lasting impression on the bands 
repertoire. Kicki's deep, chantlike voice sounds as if 
she's bellowing a requiem, while the guitars of Jocke 
Mardstam melodicly dance around her tones, and the 
rythym section of drummer Erik Barthold and bassist 
Peter Selin create o gravelike foundation for Left 
Hand Solution. “Shadowdance” showcases the 
impending grandness of Left Hand Solution's future, 
as there is o wide variety of tempos and songstruc. 
tures; yet it's all done in a gray-blue, overcast context. 
I would vecommend Ikis ralegas B any one who's a 
fan of well executed doom metal. The band have 
issued a demo fifled “Wounds of Billerness", so move 
to the demo seciion for further information. See inter- 
view for contact cD 

THE GATHERING - MANDYLION 
‘95 Century Mepia 8 - 52:42 
Holland’s The Gathering began their underground 

itinerary with the release 
of the  groundbreaking 
“Always” LP. "Always 
was a doom metallers 
delight it was bathed in 
lavish keyboards, 
canorous guitors, and 
deep, but nonetheless 
complimenting, vocals. 
With their second effort, 
“Almost A Dance”, The 
Gathering’s platform of 
atmospheric doom crum 
bled. While the music 
was virtually intact, the 
vocals of newcomer Neil 
Duffhues was neither an 
improvement from their 
previous growler Bart 
Smits, nor did it sound 
comfortable with their 
brand of metal. Rather, it 
mode them sound like a |š 
crvel fusion of Faith No 
More and the “Always" 
LP. Thankfully, Neil was 
let go and these arficu 
late lads heard the can 
tato.like  vocals — of 
Anneke van Geirsberg; 
and so she was recruit- I 
ed. “Mandylion"-anoth- 
er word for the Shroud of I 

roduct of š Turin-is the 
this new collaboration, 
and it very well may 
one of the best musical | 
achievements to come 
out of Holland. The 
album is like o beautiful 
journey along craggy |D 
coastlines, over snow- 
capped mountains, and 
into the seablue  sky; 
much of this magnificent 
opus flows like _this. 
While the rest of the 
world continues to waf- 
fle on about bands like |S 
Pantero and Machine 
Head, The Gathering 
soars above the sense- 
less aggression  with 
closs. Highly recom 
mended! See. interview 
for contact. 
cD 

Dark TRANQUILLITY 
į THE GaLLERY 
‘95 Osmose 
11/47:57 
Alter an amazit 
Finland's 
Records, 
Tranquillty return with 
one of the best metal 
albums of 1995. | must 
admit | thought it would 
be hard io conquer their 
milestone i3 
“Skydancer”, But the 
Gothenburgers  have 
done it in all their melod- 
ic gloryl “The Gallery" is 
the first fulllength with 
the revamped line-up of 
Mikael = Stanne-vocals 
and Fredrik Johansson- 
guilors espectivel. Dork 
ranquillily wastes no 

fime, from the classical 
galloping 0f opener 
Punish My Heaven” to 

the ballody anthems of 
closer “Of Melancholy 
Burning.” Guilarists Nike 
Sundin and  Fredrik 
Johansson leaves the Iis- 

the debut album 

0@606% 

Be prepared to experience the manifestation 
of a new edge in brutal blasting music. With 
their ecological outlook, Wicked Innocence 

express all their disgust and agression 
towards humanity, yet still manage to drift 
off into emotional bliss. Open your eyes as 
the threefold trinity of man is sucked down 

the drain! 

NaPALM RECORDS AMERICA 
P. O. Box 480141 - DENVER, CoLO. 80248-0141 

PHONE: (303) 546-6422 / FAX: (303) 546-6445 

send only one stamp ($1 outside USA) for our mailorder catalog 
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tener aghast with their adept use of melodies and 
songsmithing. Song like “One Brooding Warning” 
and “Dividing Line” demonstrate Dark Trangpillity's 
amazing ability to combine allegro tempos and har- 
monious inferplay, while  “Mine is the 
Grandeur d..." bestows the band's love for soft, 
prancing melodies and thunderous tympanies. My 
only complaint about “The Gallery” is the female 
vocalist, who at fimes, sounds like a mixture of Geddy 
Lee (Rush) and Mike Howe (Metal Church); where's 
the beautiful, chilg innocence of former vocalist 
Annakajsa Avehall? Oh well, “The Gallery” is what 
the Osmose roster needed for diversity, and I'm glad 
1o know that Dark Tranquillity will no longer compose 
fantastic albums with fantastic productions silently. 
Highly recommended! Dark Tranquillity, Niklas 
Žundin, Valebersv. 123, 42737 Billdal, Sweden. 

D 

Morrus - Keiser AV EN DIMENSION 
UNr 
*96 CoLp MEAT/DARKWAVE 2 - 47:0 
Everyone should know that Mortiis used to play in the 
quintessential black metal outfit Emperor. So, it should 
be no surprise that this eccentric indiidual is no 
longer composing metal, but rather dark, soundirack- 
like albums fo abate his anger. For thoss of you who 
oren't familiar with his music, don't be surprised if 
don't hear Wagner, or for that matter Tangerine 
Dream, as Mortiis is that musically inclined. What 
makes Mortiis' music work so darkly well, is the myth- 

roud he has wrapped himself in. “Keiser av 
in all reality, Mortiis' most accomplished work 

to date. Ifyou go looking for his back catalog (exclud- 
ing "Anden som Giorde Opprer“), don't be surprized 
to find repetitive and numbing music; most of which is 
as if he looped the tape so he could go down fo the 
ub for a beer. Cold Meat Industry is known for their 

lavish layouts and, so it is (super)natural that his disc 
comes colored in forest green and gold. This packag- 
ing works wonders, adding a misty, mold-ike appear- 
ooo 1o Ihe Mot pfianomanan Al Boitsw el PN 
skilless wonders currently making sounds in the synth- 
music circuit, Mortiis' new album is a dark and wel- 
come opus. H. Ellefsen, ARingen 52, 302 55, 
Halmstad, Sweden. cD 

ANATHEMA - TME 
‘95 PEACEVILLEĘ, 
The “Silent Enigma“ is the first release without the stel- 
lar vocal obilities of Darren White (now in Blood 
Divine). As this release closed in on its release date, 
voices were chattering that Anathema is done; fin- 
ished. Well, 'm happy fo announce that, not only did 
the Anathema lads return with a great album, but spit 
their forlorn tongues at the skeptic media. “The Silent 
Enigma” is what the doom melal scene has nee. 
since_Cathedral’s monolithic “Forest of Equilibrium” 
LP. Guitarist turned vocalist, Vincent Cavanagh, 
bestows Anathema a new sound; a new life. Not that 
Anathema were ever dead, it's just that Vincent adds 
a whole new negative aura fo Anathema. Guilarists 
Daniel and Vincent are the only ones fo my knowk- 
-d?o to use feedback as a source of depressive 
melody; the usage of feedback compounds Ihe des- 
peration that has always been a Anathema trade- 
mark. The whole dispirited atmosphere on “Silent 
Enigma” makes the perfect listening experience for 
loniness. “Cerulean Twilight” and the fitle track are, 
perhaps, the best songs Anathema has penned, even 
when you stand them up against such monoliths as 
"Sleepless“ and “Kingdom.- Anathema is il the only 
doom metal act Io incorporate honesty and depres- 
sion. Amazinglll cD 

NT ENIGMA 
9 - 53:11 

DiaBoLicaL MASQUERADE - RAVENDUSK IN 
My Heart 
96 ApipocEre 9 - 42:29 

Diabolical Masquerade happens o be the sole idea 
of Katatonia/Bewitched ‘mastermind Blackheim. 
‘While this project has been festering for some time, it 
was Adipocere Records who decided fo make it a 
reality. Blackheim is best noted for his excellent work 
with the aforementioned bands, but Diabolical 
Masquerode creates a surreal atmosphers that could 
be described as a combination of Bathory and Twin 
Peaks. All of the musicianship on “RavenJ:: was 

ly scored bz Blackheim, and one ive 
it because the magnitude of some the ideas 

here could be 
monumental 
Much of the mate- 
rial on, 
“Ravendusk...” 
reminds me of 
early Kalatonia 
material, = most 
notably the leg- 
endary  “Jhva 
Elohim  Meth" 
d e m o . 
Blackheim’s gui- 
tarwork is usually 
nothing short of 
breathtaking, as 
evidenced — in 
“The Casile of 
Blackheim” and 
“Beyond  the 
Spiritual Moon.” 
However, 
“Ravendusk...” is 
not the perfect 
album. There 
seems 1o be some 
careless — drum- 
ming, and songs 
cutting a little too 
abruptly  (much 
like on Immortal's 
“Battles In The 
North“ LP). All 
things — consid- 
ered, Diabolical 
Masquerade | is 
without a doubt a 
triumph For the 
man, and a wor- 
thy addition 1o 
any fan of dark, 
bleak,  surfeal 
metal. See 
Bewitched review 
for contact. 
cD 

Wickep 
INNOCENCE - 
OMNIPOTENCE 
‘95 Naraim 

ca 8 - 

Wicked 
Innocence could 
be  something 
amazing if they 
did w\fiuom the 
offsetting = burp- 
like vocals. Sure, 
I'm a fon of 
extremity, but Ihe 
vocals of Lorin 
Cook sound 
absolutely = silly 
when you hear 
them; | don't think 
that | should be 
laughing when | 
hear a band fry- 
ing 1o be serious. 

ile 1 think the 
band have an 
impressive lyrical 
concept (check 
out “The Greys") 
and, are capable 
musicians, — this 
Carbonized- 
Cannibal Corpse 
style of playing 
really  doesn’t 
work. | think the 
band has lots of 
|ecvmr\5{\ to do, 
but in Ihe mean- 
time, if you're 
looking - for 
heavy, somewhat 

Special first time, last time 
and one time appearanc, 

Over 70 minutes of 
pure tribute! 

IN MEMORY,OF ... 

Morgion 

Enslaved 
i 

Cianide 

Deyine Eve 

ų Grave 

Š,š)nll_\'on"s Sun 

a Opeth 

Closedown 

Emper 

j To,order IN MEMORY OF CELTIC FROST(Dwell-1006) 
Send *fiw« ud;g:nfing $16.00 CD or $12,00 Cassed¥e (postage paid in U. 
„Poreign/orders add $2:00 for skipping. 
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formatioji ond catalog Sead $1 (U,S„guriency). 
well Rmm‘vfl). Box 39439 Los Angeles; €A 90039-0439 



different death metal, Wicked Innocence is your cup 
of tea. Wicked Innocence, P.O. Box 522116, Salt Lake 
City, UT, 84152-2116 USA. cD 

SENTENCED - LovE AND DEATH 
“95 CENTURY MeDIA 5 - 21:18 
If you followed the band's magnificent “Amok” LP, 
then | think “Love and Death is definitely for you. 
Actually, | think two out of the five cuts here were fea- 
tured on the Japanese version of "Amok"; | guess us 
Americans aren't that lucky, huh? Anyway, the 
Northernmost Killers are back with an innovative and 
memorable release of heavy fucking metal. Recorded 
at the infamous TicoTico (šemenr_ed, Convulse) stu- 
dios, “Love and Death” sounds a million miles above 
anything that has come out of Sunlight. O the five 
tracks presented here, the most striking is a dead-on 
cover of Billy Idol's “White Wedc?mg" "White 
Wedding“ sounds guite good when Senfenced is at 
the helm, but it really doesn't sound like Sentenced; it 
would be more correct fo say Sisters of Mercy. 
Anyhow, Sentenced are the ones who dared fo break 
the mold with this cover, and | congratulate them for 
that! “Love and Deatf” is full 0f great heavy mefal, so 
if you're longing for old days, then Sentenced pro- 
vides it in mounds. Hail Io Finlondi Write Century 
Media for details. cD 

SATANIC SLAUGHTER * SATANIC SLAUGHTER 

FEATURING: 

FISREMINES 
gy wes 
GREG GALL 

TERRY BUTLER 
FGINERLY OF DERTH AMO MASSACRE 

‘96 Necrorous 12 - 32:05 
Sweden's Satanic Slaughter has existed in one form 
or another since 1985. That places them right in the 
heart of the early speed/black metal movement of 
Venom, Destruction, Slayer, and Bathory. Well it's a 
decade later, and the powers that be at Necropolis 
Records asked the remaining members of Safanic 
Sloughter to reform for their long overdue debut 
album. Since the band is on cult status in their home 
country, it would seem logical to finally unleash the 
ultimate evil known to the Swedish countryside. Like 
Fenriz at Ragnarok, Satanic Slaughter literally 
destroys everything in its path with their brand of 
transaggressive black mefal. Believe me, when | sa, 
transaggressive, | mean this is hyperfast black metal 
The song “Into the Catacombs” uses enough speed 
and, gasp, melody to make Norway's Immortal pale. 
While you may be thinking that's a blasphemic state- 
i Šatanie SlalgHSEAREat s oy Scas kit 
their bulletblets, i0 make even the fasfest song con- 
vincing and memorable. The haunting "Show No 
Mercy'.like approach of “Breath of the Serpent that 
rules the cold World” demonstrates Satanic 
Slaughter's ability to capture the evil of those long 
sines recordad album: HE s boel auambiciat 
the ancient days, is the song “I'll Await my Lord." This 
song is so memorable and destructive, that | think 
you'd have to be in those days to understand its infen- 
sity. Satanic Slaughter is pure evil, so if you'rs looking 
to spend you're fime in Hell with class, pick up this 
album. Hail Mestopheles! Necropolis, P.O. Box 
14815, Fremont, CA, 94539-4815 U§t cD 

MinpRoT + DAWNING 
*95 RiLApsE 7 - 53:45 
California’s Mindrot is easily the best thing Relapse 
Records has done since Amorphis. Mindrot originated 
out of the crust scene in California, and, through fime, 
learned how to develop the necessary skills to create 
emofive metal. Now one question you may ask, “why 
would a crust band want fo play emotive metal? 
Well, each genre has its limitations, and Mindrot 
aren't the type to sit around while the world pushes 
forward. There is, however, enough grime and dirt on 
“Dawning” fo make even the most hated crilic of 

MES 
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metal a believer. “Dawning” may very well be the 
doom metal version of Neurosis, but it goes farther 
than that; Mindrot, afier all, aren't that devoted 1o 
technology, but rather depression and desperation 
that the real world can bring. While Mindrot aren't 
pounding their urban chests in rebellion, they are 
searching deeper into Ihe soul for the answers tha so 
desperately elude them. Opening track “Dawning” is 
a soundirack for such a journey, while *Anguish’ 
crashes your inner shores with iis eerie melodies, 
hopeless vocals and crushing samples. “Dawning” is 
recommended for those of you who aren't usually in 
the  doldrums, but if you must, keep sharp objecis 
away from vital areas of the forearm. Highly recom- 
mended! See interview for contact. cD 

IN FLAMES - SUBTERRANEAN 
*95 Wrone AcaiN 5 - 21:38 
After a stellar debut, Sweden’s kings of folky death 
mefal refurn with a melodically magnificent MCD, 
titled “Subterranean.” Based in Gothenburg (the cen- 
ter for the arts in Sweden), In Flames have taken the 
tradifional Gothenburg sound of At The Gates and 
Eucharist one step further with infusion of folk ele- 
ments and NWOBHM-ype lead playing. | must 
admi, the guitar interplay is far superior than what I'm 
used 1o hearing, which is firesome chugclug mid- 
western sound. Guitarists Jepser and Glenn use their 
fretboards in the most melodic ways possible; even 
making old Yrgwie pale in comparison. While “Ever 
Dying” is by far the best track on the album, it's the 
stream of notes that come off the fitle track that has me 
banging my collective head. Closing track 
“Biosphere” reminds me of Carcass' latest guitar work 
on “Heartwork”, being both mindblowingly harmo- 
nious and ingenious. |f you're looking for a release o 
satiate your hunger for wellplayed, guitar oriented 
ol meialrihan In Flameriisrdbūti Io:pul i o 
list 0f hopefuls. Highly Recommendedl cD 

DissEcrion 'ORM OF THE LIGHT's BANE 
‘95 Nuciear BLast 8 - 43:16 
It's been some time since these dark, Gothenburgers 
issued an LP. After their landmark “The Somberlain” 
LP on Sweden’s No Fashion label, Dissection have 

For a roo Metai Biadė calolog write 
„Metai Elada Resarids: . 

2348 Eninger Rd Sult 108 
Sint Yy, CA 53085 

S uš ūn the World Wide Vieb a 
hittps/vareiuma.t0mi Metal Blads 
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aIABOLOS 
C NISIN 

It’s a KRON-H release ? KRON-H 02 (Available on CD & LP) 
To be not available everywhere ! KRON-H is a division of OSMOSE PRODUCTIONS. 

Coming soon : 
DARK TRANQUILLITY “The gallery" LP/CD 

DIABOLOS RISING “S.N.T.F.' (Available on CD & LP) 

DONOSTI - Spain / AUDIOGLOBE- 
COGUMELO - Br 

ITCHHUNT - Switzerland / CARGO - 
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THE KNIGHT WITH NO NAME  BY JERZY DROZD 

risen 
to challenge with a new deal, and one hell of an LP in 
the shape of “Storm of the Lighi's Bane." While the 
track “Night's Blood” appeared in various shapes 
and forms during the last year, the final, apocalyptic 
version is witnessed here. "At Fathomless Depths” 
opens the album with a calm acoustic piece; this must 
be their version of the calm before the storm. As open- 
er “Night's Blood” erupts in a Slayerike infensity, the 
real calch doesn't hit you until the guitars melodicall 
infertwine around your soul, squeezing the last breat| 
of ight oot of It. The harmonic storm continues 0n 
“Unhallowed (which is the best track on the album)”, 
as Dissection beckon forth the Four Horsemen of 
Apocalypse in all their deathly beauty; “Unhallowed” 
rains the black breath without remorse. By far the most 
eerie track on the album, “Where Dead Angels Lie”, 
features a windswept ritfing pattern that could only 
be influenced by the Carpathion Mountains: arise 
dark lord of the nightl All of this evil couldn't be 
accomplished without the aid of accomplished ser- 
vants, so guitarists Jon and Johan orchestrate the sym- 
phony, drummer (who has since been replaced] Ole 
pounds the battle drums, and bassist Peter calls forth 
the thunder: this concludes hell's orchestral And what 
a beautiful symphony it is. With the wind of 
Elock/death mettl shiing, only the dedication of 
Sweden's Dissection will have the sorcery fo blow one 
final breath of death. “Hail the True Metal of Deaih!"- 
Jon Nedviedi. Highly recommended. See inferview 
for details. cD 

W.A.R. ComPILATION 
795 Wrone AcaiN 13 - 72:76 
Wrong Again Records in Sweden have compiled 
what may be the best compilation of all fimel The 
WAR comilation features the falents of all Swedish 
bands. While I'm tired of compilations that claim to be 
exclusive, WAR has issued a release that is not only 
exclusive, but downright excellent! Bands that are fea- 
tured include: In Flames, the mighty Eucharist, 
Dissection, Dark Tranquillty, Katatonia, Ceremonial 
Oath, Miscreant, Mourning Sign, and Purgatorium. 
Now, if that doesn't sound like a killer line-up, then 
nothing will. For?a! all those 2CD comps. that pluck 
material from released albums, because WAR is or 
was, entirely exclusivel | can’ttell you how many fimes 
I've put this disc on, only to find myself looking at the 
compilations in my collection, saying “why?” This is a 
essential purchase for lovers of great Swedish death 
metal. Highly recommended! W.A.R., P.O. Box, 120 
26 5245 02 Hidrup, Sweden. 

DorsaL ATLANTICA - ALEA JacTa Est 
‘94 CocuLemio 14 - 48:55 
Dorsal Atlantica is without a doubt one of those bands 
who will never get noficed outside their respective 
boundaries. Well, that could all change as this 
Brasilian trio execute aggressive thrash/death metal 
(with a few quirks), that seems to be getting more pop- 
ular by the day. While Dorsal Atlantica are accom- 
plished musicians and songwriters, | feel that a lot of 
what Dorsal has to say will go unnoficed. Fellow coun- 
trymen Sepultura have expressed their concern about 
the socio-economic conditions in the Favelas, and 
Dorsal Atlantica are here to do the same. However, 
Dorsal Atlantica doesn't have the world-wide support 
that Sepultura does. “Alea Jacta Est" is a good album 
for the world to hear, so | hope this helps spread their 
musical and social message. Choice tracks include: 
“Thy Kingdom Come”, "Straitgate”, and “Black 
Messiah.” Dorsal Atlantica, P.O. Box 33132, 22442- 
970, Rio De Janeiro, Brazil. cD 

BENEDICTION 
Tur Dreams You DREAD 

*95 Nuctear BLast 45:31 
Hmm... I'm sorry to say that England’s Benediction 
have finally washed up. Why couldn't these blokes 
compose an album full of catchy songs like “Ashen 
Epitaph” and “The Grotesque.” Well, | guess guilarists 
Peter Rew and Darren Brookes found if necessary fo 
follow fellow lobelmates Gorefest. Vocalist Dave 
Ingram is doing his best to be nota-death-metal-vocal- 
ist, but fails in Eis cookie-monster banter. This is a dis- 
appointment. Heeey! cD 

ON NS | LAY - SouNDs or BEAUTIFUL 
EXPERIENCE 
‘95 Howy 9 - 48:56 
France’s Holy Records sure has a nose for finding the 
most atmospheric, yet aggressive bands fo date. First 
Ihers was Nightfall then Orphaned Land, and now 
On Thorns I Lay. Well, as you may know Greece is the 
Country for keyboardbased death mefal, as evi- 
denced with Roffing Christ and Nightfall. Along with 
newcomers Eylsian Fields, On Thorns | Lay is really a 
atmospheric metallers delight. The guitars dance their 
sparrow dance, the vocals tell their tell one thousand 
fimes, and the drums rise for the new age. This quartet 
are, as evidenced with many Greek bands, great 
musicians and avanigarde songwriters. How many 
bands do you know who will devastate one moment, 
then perform a raggae section for diversity? Not 
many. | commend a band like On Thorns | Lay for their 
use of atmosphere, and innovation. This Athens-based 
band may have started a musical revolution. 
Inferesting! On Thoms I Lay, Jim Leonardos, P.O. Box 
31626, 10035 Athens, Greece. Cl 

Gobs: Tus Erecraic Mist 
795 How 11 - 51:15 
| remember when | fist heord the sorrowful dirges of 
Norway's Godsend; it was a Iruly gloomy experi- 
ence. Well, | akways doubted there would be another 
Godsend release, as their vocalist and drummer were 
from Sweden’s Edge Of Sanity. Well, much Io my dis- 
belief, Godsend have resurfaced with a new album, 
and a full line-up. Gone are the irreplaceable vocals 
of Dan Swans, and his musical ideas, which consfifut- 
ed a fair amount of material on “As The Shadows 
Fall." Well, here we are in the electric mist. Godsend 
have taken the 70's road, where not many have frod- 
den. Even England's Cathedral have siayed within 
their respeclive bellbotioms. Godsend have laken the 
70's road life ethic wholeheartedly, as evidenced in 
“Nobody Home” and In the Bitter Waters.” A lot of 
the material sounds out of place, when you stand them 
up against one_another. Take “Thoughts and 
Shadows" and “Clarion Čall“, for exomple; both 
tunes are rocking, uį Iempo doom delights, but when 
ploced next o "Nobody Fome® you tend ihink, well, 
which one belongs here. In the end, “In The Electric 
Mist” isn't what | expecled, but if's a diverse bag. If 
you're looking for something a lifle different, then 
Godsend are your answer. Godsend, P.O. Box 
Sentrum, 7001, Norway. cD 
PARADISE LOST - DRACONIAN TiMES 
‘96 ReLanivity/MFN 12 - 48:55 
From their humble_beginings Paradise Lost have 
proved to be one of the most talented and successful 
out of the pioneering genre of death metal. With each 
album they produce an increased level of awe and 
aimosphere into their already epic sounding sym- 
phonies. With the departure of Nick Holmes death 
metal vocals, on the Icon album, | thought they kind of 
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lost, 
or comprimised their originality. | mean there are 
countless bands who have jusi straight ass singing 
and play Ihis general kind of music. But this album 
really opened my eyes to their full potentional. This 
album is simply spectacular. There was one tragedy, 
Ihat being the lost of Iheir long-ime drummer Mathew 
Archer, but | think this proved Io be a blessing in dis- 

uise. The new drummer Lee Moris is much more 
Šynamic and creotive ihan his predecessor. The 
vocals really bloom on this outing, Nick has really 
fine-tuned his vocals, going from his straightforward 
singing fo whispered passages. All in all a magnificent 
album, one of their finest. Contact Paradise Lost at: 
The Painless, P.O. Box 411, Bradford, West Yorkshire, 
England, BD2LG [please enclose SAE or 2 IRC's) —- 

In Tur Woops - Hearr Or Tur Aces 
*95 MisaNrHROPY REcoRDs 7 - 59:10 
| was kind of caught off guard by this release. After 
just hearing the demo, | got the full length and I was 
et herdento Is Tadų primitivė, Eutfilelbiyss 
Very well produced, good songwriting and superb 
exicution. This album is very moving, the influences 
they describe in their music are very vivid and capli- 
vating. Heart Of The Ages is definetly a very helpful 
stepping stone in the future of this band. With their 
style the direction their music could go is Ieft to the 
imagination. The album offers the famous high yells 
that their famous for, not to mention excellent guitar 
melodies, and thundering drums that set the atmos- 
phere. For further information contact stanlhroĖy 
Records. Mi 
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UND RECORDS 
dimi: 106 78 Athens - Greece 

(01) 330.2748 - Fax: ++ (01) 384.3244 / 
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DEFIANGE OF THEUGLY BY THE MERELY REPOLSIVE CO 10 RR 6326 
ral infiuentiai grin 

iš 
Intense, ra - (2 4UBE. SOLMANIA, DIESEL GUITAR 

mm it s VA HIJOKAIDAN šrd PAIN JERK. 
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oNYMPI TE ROSE, SPECULŪM 

Mond: iday,9A M- "All prices include. ay Friday, JAV-BP.M. £5T po: 
Credit Card Hotline: (717)397-5616 Infori Hotlifie: (717)397-5706 E.mail Address:RelapseNBA@aolcom 

Note: There is a $3 charge for persdtia| checks, ff 4 $4 Efiarge for Canadian money orders. Call fr oreign postage rates... * 
70 insure your package; fhere is an additiona| 53 charge, Relapse is not responsible or ost or damaged packages. 

Relapse Records, P0. Box:251, Millersville, PA 17551 LSA. —- 

1995 Release Entertai 
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mpromising 
rderously 
assive 

lling Capacity shows the & 
band incorporating a discernable 
influence from the New \A{a@vgk 
of British Heavy Metal while™ - 
retaining their trademark - 
penchantfor controversial 
violence and power. 

ddhyning’ 

ŠHate__ * 
“ Hatėis utterly mean, pure, 
blasting, death from Holland's 
mostbrutal band. Easilyone * 
of 1995's most extreme 
recordings! Hateis the 
embodiment of chaos!!! 

VE%EI@NES‘ 5 grinding freak outs — 
- and a sick noise collage fresh 
from the oven of Pennsylvania’s 
weirdest bakers. Features 
hilarious VENOM parody artwork CD $14 CS $10 NBA 6131 % 

from cult arist Wes Benscoter. ; 
dustunen you hought v i m 3 
safe to chill, it's realhy time for į 
Just A Few More Hits! Ą 3 . 

MCDS10 RR 6966 š 

BENEDICTION 
The Dreams 
You Dread 
Eleventracks of subconscious 
terror exemplifying the 
perfect mix of poWer and 
melody! BENEDICTION 
will bang your head!!! 
CD $14 CS S10 NBA 6873 

Urine Junkies 

ABSCESS 0026 18 
pornofreakographic 
grinding death classics 
quaranteed to make your 
Knees buckle! Feaures 
Chris and Danny from 
AUTOPSY!!! 
CD 514 RR 6923 

Order By Credit Card Toll Free 
> 4 — == 
%, 71-800-303-0606 =t 
o"z,;’*ae > ALL OTHER ORDERS SUBMIT BY MAIL!!! 
S5, % Monday through Friday, 9a.m-6p.m. esT All prices include postage within the U.S. 
o e O Credit Card Hotline: (717)397-5616 Information Hotline: (717)397-5706 E.mail Address: RelapseNBA@aol.com 
G, b, 54, <%, "Mole: There is a $3 charge forpersonal checks, and a $4 charge for Canadian maney orders. Cafr foregn posiage rales. 

s %, % % To insure your package, there is an additionai $3 charge. Relapse is not responsible for lost or damaged packages. 
RelapseRecards, P.0. Box 251, Millersvilie, PA 17551 US.A. 
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„„the dawning of a new epoch in the history of extreme metal! rį 
01995 RELAPSE RECOKOS


